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Abstract
Adults  often  have  difficulty  in  acquiring  non-native  vowels  especially  when  the
vowel  inventories  in  first  (L1)  and  second  language (L2) are  very  different.
However,  even when  testing  L2  groups  with  similar  profiles, there  are  great
individual  differences  in  the  perception  and  production  of  non-native  sounds.
Similarly, computer-based training studies of L2 sounds report that improvement
after  training  can  range  greatly  across  individuals.  This  thesis  explores possible
sources  of individual  differences in  Greek  native  speakers’  perception  and
production of Southern British English vowels.
Study 1 examined the perceived relationship between English vowels (in /bVb/ and
/bVp/ contexts) and Greek vowels along with English vowel discrimination by the
same participants. Greek speakers were found to perceive English vowels via both
spectral and temporal assimilation to their L1 categories despite the fact that Greek
does not use duration in L1 vowel distinctions. Study 2 defined the endpoints for the
synthetic vowel continua to be used in Study 3 using a best exemplars experiment. In
study 3, Greek speakers from a homogenous population (in terms of L1 background,
age of L2 learning, amount and quality of  L2 input) were tested on a large test
battery before and after receiving 5 sessions of high-variability perceptual training.
The test battery examined their perception of natural and synthetic vowels in L1
(Greek) and L2 (English) and their frequency discrimination ability (F2 only) as well
as their production of L2 vowels. Group results showed significant improvement in
the  trainees’  perception  of  natural  L2  vowels  and  their  L2  vowel  production.
However, large individual differences were evident both before and after training.
Vowel  processing  in  L2  was  found  to  relate  to  individual  variability  in  vowel
processing in L1 and, importantly, to frequency discrimination acuity, a finding that
favours  an auditory  processing hypothesis  for L1  and  L2  speech  perception  of
vowels.iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the acquisition of vowels in a second language (L2) by
adult  native  speakers  of  another  language.  The perception  and  production of  L2
sounds is not an easy task and several theories have been proposed to explain the
difficulties a learner may be faced with when acquiring an L2. Well-documented
factors in determining the success of L2 phoneme learning include the relationship
between the segmental inventory of the first language (L1) and the L2 (e.g. Best,
1995; Flege, 1995a; Kuhl, 2000), the age of learning an L2 (e.g. Flege et al., 1999a),
the length of residence in an L2 setting (e.g. Flege et al., 1997a) and the degree of
ongoing L1 use (e.g. Flege & Mackay, 2004). Other factors such as motivation to
learn and language learning aptitude have not received much attention in the L2
phoneme literature.
It is clear, however, that even after attempting to control for the factors mentioned
above, large individual differences are often found in cross-sectional or longitudinal
studies examining the  perception  and  production  of  non-native  sounds. Similar
results are reported in studies that involve intensive computer-based training of L2
sounds in  laboratory  conditions where,  additionally  to large  between-subject
variability  before  training,  improvement  after  training  can  range  from  no
improvement to very significant gains across individuals (e.g. Bradlow et al., 1997;
Hazan et al., 2005), which suggests that there are idiosyncratic differences in the
effectiveness of  training.  Current cross-language/L2 models such as PerceptualIntroduction 2
Assimilation Model (PAM: Best et al., 1988; Best, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007), the
Speech  Learning  Model (SLM:  Flege,  1995a,  2002),  and the  Native  Language
Magnet model (NLM: Kuhl et al., 1992; Kuhl, 2000; Kuhl et al., 2008) offer no
explanation  for  individual  variability  found within  L2  populations  with  similar
profiles. There are three possible explanations for the existence of such variability:
first, participants may not have been well matched on those factors; second, these
factors may be causally related to each other, i.e. a factor may be confounded with
other  factors;  and  third,  there  are  other  factors  that were  not  controlled  in  the
experiment. This thesis examines two unexplored sources of individual differences
in L2 vowel learning by testing the perception and production of Southern British
English vowels by native speakers of Standard Modern Greek. The main question to
be addressed is whether L2 vowel processing is related to individual variability in L1
vowel processing and/or frequency discrimination acuity.
1.1 L2 vowel perception and production
In the early months of life, infants appear to be able to discriminate all sounds that
are used to signal contrasts in any language (Eimas et al., 1971; Lasky et al., 1975;
Streeter, 1976; Trehub, 1976; Aslin et al., 1981). However, by the end of their first
year infants fail to discriminate non-native consonant contrasts (Werker et al., 1981;
Werker & Tees, 1983, 1984; Werker & Lalonde, 1988). Sensitivity to non-native
vowel contrasts appears to decline somewhat earlier, at around six months of age
(Kuhl et  al.,  1992;  Polka  &  Werker,  1994;  Bosch  &  Sebastian-Galles,  2003),
although one  study  by Polka  &  Bohn (1996) failed  to  show  age  or  language
influences on infant discrimination of non-native vowel contrasts suggesting that not
IsiZulu click consonants).
A great body of research using both natural and synthetic stimuli has examined adult
learners’  perception  and  production  of  non-native  vowels.  These  studies  have
all non-native sounds are affected similarly by language experience (see also Best et
al., 1988 for a similar lack of age effect found on English infants' perception ofIntroduction 3
generally looked at difficulties in L2 vowel acquisition for speakers whose L1 vowel
system differs considerably from the target L2 system or where there is a significant
mismatch  in  the  vowel  categories  themselves (for  an  excellent  review  of  cross-
language infant and adult studies, see Strange, 1995). In line with studies examining
infant vowel perception mentioned above, adult L2 learners are generally found to
face difficulties when perceiving and producing non-native vowels. For example,
Gottfried (1984) found that native French speakers were more accurate in identifying
French vowels than American English learners of French. In the same study it was
also shown that native French speakers were better in discriminating French vowels
than both American English learners of French and monolingual American English
speakers with the American  English learners  of  French outperforming the
monolingual American English speakers when the vowels were embedded in a /tVt/
context (but not when the vowels were presented in isolation). Polka (1995) found
that monolingual Canadian English speakers showed native-like performance for the
German tense vowel contrast /u/-// but not for the lax contrast //-// which was
attributed to differences in English speakers’ assimilation of the German vowels to
English vowel categories. Spanish learners of English have difficulty in English //-
// discrimination because they lack such a contrast in their L1, having a single vowel
category in the F1/F2 vowel space occupied by the two English vowels (Flege et al.,
1997a;  Escudero,  2005). Højen  &  Flege (2006) used  a  categorical  AXB
discrimination task to further explore the perception of English vowels by Spanish
speakers. Their subjects obtained near chance scores (<60% correct) in three difficult
English contrasts at an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 0 ms and 1000 ms.
Similar language effects have been reported even in the case of highly proficient
bilinguals  as  shown  in  a  series  of  studies  testing  Spanish-Catalan  bilinguals’
perception of Catalan vowels (Pallier et al., 1997; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco,
1999; Bosch et al., 2000; Pallier et al., 2001) even though, as will be discussed in
following sections, other studies have demonstrated that native-like performance can
be at times achieved by early L2 learners as in the case of Italian learners of English
(Flege  &  Mackay,  2004). Still,  Italian late learners  of  English often differ  fromIntroduction 4
native  English  speakers  in  perceiving  English  vowels (Flege et  al.,  1999a). The
perception of English vowels is also problematic for other language groups with
fewer contrastive vowels in L1, such as Korean (Flege et al., 1997a; Ingram & Park,
1997) and Catalan (Cebrian, 2006) learners of English.
Studies examining the  production of vowels by  L2 learners  generally mirror the
results concerning the perception of L2 vowels. Rochet (1995) used a synthetic //-
//-// vowel  continuum  to  examine  L1 language  effects  on  the  perception  and
production of non-native vowels. Native Portuguese speakers tended to label French
// tokens as // whereas English native speakers tended to label the same tokens as
//. According to Rochet (1995), this was due to differences in articulation between
Portuguese // and English // with the latter being articulated in a more fronted
position  than  the  former.  An imitation task  showed  that  Portuguese  speakers
produced French // as // whereas English speakers produced French // as //,
suggesting, according to the author, that production errors may have a perceptual
basis. Munro et al. (1996) compared English vowel productions of English native
speakers  and  of  240  native  Italian  speakers  who  had  arrived  in  Canada  at  ages
ranging from 2 to 22 years. English vowel productions for native and non-native
speakers were rated for degree of accent by native English speakers. Late learners
obtained lower ratings than early learners across English vowels. Further, English
vowel productions by Italian late learners of English were identified correctly by
English native speakers less often than English vowel productions by monolingual
English speakers. Similar results concerning the production of English vowels are
reported in several other studies (Mcallister et al., 2002; Piske et al., 2002; Flege et
al., 2003) with some of those studies being discussed in more detail in following
sections.Introduction 5
1.2 The use of duration in L2 vowel perception and production
L2  learners  often  have  difficulties  in  weighting the  acoustic  cues  that signal L2
contrasts. A common example demonstrating such a difficulty is the problematic for
Japanese native speakers perception of the English /r/-/l/ contrast (e.g. Goto, 1971).
Iverson et al. (2003) showed that Japanese speakers pay attention to the non-critical
second formant (F2) frequency when trying to distinguish English /r/ from /l/ instead
of focusing on the third formant (F3) onset frequency that is used by native speakers
of English, the reason being that Japanese speakers mainly use the former when
perceiving  the  single  Japanese  sound  perceptually  related  to  English  /r/  and  /l/,
namely //.  In a vowel  study, McAllister et al. (2002) tested the hypothesis that
category  formation  is  difficult  when  based  on  a  phonetic  feature not  used
contrastively in the L1 (‘feature hypothesis’). The hypothesis, implied in the SLM
(Flege,  1995a) predicts that  success  in  using  durational  cues  when acquiring L2
vowels will be related to previous experience with duration in L1 vowel distinctions.
McAllister et al. (2002) compared the perception and production of the Swedish
vowel length contrasts by native speakers of Estonian, American English and Latin
American Spanish. The results in perception showed that the Estonian speakers who
are extremely experienced with duration distinctions in their L1 outperformed the
American  English speakers who  use  duration  as  a  secondary  cue  in  L1  vowel
distinctions. American English speakers in turn outperformed the Spanish speakers
who  do  not  use duration  at  all  in  perceiving  L1  vowels.  The  cross-language
differences in the production of Swedish vowels were  fewer than the  perception
differences with the Spanish speakers being consistently less successful in producing
the  vowels  than  any  other  group.  These  results  were  seen  as  confirming  the
importance of L1 transfer when learning the vowels of an L2.
However, other studies have demonstrated that listeners remain sensitive to novel
acoustic features when perceiving L2 vowels. Bohn (1995) examined the perception
of American English vowels by native speakers of German, Spanish and Mandarin.
The stimuli were synthetic vowel continua (//-// and //-//) that tested the learners’
reliance  on  spectral  and  durational  cues.  Bohn (1995) found  that  duration  wasIntroduction 6
predominantly utilized in the perception of these vowels not only by native German
speakers who make use of both spectral and durational cues in L1 to distinguish
vowels but also by native Spanish and Mandarin speakers, neither of which group
uses duration  in  contrasting  L1  vowels.  To  explain  this  finding,  Bohn (1995)
proposed  a ‘desensitization  hypothesis’. Bohn  hypothesized that,  when  spectral
information is not available (hence the term ‘desensitization’), L2 learners will use
durational  information  irrespective  of  whether  duration  is  used  in  their  L1,  as
duration is a cue that is acoustically salient and easy to access. The overreliance on
durational  cues  to  differentiate  the English  //-//  contrast shown  by  Spanish
speakers has  been  reported  in  several  subsequent  studies (Flege et  al.,  1997a;
Similar  results  have  been  reported  for  native  speakers  of  Korean  who  are  also
inexperienced  with  the  duration  feature  in  L1  vowel  distinctions (Flege et  al.,
1997a). Escudero &  Boersma (2004) offered  a  different  explanation  for  Spanish
speakers’ preference for durational cues when distinguishing English // from //.
They proposed that since Spanish does not employ duration contrastively to signal
vowel contrasts, it is easier for Spanish speakers to create a new category (duration)
than splitting their already-existing (spectral) Spanish /i/ category. Finally, Iverson &
Evans (2007b) provided further evidence for the availability of durational cues in L2
vowel perception for speakers that do not use duration in L1 vowel distinctions; their
results comparing Spanish, French, German and Norwegian speakers’ perception of
the Southern British English vowel system suggested that L2 vowel learning shows a
high degree of uniformity in the use of secondary acoustic cues such as duration and
intrinsic formant movement irrespective of L1 background.
 Morrison,  2002;  Escudero  &  Boersma,  2004;  Escudero,  2005;   Cebrian,  2006).Introduction 7
1.3 Factors affecting L2 speech processing
Research on L2 acquisition has identified a variety of factors that are related to the
subject’s background and may affect success in acquiring a second language
1. These
factors can be assigned to three broad categories: (1) factors concerned with the
learner’s first or second language experience such as age of L2 learning, relationship
between the L1 and L2 sound inventories, length of residence in an L2-speaking
environment and amount of ongoing L1 use; (2) factors concerned with the learner’s
language aptitude such as phonological memory and working/short-term memory;
and (3) factors concerned with the learner’s attitudes towards language learning such
as motivation. Cross-language speech perception and production studies have mainly
focused  on  the  first category and research in  the cross-language/L2 phonetics
literature on the other two categories is limited.
1.3.1 Experience-related factors
The age of first exposure to the L2, usually indexed by the age of immigrants’ arrival
(AOA) in an L2 setting (or equally by the age of L2 learning (AOL)), is by far the
most frequently examined factor in the L2 literature. The idea that age may restrict
language learning gained interest after Lenneberg (1967) published the Biological
Foundations of Language introducing the concept of a Critical Period of language
acquisition,  according  to  which, the  ability  to  acquire  language  successfully  is
biologically linked to age. In an attempt to explain the empirical observation that
young learners are usually better in acquiring  an  L2 than older learners are, the
Critical Period hypothesis was before long extended to the field of L2 acquisition. It
has therefore  been  claimed  that biologically  determined  maturational  constraints
exist when learning the L2 grammar (Johnson & Newport, 1989), syntax (Patkowski,
1980) and  pronunciation (Patkowski,  1990). Regarding  L2  phoneme  learning,
1 Given the scope of this thesis which particularly concerns individual differences under the same
experimental conditions, other factors related to the task or the stimuli employed to assess cross-
language speech perception (see for example the excellent review in Beddor & Gottfried, 1995) will
not be discussed.Introduction 8
significant age effects are reported with respect to L2 vowel perception (Flege et al.,
1999a) and production (Flege et al., 1999a; Piske et al., 2001), and L2 consonant
perception (Mackay et al., 2001b) and production (Mackay et al., 2001a).
However, to support the view that age effects are due to a maturational-based loss in
neural plasticity, evidence is needed that a) there is a sharp drop-off in the ability to
learn a second language, b) all early L2 learners can achieve native-like performance
and c) all late L2 learners fail to achieve native-like performance. On the contrary, a
great body of evidence suggests that the perceptual system remains plastic and that
there is no discontinuity in L2 learning ability but rather a gradual decline with age
(e.g. Flege et al., 1999a); discrimination of non-native contrasts can be improved
through natural or laboratory training (e.g. Logan et al., 1991; Lively et al., 1993;
Lively et al., 1994; Bradlow et al., 1997; Lambacher et al., 2005; Iverson & Evans,
2007a);  not  all  early  bilinguals  perform  equally  well  and  not  all  late  bilinguals
perform equally poorly on perceptual tasks (e.g. Bongaerts et al., 1995; Bongaerts et
al., 1997).
An alternative explanation for the advantage of early over late L2 learners that has
more or less dominated the field the past years is that experience with the ambient
language rather than maturational constraints impede L2 acquisition. Flege (1987)
was the first to propose that adults might be more eager than children to accept an L2
sound as an instance of an already established L1 category and hence their difficulty
in L2 learning compared to children. Recent work in L1 speech perception suggests
that infants acquire their L1 categories through distribution-based learning (Maye et
al.,  2002;  Maye  &  Weiss,  2003).  This process may  sharpen L1  perception  but
unavoidably interferes with L2 learning (Iverson et al., 2003; Kuhl et al., 2006; Kuhl
et al., 2008). The effect of L1 tuning on L2 perception has been discussed by the
three  current cross-language models previously mentioned,  the Perceptual
Assimilation Model (PAM: Best et al., 1988; Best, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007), the
Speech  Learning  Model (SLM:  Flege,  1995a,  2002),  and the  Native  Language
Magnet model (NLM: Kuhl et al., 1992; Kuhl, 2000; Kuhl et al., 2008).Introduction 9
PAM  was  originally  proposed  to  account  for  naïve  listeners’  perception  of non-
native sounds and has recently been applied to L2 learning (Guion et al., 2000; Best
&  Tyler,  2007). The  model is  based  on  direct  realism principles (Fowler,  1986;
Browman & Goldstein, 1989) and posits that non-native contrasts are perceived in
terms of their articulatory/gestural similarity/dissimilarity to the native categories.
When perceiving a foreign sound a listener can (a) assimilate it to a native category,
(b) perceive it as an uncategorized sound (i.e. a sound that falls between two native
categories),  or  (c)  perceive  it  as a non-speech sound.  According  to  PAM,
discrimination of a non-native contrast depends on how each member of the contrast
is assimilated to the native categories. There are several possible assimilation types
and for each assimilation type there is a specific discrimination prediction: Two-
Category  assimilation  (TC)  where  each  member  of  a  contrast  assimilates  to  a
different  native  category  and  discrimination  is  predicted  to  be  excellent;  Single-
Category assimilation (SC) where both members assimilate equally well or poorly to
a single native category and discrimination is predicted to be very poor, perhaps at
near-chance  levels;  Category-Goodness  assimilation  (CG)  where  both  members
assimilate to the same native category but with one member being a closer match to
that category than the other and discrimination is predicted to be moderate to very
good (with the magnitude of the difference in category goodness defining the degree
of difficulty); Uncategorized-Categorized assimilation (UC) where one non-native
phone  is  Categorized  while  the  other  is  Uncategorized  (as  described  above)  and
discrimination  is  predicted  to  be  very  good;  Uncategorized-Uncategorized
assimilation  (UU)  where  both non-native  phones  are  uncategorized  and
discrimination is predicted to vary from fair to good according to how similar these
sounds are to each other and to native categories; and Non-Assimilable (NA) where
both non-native phones are perceived as non-speech sounds and discrimination is
predicted to be very good.
SLM is concerned with L2 learning and particularly with experienced L2 learners. It
posits  that  speech-learning  mechanisms  remain  intact  across  the  life  span. The
advantage of early over late L2 learners (Flege et al., 1999a; Flege & Mackay, 2004)
is attributed to the fact that as the L1 categories develop with age (Lee et al., 1999;Introduction 10
Hazan & Barrett, 2000), they become stronger attractors of L2 categories (Flege et
al.,  2003).  L2  categories  are  initially  classified  in  terms  of  L1  categories
(‘equivalence qualification’) based on the perceived phonetic similarity/dissimilarity
between the L1 and L2 categories; the formation of a new category thus requires
from the learner to detect phonetic differences  between the  L2 category and the
closest L1 category. One important tenet of SLM is that most (although not all)
production errors have a perceptual basis, in other words perception accuracy can
limit production accuracy. Another important principle of SLM is that the L2 learner
possesses a single phonological system; the L1 and L2 phonetic categories interact
and  thus interference  is  bidirectional (Flege et  al.,  2003). The  first  important
difference between SLM and PAM is the level of L2 language experience the two
models are addressing; however, as previously mentioned, the latest version of PAM
has been extended to L2 speech learning (Guion et al., 2000; Best & Tyler, 2007).
SLM also differs  from  PAM in that it does not specify the nature of  the cross-
language  perceived  similarity/dissimilarity. Finally,  while  PAM  provides
discrimination predictions for pairs of non-native sounds, SLM predicts the difficulty
listeners will face when learning individual L2 sounds.
NLM  aims  at  explaining  the  development  of  speech  perception  from  infancy  to
adulthood, namely how infants start their life as language-general perceivers (Eimas
et  al.,  1971),  to  become  by  the  end  of  first  year,  language-specific  perceivers
(Werker & Tees, 1984). According to the model, during that period, infants develop
prototypes  for  native  categories.  The  prototypes  act  as  perceptual  ‘magnets’
shrinking the perceptual space around the prototypes. That means that two tokens
near the prototype are more difficult to discriminate than two tokens equally apart
from each other but further apart from the prototype in the perceptual space. Kuhl et
al. (1992) showed that Swedish infants demonstrated a magnet effect for Swedish /y/
but not for American English // at around sixth month whereas English infants at the
same age demonstrated the reverse pattern. Regarding non-native perception, this
reduced  ‘discriminability’ around  the  prototype  is  predicted  to  interfere  with  the
ability  of  an  L2  learner  to  discriminate  two  L2  sounds  close  to  the  L1Introduction 11
category/prototype. In  a recent revised version  of NLM, the NLM-e (expanded),
Kuhl et al. (2008) describe five new principles incorporated in the model;
i. Distributional  patterns  and  infant-directed  speech  are  agents  of  change.
Building on the infants’ sensitivity to L1 distribution patterns (Maye et al.,
2002; Maye & Weiss, 2003) this principle points out how the exaggerated
acoustic cues contained in infant-directed speech compared to adult-directed
speech facilitates statistical learning (Liu et al., 2003).
ii. Language exposure produces neural commitment that affects future learning.
It is suggested that neural networks become committed to L1 distributional
patterns which are difficult to overcome in adulthood. Japanese speakers’
lack of sensitivity to the third formant (F3) onset frequency when perceiving
the English /r/-/l/ contrast already mentioned is  probably  the  most  well-
known  example  of  this  difficulty  caused  by  L1  language  commitment
(Iverson et al., 2003).
iii. Social interaction influences early language learning at the phonetic level. It
is proposed that statistical input may not be enough if not provided during
natural learning situations. For example, exposure to input from a television
or an audiotape does not promote learning while exposure to the same input
provided during social interaction does (Kuhl et al., 2003).
iv. The  perception-production  link  is  forged developmentally. Perceptual
learning precedes and therefore guides production as infants attempt to relate
the sounds they produce with the sounds stored in their memory.
v. Early speech perception predicts language growth. Native and non-native
performance of  phonetic  perception  can  predict  future  language  abilities
(Tsao et al., 2004)
With respect to age effects on L2 learning, the position taken by NLM-e could be
summarized as ‘...phonetic learning causes a decline in neural flexibility, suggesting
that experience, not simply time, is a critical factor driving phonetic learning and
perception of a second language’ (Kuhl et al., 2008, p. 993).Introduction 12
Another factor frequently examined in the L2 literature is length of residence (LOR)
in an L2 setting. As Piske et al. (2001) note in their comprehensive review of factors
affecting  degree of  foreign  accent  in  an  L2, LOR has  been  found  to  affect L2
pronunciation in some but not all studies. Flege et al. (1997a) examined the effect of
English-language experience on L2 learners’ perception and production of English
vowels. Four  groups  of non-native  speakers  (German,  Spanish,  Mandarin  and
Korean) who were first exposed to English when they arrived to the US and differed
in terms of the years they had spent in the US were tested. The results showed that
the more experienced non-native speakers were better than the less experienced ones
both  in  perceiving  and producing  English  vowels. Similar  results  supporting  the
significance of experience with an L2 are reported in Asher & García (1969) and
Flege & Fletcher (1992).
However, other studies report no effect of experience (Oyama, 1976; Tahta et al.,
1981; Piper & Cansin, 1988). Flege & Liu (2001) suggest that the lack of an effect of
LOR in some studies may have been due to the quality of the L2 input the sampling
population received; in their study, an effect of LOR on L2 learning (assessed by
means  of  a  consonant  identification  task,  a  grammaticality  judgment  task,  and  a
listening comprehension task) was found for Chinese immigrants in the US who had
been enrolled as students at an American University but not for Chinese immigrants
who had worked full-time during their stay in the US. Piske et al. (2001) suggest that
the effect of LOR is more likely to be found if the difference in years of residence
between the groups to be compared is relatively large and that the effect of LOR may
depend on the subject’s stage of learning.
‘...for highly experienced subjects, additional years of experience in the L2
appear to be unlikely to lead to a significant decrease in degree of L2 foreign
accent.  In the early phases of  L2 learning, on the other hand, additional
experience  in  the  L2  may  well  lead  to less  foreign-accented  L2  speech’
(Piske et al., 2001, p. 199)Introduction 13
The degree  of ongoing L1  use  is  a  factor  that has received  attention relatively
recently in the L2 with all evidence so far supporting its importance in acquiring an
L2. Flege & MacKay (2004) examined the discrimination of English vowels by four
groups of native speakers of Italian that differed in terms of their AOA in Canada
(early vs. late) and their ongoing use of Italian while living in Canada (high L1 use
vs. low L1 use). The results showed that early learners of English outperformed late
learners and  that  low-L1-use  learners  outperformed  high-L1-use  learners. In
addition, only  the  early  low-L1-use  learners achieved native-like  performance.
Similar  results are  reported  in MacKay et  al. (2001b) for  English  consonant
perception in noise and in Piske et al. (2002) for English vowel production (both
studies tested Italian immigrants in Canada) and in studies testing degree of foreign
accent  in sentence  production (Flege et  al.,  1997b;  Piske et  al.,  2001) and
recognition of English words (Meador et al., 2000).
1.3.2 Language aptitude-related factors
Language aptitude can be described as ‘the learner’s overall capacity to master a
foreign language’ (Dörnyei, 2005, p. 33-34). Traditionally, two test batteries have
been used for assessing language aptitude, namely the Modern Language Aptitude
Test (MLAT) (Carroll & Sapon, 1959) and the Pimsleur Language Aptitude Battery
(PLAB) (Pimsleur, 1966) with the former test being more popular than the latter.
Carroll (1981) identified the following four aspects of language aptitude and noted
that MLAT measures the first three: (1) phonetic coding ability; (2) grammatical
sensitivity;  (3)  rote  learning  ability;  and  (4)  inductive  learning  ability. After
reviewing previous research, Carroll (1981) concluded that language aptitude is a
strong predictor of success in learning a second language. Skehan (1998) proposed a
three  component  model  where  Carroll’s grammatical  sensitivity  and  inductive
learning ability form part of a single language analytic ability component with the
other two components being phonetic coding ability and memory ability. In general,
research conducted both before  and  after Carroll’s (1981) review  article has
confirmed  the  importance  of  language  aptitude in  learning  a  second  language inIntroduction 14
classroom settings (Gardner,  1980;  Horwitz,  1987;  Ehrman  &  Oxford,  1995;
Hummel, 2009).
With respect to L2 phoneme learning, one study attempted to relate one aspect of
learning  aptitude,  namely phonological short-term  memory (PSTM) and  L2
perception accuracy. MacKay et al. (2001b) examined the identification of English
consonants by native speakers of Italian as a function of chronological age, AOA in
Canada, L1 (Italian) use and PSTM scores. PSTM was assessed by asking subjects to
repeat Italian pseudo-words. There was a negative correlation between PSTM scores
and  percentage  of  errors  in  both  word-initial  and  word-final  English  consonant
identification; those Italian  speakers who  obtained  higher  pseudo-word repetition
scores made fewer errors in English consonant identification. Further, PSTM scores
independently accounted for 8% and 15% of the variance in word-initial and word-
final consonant identification scores respectively which is noteworthy considering
that  AOA was  found  to  independently  account  for  about  the  same  amount  of
variance in  identification  scores  (although AOL  accounted for  more  variance  in
word-initial than in word-final scores, i.e. 18% and 9% respectively). This is in line
with work showing that PSTM influences success in children’s (Service, 1992) and
in adults’ (O’brien et al., 2007; Hummel, 2009) L2 learning in classroom settings
and in immersion settings (Sleve & Miyake, 2006).
A few studies have attempted to relate L2 learning and musical ability in a controlled
manner reporting very little if any evidence for a link between musical ability and L2
learning (Tahta et al., 1981; Thompson, 1991; Flege et al., 1999b). However, in a
recent  study examining  the  relation  between  musical  ability  and L2  proficiency
(measured in four areas, namely receptive phonology, productive phonology, syntax
and lexical knowledge) for Japanese late learners of English, Sleve & Miyake (2006)
found that musical ability predicted perceptive and productive phonology but not
syntax and lexical knowledge. As the authors note, one important difference from
previous studies was that musical ability was assessed via objective psychometrically
validated tests rather than relying on the participants’ subjective self-ratings (e.g.
Thompson,  1991;  Flege et  al.,  1995). Alexander et  al. (2005) provided  furtherIntroduction 15
evidence for a connection between musical ability and L2 speech perception. Their
results showed that a group of American English musicians (musical experience was
defined by eight or more years of continuous private piano or voice lessons) with no
previous exposure to Mandarin Chinese were  more successful in identifying and
discriminating the four lexical tones of Mandarin than a group of American English
non-musicians with no previous exposure to Mandarin. However, given that pitch is
a shared acoustic feature of music and lexical tone perception, it is very difficult to
say whether the link between the two is specific to the acquisition of tone languages
or may relate to general L2 learning abilities.
1.3.3 Affective factors
With respect to affective factors, research has mainly focused on whether motivation
affects degree of foreign accent. Bongaerts & Schils (1995) and Bongaerts et al.
(1997) tested highly motivated and successful Dutch learners of British English. The
participants  in  both  studies  were  late  learners  that  had  been  exposed  to  spoken
English after entering the university (from the age of around 18). Bongaerts & Schils
(1995) found  that all  10 Dutch participants  were  indistinguishable  from  native
English controls; Bongaerts et al. (1997) found that 5 out of 11 participants (9 of
whom had also participated in the first study) met a criterion of ‘nativelikeness’, i.e.
their English sentence productions received a mean rating that fell within 2 standard
deviations of the mean rating given to the English controls. Moyer (1999) tested
English learners of German who were employed in Germany to teach undergraduate
students in a variety of tasks assessing their degree of their foreign accent. Moyer
(1999) found  that  professional motivation  was  a  significant  factor in  degree  of
predicting  foreign  accent.  Finally,  Elliott (1995) examined  English  students’
pronunciation  in  Spanish.  Production  accuracy  was  measured  on  4  tasks:  (1)
mimicking pronunciation at a word level, (2) mimicking pronunciation at a sentence
level, (3) reading words, and (4) communicating spontaneously. The results showed
that among several variables tested, including cognitive, affective and instructional
ones, motivation/attitude was the most significant predictor of production accuracy
in the three out of four tasks tested (no variable could predict production accuracy inIntroduction 16
task 1). It therefore seems that motivation is related to pronunciation accuracy in an
L2, although it has to be noted that there are a few studies that report no such effect
(Oyama, 1976; Thompson, 1991; Flege et al., 1999b; Yeni-Komshian et al., 2000).
As noted in Piske et al. (2001), it is not always easy to quantify motivation in a
precise manner which may explain the results of those studies that found no effect of
motivation on degree of foreign accent.
1.3.4 ‘X factor’?
As discussed in previous sections, research on L2 phoneme learning has primarily
focused on four factors related to the subject’s language experience at the time of
testing, namely the relation between the L1 and L2 phonetic systems, the age of L2
acquisition, the duration of L2 immersion and the degree of ongoing L1 use. Very
little work has been done concerning factors related to the subject’s speech or non-
speech  auditory abilities, such as phonological  short-term  memory and musical
ability. At the same time, there is both anecdotal and experimental evidence for large
individual  differences  in  L2  performance  even  after  the  above-mentioned  factors
were controlled (e.g. Hazan et al., 2006). The following two sections will discuss
two unexplored sources of individual differences in L2 phoneme learning, namely
individual differences in L1 vowel processing and non-speech (auditory) processing
of sounds.
1.4 Factors affecting L1 speech processing
Individual  variability  in  L1  speech  perception research has  been  traditionally
considered as a variable that should be removed from the data. For example, early
studies  of  categorical  perception  reported  only  on  mean  identification  and
discrimination  functions  and  sometimes  the  ‘poor’  performers  were  entirely
eliminated  from  the  dataset (e.g.  Liberman et  al.,  1961).  Although  individual
differences in L1 speech perception are expected not to be easily noticed in everyday
life given the redundancy of the speech signal (for example, we normally expectIntroduction 17
people to have no difficulty in identifying words or sentences presented at a positive
signal-to-noise ratio), such differences become evident when examining people with
hearing loss (Crandell, 1991) or, in the case of normal hearing listeners, when the
system is stressed, for example when listening to speech under adverse conditions
(Surprenant  &  Watson,  2001) or  when  analytical  tasks  are  used,  for  example  in
acoustic cue weighting for consonants (Hazan & Rosen, 1991) or in discrimination
accuracy for vowels, which is of most relevance for this work and will be discussed
in the following section.
1.4.1 Perception of vowels
Detection  thresholds, also referred  as  difference  limens  (DL)  or  just-noticeable
differences (jnd) for spectral changes in vowels have been extensively tested in a
series  of  studies  by  Kewley-Port  and  colleagues (Kewley-Port  &  Watson,  1994;
Kewley-Port & Zheng, 1999; Kewley-Port, 2001; Liu & Kewley-Port, 2004b, a).
Although  these  studies aim  mainly  at establishing thresholds  for  frequency
discrimination under different experimental conditions such as changes in stimulus
uncertainty, consonantal context and training of the subjects (Kewley-Port, 2001),
background noise (Liu & Kewley-Port, 2004a) and quality of synthesized vowels
(Liu & Kewley-Port, 2004b), they also demonstrate that individuals differ greatly in
their ability to discern subtle changes in formant frequencies for vowels.
Kewley-Port & Watson (1994) examined discrimination thresholds for increments
and decrements in formant frequency for the first (F1) and second (F2) formants for
isolated synthetic  steady-state English  vowels (all  ten  English  monophthongs).
Thresholds  were  obtained  using  adaptive  procedures (Levitt,  1971) in  a  two-
alternative,  forced-choice  task  with  feedback  where  a  standard  stimulus  was
followed by two stimuli, one identical to the standard and the other from a set of
synthesized stimuli for each vowel. To obtain thresholds, optimal conditions were
employed,  i.e.,  stimuli  were  presented  under  minimal-stimulus-uncertainty
conditions and highly trained subjects were used. Kewley-Port & Watson (1994)
report  relatively  similar  thresholds  for  F1  across  subjects  but  large  individualIntroduction 18
differences in thresholds for F2. The authors note that although previous studies of
formant-frequency discrimination do not explicitly examine individual differences,
such differences are apparent in the data provided in two studies (Mermelstein, 1978;
Gagne  &  Zurek,  1988). Kewley-Port (2001) examined  the  effect  of  stimulus
uncertainty,  consonantal  context  and  training  on  discrimination  thresholds for
vowels.  Of  relevance  here  are  two  findings  of  the  study.  First, discrimination
thresholds  (Barks)  for  37 participants  before  and  after  1 hour  of  training varied
greatly among individuals both in terms of initial vowel discrimination ability and
degree  of  improvement  after  this  short  period  of  training.  Second,  although
performance for these 37 listeners was initially about 230% worse when compared to
listeners  that  had  received  over  47  hours  of  training  (highly-trained  listeners
achieving asymptotic performance in the same tasks), about 20% of them showed,
after just 1 hour of training, vowel discrimination thresholds which fell within the
distribution of the highly-trained listeners.
Individual variability in the perception of L1 vowels is also reported in Gerrits &
Schouten (2004). The study examined the extent to which vowels are categorically
perceived,  in  other  words the  extent  to  which discrimination  of  synthetic  vowel
stimuli is predicted from classification of the same stimuli. Consonants (especially
stops) are said to be more categorically perceived than vowels (Fry et al., 1962;
Repp, 1981, 1984) and it has been suggested that this is due to differences in the
availability  of  auditory  short-term  memory  traces  in  discrimination  between
consonants and vowels (Pisoni, 1973, 1975; Schouten & Hessen, 1992). Gerrits &
Schouten (2004) tested 19  Utrecht  University  students’ identification  and
discrimination of a synthetic vowel continuum spanning from Dutch /i/ to Dutch /u/
embedded in a /pVp/ context in two experiments. In both experiments, the /pVp/
stimuli were presented for identification and discrimination in two conditions, one in
isolation and one where the stimuli were embedded in a passage. In experiment 1,
discrimination was assessed via a four-interval, two-alternative forced choice task
(4I2AFC) task (AABA/ABAA) with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 200 ms while
in the second experiment a two-interval, two-alternative forced choice task (2IAFC)
was used (AB/BA) with an ISI of 500 ms. According to Gerrits & Schouten (2004),Introduction 19
during the former task the participants were not referring to criteria external to the
stimuli (established phoneme categories) and were thus functioning in an ‘auditory’
or  ‘psychoacoustic’  mode while during the latter task  the  participants  were
functioning  in  a  ‘phonemic  labelling’  mode. Importantly,  experiment  1  revealed
large differences in discrimination acuity among individuals whereas no differences
were observed among individuals in the classification tasks, which, according to the
authors, coincides with  studies  showing  that  when  subjects  are  operating  in  an
auditory mode they may differ widely in discrimination performance (Repp, 1981;
Rosen & Howell, 1987).
1.4.2 Perception in noise
A few studies have examined individual performance in speech-in-noise perceptual
tasks in L1 (Rupp & Phillips, 1969; Middelweerd et al., 1990; Surprenant & Watson,
2001;  Kidd et  al.,  2007) and  all  report large  differences  among  normal-hearing
listeners. Surprenant & Watson (2001) examined, among others, the recognition of
CV syllables, words and sentences embedded in speech-shaped noise by 93 Indiana
University students. While all participants were tested within normal-hearing limits
(<20 dB HL at frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz), percent correct scores for all tasks
ranged about 30 percentage points. Surprenant & Watson (2001) also note that the
best  10%  of  listeners  had  a signal-to-noise  ratio  (SNR) threshold  (50%  correct
recognition) of -6.1 dB HL for recognition of words in sentences while the worst
10% of listeners had an SNR threshold (50% correct recognition) of 0.8 dB HL in
the same task, a difference of about 7dB HL. Comparable, although slightly smaller
between-subject differences in syllable, word and sentence recognition in noise are
reported in Kidd et al. (2007) where the same tasks were given to a larger group of
adults (340 students and nonstudents) in the area of Indiana University.Introduction 20
1.5 Factors affecting general auditory processing
In  his comprehensive review of factor-analytic studies of human cognitive abilities,
Carroll (1993) identified 8 linearly independent factors of individual differences in
auditory receptive ability based on 38 studies published before 1993 that include
hearing acuity, speech sound discrimination, and discrimination of tones with respect
to pitch, intensity, duration and rhythm among  others. However, as discussed in
Johnson et al. (1987), since these studies have used different test batteries and types
of subjects it is difficult to compare their findings. In an attempt to explore such
differences,  Watson  and  colleagues  developed  the  Test  of  Basic  Auditory
Capabilities (TBAC: Watson et al., 1982a; Watson et al., 1982b) which has been
used in several studies since. The first version of TBAC included eight subtests, six
using single tones and tone sequences and two with speech sounds. Surprenant &
Watson (2001) added the three speech subtests mentioned in the previous section
(identification of CVs, words and sentences in noise) to the original TBAC. Their
results indicate large individual differences across all eleven subtests. Kidd et al.
(2007) added another eight subtests consisting of more tests on spectral and temporal
acuity  and a task testing perception of familiar environmental sounds. The nineteen
subtests  included  in  this  final  version  of  TBAC  were  the  following:  (1) pitch
discrimination;  (2) single-tone  intensity  discrimination;  (3) single-tone  duration
discrimination; (4) pulse-train discrimination; (5) embedded test-tone loudness; (6)
temporal order for tones; (7) temporal order for syllables; (8) syllable identification;
(9-12) Sinusoidal amplitude modulation at four rates, 8, 20, 60 and 200 Hz; (13)
ripple noise discrimination; (14) gap detection; (15) gap-duration discrimination;
(16) nonsense  syllable  identification (17) word  identification (18) sentence
identification (19) environmental sound identification. Factor analysis revealed four
factors, one for loudness and duration, a second for amplitude modulation, a third for
familiar sounds and a fourth for pitch and time. Performance across subtests was
normally distributed with examples of exceptional performance at both ends of the
distributions. Section 1.7 will discuss what the implications of these findings might
be  in  terms  of second  language phoneme learning but  first  the  literature  on
laboratory perceptual training for second language learning will be reviewed.Introduction 21
1.6 Training in the laboratory
One of the arguments against the notion of a critical period for language acquisition
comes from a number of laboratory training studies conducted the past years. These
studies have consistently shown that a short period of intensive perceptual training in
laboratory conditions can significantly improve the perception and production of L2
sounds and that learning generalizes beyond stimuli and speakers heard in training,
which supports the view that the perceptual system remains plastic over the life span
(it is true though that, to my knowledge, we are still lacking studies showing that this
learning has an impact  on communicative ability in conversational speech). This
section will discuss some methodological issues on laboratory training of L2 sounds
and will review past training studies focusing mainly on vowel studies. Laboratory
training studies reporting on individual differences found before and after training
will also be discussed.
1.6.1 Discrimination vs. identification training
The main distinction in the training literature is that between discrimination and
identification training. In discrimination training, subjects hear two stimuli in each
trial and are asked to decide whether the two stimuli are the same or different. In
identification training, subjects hear a single stimulus in each trial and are asked to
label the sound using a number of given L2 categories. In both types of training,
feedback is usually provided.
The first studies that attempted to modify perception of sounds in the laboratory
adopted discrimination training (e.g. Carney et al., 1977; Edman, 1980; Pisoni et al.,
1982). Carney et  al. (1977) successfully  trained American  English  speakers in
discriminating small  within-category  differences  along the  English Voice Onset
Time (VOT) /p/-/b/  continuum.  Although  Carney et  al.’s (1977) study aimed  at
testing whether monolingual adults’ perceptual sensitivities within L1 categories can
improve  under  laboratory  conditions, its  success  motivated  Strange  &  Dittmann
(1984) to adopt the same protocol to test whether it is possible to improve adults’Introduction 22
perception  of non-native sounds. Strange  &  Dittmann (1984) recruited native
speakers of Japanese in their 30s (range = 25-33 years) who had resided in the US 5
to 30 months prior to testing. All participants reported difficulty in perceiving and
producing English /r/ and /l/ and were eager to improve their English. The pre/post-
tests included  a  minimal  pair  identification  task  with  natural  minimal  pairs
contrasting /r/ and /l/ in initial, medial and final position as well as identification and
discrimination tasks on two synthetic /r/-/l/ series (‘rock’ vs. ‘lock’ and ‘rake’ vs.
‘lake’). Training consisted of 14-18 sessions on the synthetic rock-lock series using
an  AX  (same/different)  discrimination  task with  immediate  feedback. Strange  &
Dittmann (1984) found  that  training  improved the  trainees’ perception  of  the
synthetic rock-lock series and that learning transferred to the untrained rake-lake
series  (although  performance  was  slightly  worse than  for  the  trained  rock-lock
series).  However,  the  trainees  did  not  improve  in  their  ability  to  identify  the
naturally-produced minimal pairs from pre-test to post-test.
The lack  of evidence  that learning can  transfer to  natural  tokens  in  Strange  &
Dittmann’s (1984) study was attributed partly to the use of a discrimination training
procedure and partly to the low variability of the training stimuli. Regarding the
former issue, it has been claimed that discrimination training tends to tailor learners’
attention  to  within-category  differences  rather  than  focusing  on  the crucial for
identification between-category differences (Jamieson & Morosan, 1986). Regarding
the latter issue, it is believed that the use of a single talker and a single context
impedes transfer of learning to other talkers and contexts. An alternative approach to
training is a high-variability identification training technique that has dominated the
field the past 20 years (Logan et al., 1991; Lively et al., 1993; Bradlow et al., 1997;
Bradlow et al., 1999; Hazan et al., 2005; Lambacher et al., 2005; Iverson & Evans,
2007a; Nishi & Kewley-Port, 2007b, 2008; Iverson & Evans, 2009). The particular
technique emphasizes the  importance of  exposure to  natural  minimal  pairs
contrasting the target sounds in multiple environments spoken by multiple talkers in
a situation that resembles more real-world communication with native speakers and
promotes the learning of ‘robust’ phoneme categories.Introduction 23
Logan et al. (1991) trained 6 native speakers of Japanese in perceiving the English
/r/-/l/ contrast. The subjects were Indiana University students who had lived in the
US from 6 months to 3 years at the time of testing. The pre/post-tests were the same
16  minimal  pairs  used  in  Strange  &  Dittmann (1984).  Training  consisted  of  15
training sessions using a two-alternative forced choice identification task instead of
discrimination  tasks used in early  training studies. The  training  stimuli  were  68
minimal pairs that contrasted /r/ and /l/ in multiple positions and differed from those
used in the pre-test. The post-test included the same minimal pairs as in the pre-test
and two tests of generalization. The first test of generalization consisted of 98 novel
words from minimal pairs contrasting /r/ and /l/ produced by one of the speakers
used in training. The second test of generalization consisted of 96 novel words from
minimal pairs contrasting /r/ and /l/ produced by a speaker not used in either the pre-
test or training. Results showed improvement in minimal pair identification from
pre-test to post-test as well as transfer of learning to both tests of generalization (new
words spoken by a talker used in training and new words spoken by a talker heard
for the first time in the post-test).
In a follow-up study Lively et al. (1993) attempted to separate the contribution of
two sources of variability in the training stimuli used in their 1991 study; variability
introduced by the use of different talkers and variability due to the use of different
phonetic  environments. The  need  of  examining  the  relative  effects  of  talker  and
phonetic environment variability was pointed out by Pruitt (1993) in his critique of
Logan et al.’s (1991) study. In experiment 1, Lively et al. (1993) trained Japanese
native speakers with tokens that contrasted /r/ and /l/ in three different environments
(initial singleton and intervocalic positions and initial consonant clusters) produced
by 5 native English talkers. In experiment 2, subjects were trained with tokens from
a wider variety of phonetic environments but this time the training stimuli were
produced by a single English talker. In both experiments improvement from pre-test
to post-test was found, however, learning generalized to new words spoken by a new
talker only in experiment 1. Lively et al. (1993) concluded that talker variability is a
critical  factor  in  obtaining  generalization  in  cross-language  training  studies. In
another study of this series of studies, Lively et al. (1994) tested long-term retentionIntroduction 24
of learning for Japanese native speakers who had never lived in an English-speaking
country. Using the same training method, it was shown that learning was retained for
at least 6 months after the completion of training.
The high variability training approach used in the Japanese /r/-/l/ studies has been
adopted  to  improve  the  perception  of other  segmental  and  suprasegmental  L2
contrasts. These include the perception of English word final /t/ and /d/ by Chinese
native speakers (Flege, 1995b), the perception of Hindi dental and retroflex stops by
native  speakers  of  English  and  Japanese (Pruitt,  1995;  Pruitt et  al.,  2006), the
perception of Japanese vowel length contrast by English native speakers (Hirata,
2004; Hirata et al., 2007; Tajima et al., 2008) and the perception of Mandarin lexical
tones (Wang et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2003) by native English speakers.
1.6.2 Vowel training studies
Research on vowel training is relatively scarce compared to research on consonant
training  with  most studies focusing  on  improving Japanese native  speakers’
perception of American English vowels (Lambacher et al., 2005; Sperbeck et al.,
2005; Nishi & Kewley-Port, 2007b). One difference between consonant and vowel
training studies is that the former usually train a binary L2 contrast (e.g. /r/-/l/, or /t/-
/d/) whereas the latter usually attempt to train several L2 vowels at the same time.
Nishi & Kewley-Port (2007a) compared the effectiveness of two sets of training
stimuli on Japanese native speakers’ perception of American English vowels, one
with 9 target vowels (full set) and one with just 3 target vowels (subset). Seventeen
native speakers of Japanese in their 30s were recruited to participate in the study.
None  of  the  participants  had lived  outside  Japan  for  more  than  one  year. The
participants were assigned to one of three experimental groups; six were assigned to
the group that received the full set training (all 9 American English monophthongs),
six were assigned to the group that received the subset training (only the three most
difficult American English monophthongs), and five served as controls, i.e. received
no training. The listeners in the two trained groups were students in the IntensiveIntroduction 25
English Program at Indiana University and family members of Japanese graduate
students. The listeners in the control group were graduate students who had recently
arrived in the United States.
The experimental protocol followed the commonly used pre-test, training, post-test
procedure and a test of retention (3 months after the post-test). The pre/post-test
stimuli  contained  nonsense  CVC words  (embedded  in six  different  consonantal
contexts). Real CVC words (multiple consonantal contexts, thirty-six words in total)
were used to test generalization of learning. The training stimuli contained the same
nonsense  words used  in  pre/post-tests. Training  consisted  of 9  sessions  of
identification with feedback; when an incorrect answer was given listeners could
decide whether they wanted to hear the sound of the correct or the incorrect stimulus
up to 10 times in any order, or to proceed to the next trial. The results showed that
listeners in both training groups improved in their perception of English vowels and
that improvement generalized to new talkers and words and was maintained after 3
months. However, the group that was trained on three vowels never improved on
untrained vowels suggesting that full set protocol was more effective than the subset
protocol. According to Nishi & Kewley-Port (2007a), this might be due to the fact
that when trained on a large set of vowels covering the entire target vowel space
learners experience  a  wider  range  of  spectral  and  temporal combinations and
allophonic variability than when trained on just a few vowels even if these are the
most difficult ones.
In a follow-up study, Nishi & Kewley-Port (2008) trained Korean native speakers
(mean age = 23 years, range = 19-30 years), all students in the Intensive English
Program Music school or business school at Indiana University, again in perceiving
American English vowels. None of the participants had lived outside Korea for more
than one year. This time three training protocols were compared. One was the same
full set training protocol as in Nishi & Kewley-Port (2007a) and the other two were
‘hybrid’ protocols; one where the first 6 days used the full set stimuli and the last 3
days the subset stimuli (9V-3V protocol) and one where the order of the sets was
reversed (3V-9V  protocol).  The  results  showed  that  all three  protocols  wereIntroduction 26
successful in improving Korean listeners’ perception of American English vowels;
however, no advantage was found for the hybrid protocols over the original full set
protocol. In fact, results for the 3V-9V protocol showed that early focused training
on a smaller and more difficult vowel set may have had detrimental effects on the
subsequent learning of L2 vowels; participants trained on the 3V-9V protocol did not
improve on one of the three difficult vowels (//).
Iverson & Evans (2009) trained Spanish and German native speakers on an even
larger set  of  14 Southern British  English  vowels,  including  monophthongs  and
diphthongs. To increase the range of phonetic variability and the naturalness in the
training stimuli, only natural minimal pairs were used. The procedure was partly
adaptive in terms of the contrasts the trainees were most exposed to during training,
i.e. half of the trials were chosen adaptively based on the subject’s errors (for more
details on the adaptive part of training, see Section 4.3.2). The results showed that
after five sessions of high variability training both groups improved their perception
of English vowels with German speakers improving to a larger degree than Spanish
speakers (around 20 vs. around 10 percentage points of improvement respectively)
and  that improvement  was  retained  4-5  months  after  training  for  both  language
groups. After receiving ten additional sessions of training, the same Spanish speakers
showed additional improvement reaching the level German speakers had achieved
after five sessions of training. The more crowded vowel space of German which
contains 15 monophthongal vowels thus facilitated learning compared to the less
crowded  vowel  space  of  Spanish  which  contains  just  5  monophthongal  vowels.
Further, despite vowel identification improvement, listeners did not improve their
best exemplar locations (i.e. perceptual representations) for English vowels which,
according to Iverson & Evans (2009), suggests that high variability training may aid
listeners in applying more successfully their already existing knowledge about L2
vowel categories to L2 identification instead of changing the representation of these
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1.6.3 Perceptual training improves production
The relationship between perception and production of non-native phonetic contrasts
is  an  important  question  for  our  understanding  of  the  processes  involved  the
acquisition of an L2. There are two ways to study this relationship. The first way is
to perform  a  cross-sectional  analysis, i.e.  to examine the  relationship  between
perception and production at a single point in time. Previous cross-sectional studies
have  revealed  significant albeit modest  correlations  between  perception  and
production  of  vowels (Flege et  al.,  1997a;  Flege,  1999;  Flege et  al.,  1999a;
Mcallister et al., 2002) and consonants (Flege & Schmidt, 1995; Schmidt & Flege,
1995). The second way is to examine how changes in one domain (perception)
affect changes in the other domain (production).
Bradlow et al. (1997) were the first to investigate the effects of high variability
identification training with feedback on Japanese native speakers’ perception and
production of the English /r/-/l/ distinction. The participants were 11 adult Japanese
speakers ranging in age from 19 to 22 years who had never lived in an English-
speaking  environment  and  their  knowledge  of  English  was  restricted  to  English
instruction in Japan. A comparable group of Japanese speakers served as controls,
i.e., received no training. Production improvement was assessed using two tasks with
native English speakers. The first task tested whether native English speakers could
reliably  discriminate  between  the  trainees’  pre-test and  post-test  productions of
English /r/ and /l/. In the second task, native English speakers identified the trainees’
pre-test and  post-test productions of  /r/  and  /l/.  Perception  results  replicated  the
findings  of  previous  studies  concerning  the effectiveness  of auditory training.
Importantly,  improvement  in English  /r/-/l/ perception  transferred  to gains in
production in both tasks employed. Bradlow et al. (1999) replicated these results and
also demonstrated that improvement in both domains was retained three months after
training confirming that high variability training results in long-term modifications in
perception and production and that the two domains are closely linked. In a study
examining the effect of audiovisual training on the perception and production of
English consonants by native Japanese speakers, Hazan et al. (2005) also showedIntroduction 28
that  perceptual  training  significantly  improved  Japanese  native  speakers’  /r/-/l/
production  (Experiment  3  of  the  study) although,  as  discussed  in  the  following
section, there were substantial between-subject differences in the effectiveness of
training.
Similar results with respect to vowel training are found in Lambacher et al. (2005).
The study trained Japanese speakers on American English vowels and  examined
gains  in  English  vowel  perception  and  production.  The  participants  were  all
university  students  and none  had  lived  in  an  English-speaking  country.  In  the
pre/post-tests, Japanese  speakers performed  a  5-alternative  forced-choice
identification task that included the five mid and low English vowels /, , , , ɝ/
embedded in a varied CVC context as well as a vowel production task whereby
subjects were asked to produce the 5 target vowels. English vowel production was
assessed by having native English speakers identify the English vowels produced by
the  Japanese  speakers  in  a  5-alternative  forced-choice  identification  task  and  an
acoustic analysis of those vowels. Both English vowel perception and production
improved  after perceptual training replicating  the  results  of  consonant  training
studies.
1.6.4 Individual differences in pre- and post-training performance
Most of the above studies report on mean group improvement in perception and
production  of  L2  sounds  after perceptual  training.  However, when  individual
performance  is  looked  at,  there  is variability in  pre-training  performance  among
subjects with  similar profiles and in the  effectiveness  of  training. For  example,
Hazan et al. (2005) report that the difference between pre-test and post-test /r/-/l/
identification  scores  ranged  from -5%  to  +48% across  individuals; similarly, the
difference between pre-test and post-test scores in /r/-/l/ production (based on native
English  speakers’ judgments)  ranged  between -11%  to  +20% across  individuals.
Further, despite the fact that the 11 Japanese speakers tested in Bradlow et al. (1997)
constituted a homogenous L2 group (in terms of L1 background, age, experienceIntroduction 29
with  written  and  spoken  English  etc),  pre-test  accuracy  in  both  perception  and
production  varied  considerably  across  individuals.  Although  subjects  improved
significantly in both domains after perceptual training, improvement in perception
and  production  was  not  significantly  correlated  for individuals;  some  subjects
improved slightly in perception but showed large gains in production, and others had
the  reverse. Similar  results  are  reported  in  Bradlow et  al. (1999).  Pre-test
identification and production performance for the 11 Japanese speakers that were
trained ranged from 51.56% to 85.94% and from 55.95% to 98.50% respectively.
Individual gains after perceptual training in perception and production ranged from
+6.25% to +25% and from -0.57% to +17.05% respectively.
Wong and colleagues have recently addressed the issue of individual variability in
computer-based training focusing on the learning of L2 suprasegmentals (Lee et al.,
2007;  Wong  &  Perrachione,  2007).  Wong  &  Perrachione (2007) trained native
speakers of  American  English in  using Mandarin pitch patterns  for  lexical
identification  (English  pseudowords  superimposed  with  Mandarin  tones)  and
examined the relationship between success in learning and two variables, namely a
more general pitch auditory ability (perception of pitch patterns in a non-lexical task)
and previous musical experience. Although only one speaker was used in training,
the results showed that all 17 participants improved their lexical identification after
training. Subjects’ pre-training pitch pattern identification accuracy was a significant
predictor  of  post-training  lexical  identification  accuracy  using  Mandarin  tones.
Further,  seven out  of  nine  successful  learners  were  amateur  musicians  (musical
experience was defined by at least 6 years of formal private lessons in a musical
instrument starting before the age of 10 years). As noted in Wong & Perrachione
(2007) and was discussed briefly in Section 1.3.2, it remains to be shown whether
pitch general auditory ability and/or musical ability facilitates learning segmental
and other aspects of an L2.
Lee et al. (2007) examined the effectiveness of multi-talker training in American
English speakers’ use of Mandarin pitch contrasts in lexical identification and the
interaction  between  training  type  (single  vs.  multiple  talkers)  and  learners’  pre-Introduction 30
training non-lexical pitch identification ability. It was shown that pre-training pitch
identification ability in non-lexical contexts predicted successful learning of lexical
identification using pitch contrasts regardless of training type which is consistent
with Wong & Perrachione’s (2007) results. Interestingly, high-variability training
was beneficial only for learners with high pre-training pitch ability whereas low-
variability  training  was  more  beneficial  for  learners  with low  pre-training  pitch
ability, a finding that is not in line with the segmental training studies reviewed
above.
1.7 This thesis: Research goals and hypotheses
This thesis examined the acquisition of Southern British English vowels by native
speakers of Greek. Three separate studies were run. Since there are no previous data
in the literature concerning this particular L1/L2 acquisition, Study 1 aimed, first, at
providing a general sense of English vowel perception by Greek learners. To that
end,  two  experiments were  designed, namely a  cross-language  assimilation
experiment  and  a  discrimination  experiment.  Given  that  duration  is  not  used  in
Greek vowel distinctions, these experiments also examined whether native speakers
of Greek are sensitive to durational cues when perceiving the English vowel system
thus testing the two competing hypotheses in the literature, the feature hypothesis
(Mcallister et al., 2002) and the desensitization hypothesis (Bohn, 1995). The final
goal of Study 1 was to help in selecting specific English and Greek vowels that
would test Greek speakers’ perception of synthetic L2 and L1 vowels in Study 3.
Study 2 defined the endpoints of the Greek continua using an experiment designed to
find the best exemplar locations for the relevant vowels in the perceptual space; the
endpoints for the English vowel continua were taken from another study that used
the  same  software  and  testing  procedures to  find  the  best  exemplar  locations  of
Southern British English vowels (Iverson & Evans, 2007b).
Study  3 aimed mainly at  exploring  the  sources  of  individual  differences  in the
learning  of  English  vowels  by  Greek  native  speakers. Learning  was  assessed  byIntroduction 31
means of training (using the high-variability approach) a group of Greek speakers in
perceiving  the  Southern  British  English  vowels  and  examining  gains  in  both
perception  and  production. As  reviewed  in  previous  sections,  past  research and
theoretical  models  in cross-language/L2 speech  perception  and  production have
identified several factors that may affect success in L2 phoneme learning. However,
these accounts cannot explain differences among individuals with similar profiles
found in  cross-sectional and training  studies.  At  the  same  time, there  is  strong
evidence that individuals show a large degree of variability when tested on analytical
tasks  in their L1  and on non-speech  auditory/psychoacoustic  tasks. It  was
hypothesized that individual differences in L2 vowel perception and production may
be  attributed  to  individual  differences  in  L1  vowel  perception (L1  phonetic
hypothesis)  and/or  individual  differences  in  non-speech  perception  (auditory
processing hypothesis).
The L1 phonetic hypothesis was deduced from the assumption shared by current
cross-language/L2 models that experience with the ambient language interferes with
L2 learning. For example, as seen before, the SLM attributes age effects to age-
changes in robustness of L1 phonetic categories. That is, as children grow up they
become more ‘committed’ to their L1 categories which results in the difficulty adult
learners are faced with when learning an L2 compared to children (e.g. Walley &
Flege, 1999; Flege et al., 2003). If this L1-L2 perception ‘trade-off’ is extended to
adult L2 learners, individuals with relatively poorly defined  L1 vowel categories
(shallower identification slopes, better within-category discrimination) might prove
to  be better  at  retuning  their  L1  system  and learning L2  vowels. Maye (2007)
predicts, similarly, that if there are long-term differences between individuals in L1
attentional weights,  that  is  if  some  people  encode  more  veridical  episodic
representations for speech than others then these individuals may be able to tune
their L1 system more easily than those with stronger L1 filters.
The auditory processing hypothesis predicts that success in retuning the L1 system
and learning L2 vowel categories  will  depend  on  individuals’  auditory  abilities
measured in non-speech psychoacoustic tasks. Such a prediction seems consistentIntroduction 32
with  the  findings  in Wong  &  Perrachione (2007) and Lee et  al. (2007) that  an
auditory  pitch  ability  can  predict  success  in  the  use  of  pitch  patterns  in  lexical
identification by L2 learners. Importantly, the auditory processing hypothesis would
predict that this auditory ability underlies not only L2 but also L1 vowel perception.
To test these hypotheses a large pre/post battery was used that included several tasks
with synthetic and natural vowels in quiet and noise testing Greek native speakers’
perception of L1 (Greek) and L2 (English) vowels, their perception of a non-speech
continuum (F2 formant frequency only) and their production of English vowels. The
use  of the L1 vowel  tasks and the  non-speech  task aimed  at testing whether
individual differences in L2 vowel perception and production were due to individual
differences in L1 vowel perception and/or individual differences in spectral auditory
acuity. L1 and L2 perception of natural vowels was assessed not only in quiet but
also in noise for two reasons. First, it served as another test of category robustness;
better performance in speech-in-noise identification might mean more flexible vowel
categories  which  in  turn  might  mean  successful  L2  learning  if the L1  phonetic
hypothesis is correct. Second, for the first time it was tested whether high-variability
auditory training would improve L2 vowel identification not only in quiet as done in
previous studies but also in noise conditions. Given that multi-talker babble was used
as noise, if training was indeed successful that would mean that learning transferred
to a situation that is closer to real-world communication than in any other study.
Examining L1, L2 and  non-speech perception before and  after training aimed at
testing whether pre-training performance could predict post-training performance in
any way, that is whether successful learners could be identified before training. The
main questions addressed in Study 3 were:
 What  is  the  effect  of  auditory  phonetic  training  on  Greek  native  speakers’
perception of Southern British English vowels in quiet and noise?
 What  is  the  effect  of  auditory  phonetic  training  on  Greek  native  speakers’
production of Southern British English vowels?Introduction 33
 Are individual differences in pre-test L2 vowel perception related to individual
differences in L1 vowel and/or non-speech perception?
 Are individual differences in pre-test L2 vowel production related to individual
differences in L1 vowel and/or non-speech perception?
 Are  individual  gains  in post-test L2  vowel perception related  to  individual
differences in pre-training L1 vowel, L2 vowel and/or non-speech perception?
 Are individual gains in post-test L2 vowel production related to individual
differences in pre-training L1 vowel, L2 vowel and/or non-speech perception?
1.8 Overview
The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 starts with a short description of the
two vowel systems examined, the Standard Modern Greek vowel system and the
Southern British English vowel system. The chapter then presents the results of two
experiments investigating the perceptual assimilation and discrimination of Southern
British English  vowels by  native  speakers  of  Greek and  discusses  the  use  of
durational cues in both experiments by Greek speakers. Finally, the specific vowel
pairs chosen to test Greek speakers’ perception of synthetic L1 and L2 vowels in
Study 3 are presented.
Chapter 3 reports the results of the best exemplars experiment designed to find the
location of the Greek vowels in a multi-dimensional space that included F1 and F2
formant movement and duration. These locations would serve as endpoints for the
synthetic Greek vowel continua used in Study 3.
Chapter 4 presents all perception and production tasks employed and all procedures
used  in  testing  Greek  native  speakers’  processing  abilities  in  L1  (Greek),  L2
(English) and non-speech before and after perceptual training as well as the training
stimuli and procedures themselves.Introduction 34
Chapter 5 discusses the results obtained in all tasks employed in the pre-test as well
as the relations between L1, L2 and non-speech performance for individuals.
Chapter 6 discusses the results obtained in all tasks employed in the post-test, the
relations between L1, L2 and non-speech performance for individuals in the post-test
as  well  as  the  relations  between  pre-test and  post-training  performance  for
individuals.
Finally, Chapter  7 summarizes  and  discusses  all  results and  presents some
limitations of this work and directions for future research.35
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Chapter 2
Perceptual assimilation & discrimination of English
vowels
This chapter reports  on  two experiments investigating the  perception  of  English
vowels by native speakers of Greek
2. The goal of these experiments was threefold:
first, to explore the cross-language relationships between Greek and English vowels
in order to select specific vowel pairs in Greek and English that would test Greek
speakers’ perception of synthetic L1 and L2 vowels in Study 3; second, to examine
whether  Greek  speakers  have  access  to  durational  cues  when  perceiving English
vowels thus evaluating the main competing hypotheses in the literature, namely the
feature hypothesis (Mcallister et al., 2002) and the desensitization hypothesis (Bohn,
1995); and third, to  test  whether  perceptual  assimilation patterns can  predict
discrimination  performance  as  hypothesized  by  Best’s PAM. Apart  from  some
impressionistic observations and general predictions concerning the perception of
English vowels by native speakers of Greek (based on a phonemic account of the
Greek vowel system) there is no study in the literature to experimentally test how
Greek speakers perceive the English vowel system. Rather than asking participants
to identify English vowels from a synthetic continuum varying in durational and
spectral cues, which is a common technique for assessing the use of duration as a
2 This chapter is a modified version of Lengeris & Hazan (2007) and Lengeris (2009).
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two  perceptual  tasks  using  natural  English  vowels were  employed:  (1)  a  cross-
language perceptual assimilation task, and (2) a categorical oddity discrimination
task. In order to obtain representative data on how Greek speakers perceive the entire
English  vowel  space, all  eleven  English  monophthongs  were  used  as  perceptual
stimuli. The vowels were placed in two contexts, namely /bVb/ and /bVp/. That way,
it was possible to evaluate how the shortening of the vowels before a voiceless stop
consonant would affect their perception. Before presenting the procedures used and
the results obtained, a short description of the Greek and the English vowel system
will be provided.
2.1 Greek vs. English vowels
The phonemic inventory of Standard Modern Greek consists of five vowels /i, e, a, o,
u/ and employs no tense-lax or long-short distinctions (Arvaniti, 1999; Fourakis et
al., 1999; Sfakianaki, 2002; Nicolaidis, 2003; Baltazani, 2007). Figure 2.1 displays
mean first (F1) and second (F2) formant frequencies of the five Greek vowels as
reported in Fourakis et al. (1999) and Nicolaidis (2003). The values from Fourakis et
al. (1999) are taken from 5 male speakers who read /pVsV/ words in slow tempo
and in focus position with the target vowels being in the first syllable. The values
from Nicolaidis (2003) are taken from conversational speech produced by 2 male
speakers  and  are  pooled  over  stress  and  position  in  the  word.  Taking  into
consideration the methodological differences between the two studies, Figure 2.1
shows a fairly similar positioning of the vowels relative to each other in the vowel
space. Nicolaidis’ (2003) data  show of  course centralized  F1  and  F2  values
compared to the values from Fourakis et al. (1999) which is expected for vowels in
conversational  speech  compared  to  vowels  in  read  speech (for  a  comprehensive
review of studies on Greek vowels, see Arvaniti, 2007). According to Fourakis et
al.’s (1999) data, Greek /i/ and /u/ are high front and back vowels respectively,
Greek  /e/  and  /o/  are  between  high-mid  and  low-mid  front  and  back  vowels
respectively, and Greek /a/ is a low (or low-mid) central vowel. Greek has a simple
syllable structure that takes the form of C(0-3)VC(0-1). Open syllables are muchPerceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 37
Figure 2.1: Mean F1 and F2 formant frequencies of the five Greek vowels from Fourakis et
al. (1999) and Nicolaidis (2003), see text for details.
more common than closed ones and the consonants in word-final position are limited
to /s/ and /n/ (except in loan words and words from Katharevousa, a ‘purified’ form
of the Greek language mainly used in official and formal documents until 1976 when
Dimotiki, the ‘popular’ Greek language became the official language). The Southern
British English vowel system, the target system in this work, is more complex than
the Greek one. It consists of eleven monophthongs that can take stress /, , , , ,
, , , , , /  with  some  vowels  being inherently  longer  than  others (e.g.
Giegerich, 1992) and eight diphthongs /, , , , , , , /. Vowels in all
varieties of English are longer before voiced than before voiceless consonants with
no change of quality (e.g. Peterson & Lehiste, 1960 for American English; House,
1961; Giegerich, 1992 for Southern British English).
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2.2 Recordings of Greek and English vowels
Native  speakers  of  English and Greek  recorded  productions  of  their  L1  vowels.
English vowels were used as perceptual stimuli. Greek vowels were used in order to
explain the results concerning the cross-language assimilation patterns (Experiment
1) as well as the Greek native speakers’ discrimination performance (Experiment 2).
2.2.1 English vowel stimuli
Three native speakers of Southern British English, all female, (mean = 26.4 years,
range = 23-30 years) recorded the 11 English monophthongs (/, , , , , , , ,
, , /) in the sentence I read ___ on the screen (speakers were instructed to use
total  of  264 tokens  (3  speakers  ×  11  vowels  ×  2  contexts  ×  4  repetitions).  The
recordings took place in an anechoic chamber at UCL with a sampling rate of 44.1
kHz, using a Sony 60ES DAT recorder with a B&K Sound Level Meter Type 2231
fitted  with  a  4165  microphone  cartridge.  The  author  and  a  very  experienced
phonetician, a native speaker of Southern British English, chose the best three tokens
for each English vowel (in almost all cases these were the first three tokens). The
final  number  of  stimuli  was  198  (3  speakers ×  11  vowels  ×  2  contexts  ×  3
repetitions). Duration and F1 and F2 measurements were taken for each vowel. All
measurements  were  made  manually  using  the  SFS  speech  analysis  software
(Huckvale, 2008). Duration was measured from spectrograms, from the onset to the
offset of periodic energy in F2. F1 and F2 frequencies were measured by placing the
cursors at the centre of the relatively steady-state region of each vowel. Spectral
peaks were then estimated from an LPC analysis with 12 coefficients below 5 kHz,
and  the  selection  of  peaks  corresponding  to  F1  and  F2  were verified  by  visual
examination of the spectrogram and an average FFT spectrum of the interval. The
process was checked by moving the cursors by small amounts to ensure that the peak
frequencies were not strongly influenced by selecting a specific time interval. The
context. The speakers  read each vowel four times at a normal speaking rate, giving a
the present tense of read /rd/).  Vowels  were produced in a /bVb/ and a /bVp/Perceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 39
Figure 2.2: Mean durations (ms) of the English vowel stimuli used. Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean.
decision to perform all acoustic analyses manually was motivated from the fact that
Greek vowels were between nasal consonants thus making duration  and formant
estimation less reliable. In order to be consistent across languages it was therefore
decided to measure English vowels manually too although that was not necessary as
in  the  case  of  Greek  vowels. Mean  vowel  durations for  English  vowels in  two
consonantal  contexts,  averaged  across  speakers  and  repetitions,  are  displayed  in
Figure 2.2. Mean  F1  and  F2  frequencies  for  English  vowels  in  two  consonantal
contexts, again averaged across speakers and repetitions are plotted in Figure 2.3. A
visual inspection of the two figures indicates that the duration of English vowels is
clearly affected by consonantal context whereas their F1 and F2 frequencies are very
similar across contexts. Vowel durations were submitted to a two-way ANOVA with
Vowel (eleven levels) and Context (two levels) as factors. The ANOVA yielded a
significant main effect of Vowel [F(10,176) = 149.5; p < 0.001], confirming thatPerceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 40
Figure 2.3: Mean F1 and F2 frequencies for 11 English vowels averaged across speakers and
repetitions, in /bVb/ and /bVp/ contexts. The ellipses surrounding English vowels are for
illustration purposes only and have no statistical status.
English vowels differ in intrinsic duration and a significant main effect of Context
[F(1,176) = 243.7; p < 0.001], confirming that English vowels are shorter in /bVp/
than in /bVb/ context (mean = 142 ms vs. mean = 171 ms). The ANOVA also
yielded a significant Vowel × Context interaction [F(10,176) = 2.6; p < 0.05], which
indicated that the shortening of duration as a result of context was greater for some
vowels than for others (Giegerich, 1992). Table 2.1 (Section 2.3.4) presents mean
durations for English vowels in both consonantal contexts averaged across speakers
and repetitions (standard deviations in parentheses).
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Figure 2.4: Mean F1 and F2 frequencies for 5 Greek vowels averaged across speakers and
repetitions.
2.2.2 Greek vowels
Three native speakers of Greek (mean = 27 years, range = 26-28 years) recorded
their L1 vowels /i, e, a, o, u/ in the sentence [ ___  ] ( ‘I read ___
on the screen’) in  a  quiet  room in  Athens. All speakers were female in order to be
consistent across languages. Greek vowels were uttered in a /mVn/ context. That
differed from the /bVb/ and /bVp/  contexts used to elicit the English  perceptual
stimuli. Ideally,  consonantal  context  should  be kept  constant  across  languages;
however, given that Greek vowels were recorded in order to collect data on vowel
duration in Greek (i.e. these vowels would serve as reference points), the use of a
phonologically permissible structure in Greek which would elicit more natural data
and which was not expected to affect considerably the conclusions to be drawn was
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preferred  over  matching  for  context  across  L1  and  L2
3. The  speakers  read  each
vowel four times at a normal speaking rate giving 60 tokens for Greek (3 speakers ×
5  vowels  ×  4  repetitions).  Recordings  were  made  using  a  digital  recorder
(MicroTrack 24/96) in a quiet room at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The first three
repetitions for each vowel were selected for acoustic analysis. The author, a native
speaker of Greek, judged whether the Greek speakers had correctly produced the
tokens. Duration and F1 and F2 measurements were taken for each vowel using the
SFS speech analysis software. Duration was measured from spectrograms, taking as
vowel onset and offset points the clearly visible changes in the amplitude of upper
formants. F1 and F2 were measured in the same way it was done for English vowels.
Mean F1 and F2 frequencies for all Greek vowels averaged across speakers and
repetitions are plotted in Figure 2.4. Mean durations and standard deviations are
displayed in Table 2.1 (Section 2.3.4), averaged across speakers and repetitions.
2.3 Experiment 1: Cross-language perceptual assimilation
The purpose of this experiment was to assess how the vowels of English and Greek
are perceptually related. As discussed in Flege et al. (1997a), although a variety of
techniques  have  been used in  the past for  that  purpose  (e.g. comparisons of  the
phonetic  symbols representing  the  vowels  in  question,  comparisons  of  the
positioning  of  the  vowels  in  the  vowel  space  represented  by  F1  and  F2
measurements),  the  most successful  way  to directly assess perceived phonetic
similarity so far is through a cross-language mapping task (Best, 1995; Schmidt,
cues used contrastively in their L1, as proposed by the feature hypothesis, Greek
listeners’  perceptual  assimilation  of  English  vowels  to  their  L1  vowel  categories
should not be affected by the context of the vowel stimuli (/bVb/ or /bVp/). If on the
other hand, the use of duration is a language-independent perceptual strategy based
3 In Lengeris (2009), Japanese learners of English were also tested on the same English stimuli and
their performance was compared to that of Greek speakers. Data on vowel duration in Japanese were
collected using a /mVn/ context which is the only CVC context that is phonologically permissible in
both Greek and Japanese (although /n/ would be a separate mora in Japanese).
1996;  Flege & Mackay, 2004;  Cebrian, 2006). If L2 learners have access only toPerceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 43
on the salience of duration, as proposed by the desensitization hypothesis, Greek
listeners’  perceptual  assimilation  of  English  vowels  to  their  L1  vowel  categories
should be affected by the context of the vowels.
2.3.1 Participants
Eighteen adult learners of English, all university students (mean = 23.3 years, range
= 18-25 years), were tested. All speakers were from Athens, spoke Standard Modern
Greek and were tested in Greece. Subjects had received formal English instruction in
Greece for 10-15 years by L1-accented language instructors. Their class level was
rather  high  and  relatively  uniform  across  individuals  (e.g. Cambridge  First
Certificate in English, Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English) but they had very
little, if any, interaction with native speakers of English and none had spent a period
of more than one month in an English-speaking environment as shown in a language
questionnaire completed by the participants before testing. All of the listeners tested
reported normal hearing and no language impairments.
2.3.2 Stimuli
The eleven English vowels (in /bVb/ and /bVp/ contexts) described in Section 2.2.1
were used as perceptual stimuli.
2.3.3 Procedure
Participants were tested individually in quiet rooms using a laptop computer. They
were presented the 198 English /bVb/ and /bVp/ tokens at a comfortable intensity
level over high quality headphones and completed two tasks: a forced-choice cross-
language identification task, and a goodness-rating task. They first heard an English
token and identified which of their L1 vowel categories sounded closest to that token
by clicking on a label on a screen. The labels were given in Greek orthography “I”
/i/, “E” /e/,  “A” /a/, “O” /o/, “OY” /u/. Then, they heard the same token again andPerceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 44
rated  its  goodness-of-fit  to  the  chosen  L1  vowel  category  using  a  scale  from  1
(totally different) to 7 (identical). The 198 stimuli were blocked by context, with
order of context counterbalanced across listeners. Before the test began, a 33-trial
practice session (3 speakers × 11 vowels) was presented to familiarize listeners with
the procedure. Consonantal context in the practice session was different from the
context to be tested first. Written instructions were given in Greek before testing.
2.3.4 Results
The frequency with which an L1 (Greek) category was selected by the listeners to
classify each English vowel was converted to a percentage of total presentations and
the mean goodness rating that vowel received as an example of Greek category was
into a single metric unit (i.e. the two numbers were multiplied) expressing a ‘fit
index’ of each English vowel to an L1 vowel category (Halle et al., 1999; Guion et
al., 2000; Iverson & Evans, 2007b). Table 2.1 presents the L1 vowel that was judged
to be perceptually most like each English vowel (as indicated by a higher fit index,
see also Table I in Appendix A for the most frequent and the second most frequent
L1 classification with the relevant goodness ratings). As can be seen, fit indexes (for
the modal response) in both /bVb/ and /bVp/ contexts varied from 2.2 to 5.4. Some
English vowels were consistently assimilated to a single Greek category, i.e. were
judged to be ‘good’ examples of that category while others were judged to be ‘poor’
examples of a Greek category or even heard as falling between two Greek categories
(Uncategorized sounds in PAM terminology). In a number of cases, Greek native
speakers assimilated  more  than  one  English  vowel  to  the  same  Greek  category
although with varying degrees of fit: both English // and // were assimilated to
Greek /i/; both English // and // were assimilated to Greek /e/; both English //
and // were assimilated to Greek /a/; English //, // and // were assimilated to
Greek /o/; and, finally, both English // and // were assimilated to Greek /u/.
estimated.  Mean  percentage  classification  and  goodness  rating were  combinedPerceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 45
Table 2.1: Percent classification,  goodness rating  and  overall  assimilation fit  of  English
vowels to L1 vowel categories for Greek listeners, and t test results indicating whether
English vowels fitted better to L1 categories in the context where the mean duration in L2
was closer to the mean duration in L1. Mean vowel durations (ms) in L2 (in both /bVb/ and
English vowel Mean
duration
L1
closest vowel
Mean
duration in L1
Identification and
goodness rating
Fit index
1. bb
bp
195 (22)
145 (9)
i 107 (8)
100 (5.0)
100 (5.4)
5.0
5.4
a
2. bb
bp
114 (6)
98 (12)
i
107 (8)
100 (5.4)
100 (5.0)
5.4
a
5.0
3. bb
bp
138 (10)
112 (9)
e 116 (09)
97 (5.0)
92 (5.2)
4.8
4.9
4. bb
bp
213 (10)
188 (8)
e 116 (09)
87 (3.0)
77 (3.2)
2.6
2.5
5. bb
bp
179 (18)
140 (7)
a 122 (10)
95 (4.7)
95 (5.2)
4.5
5.0
a
6. bb
bp
133 (10)
111 (13)
a 122 (10)
62 (4.2)
66 (4.1)
2.6
2.7
7. bb
bp
219 (16)
191 (10)
o 119 (9)
57 (4.0)
54 (4.1)
2.2
2.2
8. bb
bp
132 (7)
110 (6)
o 119 (9)
97 (5.0)
97 (5.0)
4.8
4.8
9. bb
bp
211 (17)
178 (13)
o 119 (9)
55 (4.1)
52 (4.1)
2.3
2.3
10. bb
bp
132 (9)
104 (5)
u 112 (7)
92 (4.0)
84 (4.2)
3.7
3.5
11. bb
bp
202 (16)
166 (21)
u 112 (7)
82 (3.8)
92 (3.8)
3.1
3.5
a
a p < 0.05 higher fit index in the context where vowel duration in L2 was closer to vowel duration in
L1.
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To examine whether context affected the assimilation of English vowels to Greek
vowel categories, the fit indexes derived for the 11 English vowels were submitted to
a two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Vowel (11 levels)
and Context (2 levels) as factors. The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of
Vowel [F(10,170) = 25.3; p < 0.001] and a significant Vowel × Context [F(10,170) =
10.1; p < 0.001] interaction. The significant effect of Vowel confirmed that English
vowels varied in their overall fit to L1 categories (range = 2.2 to 5.4). The significant
Vowel × Context interaction indicated that context affected how well English vowels
fitted to L1 categories but this effect was not uniform across contexts. This initial
analysis suggests that Greek listeners attend to both spectral and durational cues
when perceiving English vowels.
To further analyze the effect of context on assimilation patterns, paired samples t
tests (each with df = 17) compared the fit indexes derived for each English vowel in
two consonantal contexts (significance level set to p < 0.005 to correct for multiple
comparisons). The t tests showed that four English vowels differed in their fit to L1
categories as a function of context; English /, , / fitted better in /bVp/ context
while English // fitted better in /bVb/ context. Greek listeners preferred (as indicated
by a higher fit index) these four English vowels in the context where the mean vowel
duration in L2 was closer to the mean vowel duration in L1; English /, , / in
their ‘short’ version and English // in its ‘long’ version. Although context did not
affect the fit indexes for all English vowels it is important to note that most of the
vowels  that  fitted  equally  well  to  Greek  vowel  categories  across  consonantal
contexts had either a mean duration that was equally close in either context to the
mean duration in L1 (e.g. English //) or were generally judged as being ‘poor’
examples of an L1 category (e.g. English // and //). Regarding the latter case, it
seems that if an L2 vowel did not spectrally match an L1 category well, a better fit in
duration did not significantly change the listener’s identification and/or goodness
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2.4 Experiment 2: L2 discrimination
The purpose of this experiment was to examine Greek listeners’ discrimination of
English vowels in /bVb/ and /bVp/ contexts. Discrimination was assessed by means
of a categorical discrimination test often used in L2 perception studies (e.g. Guion et
al., 2000; Aoyama et al., 2004; Flege & Mackay, 2004). According to the feature
hypothesis, Greek listeners should not have access to durational cues in L2 vowel
perception and hence their discrimination of English vowels should not be affected
by  the  context  in  which  vowels are presented  to  the  listeners.  According  to the
desensitization hypothesis on the other hand, Greek listeners should be able to use
duration in L2 vowel perception and hence their discrimination should be affected by
consonantal  context.  Given  the  cross-language  perceptual  data  obtained  in
Experiment  1,  an  additional  question  addressed  in  this  experiment  was  whether
cross-language  perceptual  assimilation  patterns  predicted  L2  discrimination  as
proposed by Best’s PAM.
2.4.1 Participants
Participants  were  the  same  as  in  Experiment  1.  Ten  English university  students
(mean = 25.3 years, range = 18-28 years) all born in London were also tested as
controls.
2.4.2 Stimuli
The eleven English vowels described in Section 2.2.1 were combined to create nine
contrastive vowel pairs //-//, //-//, //-//, //-//, //-//, //-//, //-//, //-
//  and  //-//.  Contrast  selection  was  based  on  previous  findings  for  Spanish
learners of English whose system is very similar to the Greek one (Flege et al., 1995;
Flege et al., 1997a; Iverson & Evans, 2007b). An effort was made to use contrasts
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2.4.3 Procedure
Greek listeners participated in Experiment 2 after completing Experiment 1 using the
same  laptop  and  headphones. In  each  trial  of  the categorical  discrimination test,
listeners were presented with three items, each spoken by a different native English
speaker. Each contrast was tested by eight ‘different’ trials that contained an odd
vowel category and eight ‘catch’ trials that contained three tokens of the same vowel
category. The participants were instructed to identify the odd item out by clicking
‘1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’ (in the ‘different’ trials) or ‘same’ when all the vowel instances were
judged to belong to the same category. They were also asked to ignore differences in
speakers’ voices and to focus on vowel identity. The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was
1.2 sec and the inter-trial interval (ITI) was 3 sec. To minimize response bias, A'
scores (Snodgrass et al., 1985) were computed for each contrast based on hits, when
the odd item was correctly selected in ‘different’ trials and false alarms, when an
item was incorrectly selected in ‘catch’ trials. If H (hit) = FA (false alarm) then A' =
0.5. If H > FA then A' = 0.5 + [(H-FA)*(1+H-FA)]/[(4*H)*(1-FA)] and if H < FA
then A' = 0.5 - [(FA-H)*(1+FA-H)]/[(4*FA)*(1-H)]. A' score of 1.0 indicates perfect
discrimination  of  a  contrast,  whereas  A' score  of  0.5  indicates  discrimination  at
chance  level.  Before  the  experiment  began,  a  20-item  practice  session  (20  trials
randomly selected) was presented to familiarize listeners with the procedure in a
context that was different from the context to be tested first. As in experiment 1,
written instructions were given in Greek before testing.
2.4.4 Results
Table 2.2 shows the accuracy with which Greek speakers discriminated the nine
English vowel contrasts in two contexts. A' scores were firstly submitted to a two-
factors. The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of Contrast [F(8,136) = 13.5;
p <  0.001], demonstrating that  discrimination  scores  varied  considerably across
English contrasts and a significant effect of Context [F(1,17) = 25.2; p < 0.001],
demonstrating Greek listeners’ sensitivity to vowel duration changes. A significant
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Table 2.2: Mean duration of vowels (ms) in each English contrast, vowel duration ratio
(longer-to-shorter), duration  difference  between  vowels (ms) and  mean  discrimination
scores obtained by Greek listeners.
English contrast Mean  duration
(ms)
Vowel duration ratio
(longer-to-shorter)
Duration
difference (ms)
A' score
1. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
195 vs. 114
145 vs.   98
1.71
1.48
81
47
0.79
0.80
2. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
114 vs. 138
98 vs. 112
1.21
1.14
26
14
0.99
0.97
3. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
179 vs. 133
140 vs. 111
1.35
1.26
46
29
0.74*
0.51
4. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
179 vs. 219
140 vs. 191
1.22
1.36
40
51
0.83
0.80
5. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
179 vs. 213
140 vs. 188
1.19
1.34
34
48
0.92
0.96
6. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
133 vs. 219
111 vs. 191
1.65
1.72
86
80
0.71*
0.56
7. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
132 vs. 211
110 vs. 178
1.60
1.62
79
68
0.83
0.84
8. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
132 vs. 202
104 vs. 166
1.53
1.60
70
62
0.70*
0.61
9. bb vs. bb
bp vs. bp
211 vs. 202
178 vs. 166
1.04
1.07
9
12
0.74
0.75
* p < 0.05 higher discrimination than that obtained in the other context.
Contrast × Context [F(8,136) = 6.6; p < 0.001] interaction showed that the effect of
context  on  discrimination  was  not  uniform  across  contrasts.  These  results  are
consistent with the results of Experiment 1 and indicate that Greek listeners make
use of both spectral and durational cues when discriminating L2 vowels.
To further  explore  the  effect  of  context  on English vowel discrimination,  paired
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in /bVb/ and /bVp/ context (significance level set to p < 0.005 to correct for multiple
comparisons).  These comparisons  showed that  context  significantly  affected  the
discrimination of three out of nine English contrasts for Greek listeners (Table 2.2);
Greek listeners showed a better discrimination for English //-//, //-//, and //-
// in /bVb/ than in /bVp/ context.
The next step was to see whether context-induced changes in the duration difference
between  the  vowels  of  those  pairs could  explain  the  observed  differences  in
discrimination, in other words whether the context that showed higher discrimination
also provided the listeners with more temporal information than the other context
did. An inspection of Table 2.2 reveals that in two of those contrasts (English //-//
and  //-//)  that  was  not  the  case  since  the  difference  in  duration between  the
vowels in those pairs was relatively constant across contexts, i.e. less than 10 ms
which is unlikely  to  be  noticed  by  listeners  in  syllables  whose  vowels  have  the
durations of those in this work (in fact the longer-to-shorter vowel ratio in these
contrasts is smaller in the context that showed better discrimination). Additionally,
there was at least one English contrast (//-//) that did provide the listeners with
considerably more temporal information in /bVb/ than in /bVp/ context, i.e. 81 ms
vs. 47 ms respectively (longer-to-shorter duration ratio 1.71 vs. 1.48) but showed
similar discrimination accuracy across contexts. Greek listeners’ discrimination was
about as accurate in this case as for the //-// contrast, which only differed by 11
ms (79 ms vs. 68 ms) and had similar duration ratios (1.60 vs. 1.62). These examples
demonstrate that listeners do not simply compare the duration of the two vowels in a
pair when trying to distinguish between the two vowels. If that was the case, more
temporal information should always facilitate discrimination performance.
Finally, it was investigated whether perceptual assimilation patterns (Experiment 1)
predicted discrimination accuracy (Experiment 2). The nine English contrasts tested
in  Experiment  2  were  assigned  to  PAM  categories  based  on  the  perceptual
assimilation data obtained in Experiment 1. First, the cross-language identification
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Figure 2.5: Boxplots of  English  vowel  discrimination  accuracy  for  Single-Category  (SC),
Category  Goodness  (CG),  Uncategorized-Categorized  (UC),  and  Two-Category  (TC)
assimilation types averaged over nine English contrasts in two consonantal contexts by
Greek listeners. Whiskers extend to at most 1.5 times the interquartile range of the box. A’
score of 0.5 indicates discrimination at chance level.
single Greek category or was heard as falling between two Greek categories (an
Uncategorized  sound  according  to  PAM).  A  60%  identification  criterion  was
adopted (Harnsberger,  2001  discusses  the  much  higher  identification  criterion  of
90%, but this results in most non-native sounds being classed as uncategorized).
When both English vowels in a contrast were identified with the same Greek vowel,
paired  sample t tests  defined  whether  that  contrast  would  qualify  as a  Category
Goodness contrast (i.e. the fit indexes of the two vowels differed significantly) or a
Single-Category  contrast  (i.e.  the  fit  indexes  of  the  two  vowels  did  not  differ
significantly, with significance level set to p < 0.005).Perceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 52
Figure 2.5 shows the mean discrimination scores obtained by Greek listeners for
each assimilation type in two consonantal contexts, averaged over all English vowel
contrasts. Native English control listeners obtained excellent discrimination scores
(mean = 0.96 to 0.98) across vowel contrasts and hence their A' scores will not be
discussed further. A one-way ANOVA examined the effect of assimilation type on
A' scores obtained by Greek listeners. The effect of assimilation type was significant
[F(3,320)  = 267.5; p < 0.001]. Tukey post-hoc comparisons of the four assimilation
types  showed  the  following  results:  Two-Category  contrasts  were  easier  than
Uncategorized-Categorized, Category Goodness and Single-Category contrasts, as
PAM  would predict with  listeners  obtaining  generally  very  high  scores  in Two-
Category contrasts. Uncategorized-Categorized  and  Category  Goodness  contrasts
were easier than Single-Category contrasts again as expected with the latter being the
most difficult contrasts to discriminate. Although there was a trend of discrimination
scores  for  Uncategorized-Categorized  contrasts  being  higher  than  Category
Goodness contrasts, this difference was not significant (note the large variability in
scores after averaging over contrasts).
2.5 Selection of vowel pairs in Greek and English
One  of  the  goals  of  study  1  was  to  provide  data  on  the  perceived  relationship
between English and Greek vowels that would be used to select two English and two
Greek  vowel  pairs.  These  vowel  pairs would  test Greek  speakers’ perception  of
synthetic L2 and L1 vowels in Study 3 thus evaluating the predictions of the L1
phonetic hypothesis.  It  was  therefore important to select vowel pairs  that  would
cover similar areas in the acoustic/perceptual space in English and Greek. Based on
the  perceptual  assimilation  and  discrimination  results  from  Experiments  1  and  2
respectively  the  following comparable  contrasts  were selected  for  English  and
Greek:
 English // vs. Greek /i/-/e/
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The English front tense-lax contrast  is probably the most difficult contrast for
learners with small vowel systems and no tense-lax or long-short vowel distinctions
(e.g. Spanish, Italian) and has been widely tested in the L2 literature. According to
the results of Experiment 1, both  and  were assimilated, across consonantal
contexts, to Greek /i/ 100% of the time. Additionally, both  and  received high
goodness ratings;  received a mean rating of 5 in /bVb/ context (hence an overall
fit index of 5) and a mean rating of 5.4 in /bVp/ context (hence an overall fit index of
5.4) while for  the picture was reversed. Discrimination results for this contrast
showed that Greek listeners were able to distinguish  from  in both consonantal
contexts on the basis of duration. Since both English  and  were assimilated to
Greek /i/ and the closest vowel to Greek /i/ is /e/, the Greek /i/-/e/ contrast was
selected as the most comparable to English 
The English low  contrast is also considered a challenging one for learners
with  small  vowel  systems that  contain a  single /a/  category  in  their  inventory.
English // was assimilated to Greek /a/ 95% of the time across consonantal contexts
and received fairly high goodness ratings across contexts (although Greek listeners
preferred it when placed in a /bVp/ context, that is when its duration was closer to
that  of  Greek  /a/).  English  was assimilated  to  Greek  /a/,  however,  not  as
consistently as English // both in terms of percent identification (62% of the time in
/bVb/ and 66% of the time in /bVp/ context) and goodness ratings (4.2 in /bVb/ and
4.1 in /bVp/ context). Since both English  and  were assimilated to Greek /a/
(with English  being assimilated about 30% of the time to Greek /o/, see Table I in
Appendix A), the  Greek  /a/-/o/  contrast  was  selected  as  the  most comparable  to
English  Given the assimilation pattern for English it was predicted that
discrimination in synthetic will be easier than in  for Greek listeners at
least when discrimination is performed on the basis of spectral information.Perceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 54
2.6 Summary of results
Study 1 examined the perceptual assimilation and discrimination of English vowels
by  native  speakers  of  Greek (Experiments  1  and  2  respectively). The  same
participants  performed  both  experiments. The  goal  of  the  two  experiments  was
threefold. The first goal was to explore, for the first time, the perceived relationship
between Greek and English vowels. A practical aspect was to select specific vowel
pairs in the two languages to be further examined in following experiments with
synthetic vowels. The second goal was to examine whether Greek listeners have
access to durational cues when perceiving the English vowels given that duration is
not  used in  Greek  vowel  distinctions.  The  third  goal  was  to  test  discrimination
predictions  for  English  vowel  contrasts (Experiment  2) based on cross-language
perceptual assimilation data (Experiment 1).
As discussed in the Introduction, the availability of durational cues to listeners with
no such L1 experience has been a matter of debate over the past years with studies
arriving at different conclusions with respect to this issue. The two main proposals in
the literature are represented by the feature hypothesis, proposed by McAllister et al.
(2002) and the desensitization hypothesis, proposed by Bohn (1995). The former
hypothesis is based on the notion of L1 transfer when learning an L2 and posits that
L2 learners do not have access to cues that are not used in L1 to signal contrasts. The
latter hypothesis posits  that  L2  learners  are  sensitive  to durational  cues  when
perceiving L2 vowels irrespective of the status of duration in their L1 and that, in
fact, learners tend to rely more on durational than spectral cues when faced with
difficult L2 contrasts (Escudero, 2005; Cebrian, 2006 among others). To assess the
predictions  of  the  two  hypotheses,  the vowel stimuli  in  both  experiments  were
embedded  in /bVb/  and  /bVp/ contexts.  That  way,  the  effect  of  vowel  duration
differentiations introduced by the voicing vs. voicelessness of the stop consonant
following the vowel on Greek speakers’ performance was tested.
The results of Experiment 1 showed that Greek speakers’ perceptual assimilation of
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seems  to  be  in  disagreement  with  the  feature  hypothesis  and,  at  first  glance,  in
support of the desensitization hypothesis. However, when looking more closely at
between-context comparisons conducted for each English vowel separately it was
found that English vowels  generally fitted better to  L1 categories in the context
where they resembled more the  duration of the spectrally closest L1 vowel. This
suggests that L2 learners assimilate both temporally and spectrally L2 vowels to L1
categories and hence duration does not seem to have a special status as compared to
spectral properties in L2 vowel perception (Bohn, 1995). The observed patterns of
assimilation  reflect  a  spectral  and  temporal  ‘matching’ to  the  L1  categories
irrespective of whether the L1 has a phonemic vowel length contrast or not.
Discrimination  performance  in  Experiment  2  was  generally  consistent  with  the
predictions made by Best’s PAM (Best, 1995). Greek listeners had no difficulty with
Two-Category contrasts, had some difficulty with Uncategorized-Categorized and
Category Goodness contrasts and found Single-Category contrasts the most difficult
to discriminate. The discrimination scores for Uncategorized-Categorized contrasts
were  somewhat  lower  than  predicted  and  did  not  differ  significantly from those
obtained for Category Goodness contrasts. Guion et al. (2000) report on a similar
finding  in  their  data  and  propose  a  possible  revision  of  PAM  regarding  the
discriminability  of  Uncategorized-Categorized  contrasts  where  the  uncategorized
sound is close in the perceptual space to the categorized one.
The results regarding the effect of context on the discrimination of English vowels
showed that Greek listeners were sensitive to durational cues. Again, this seems to
run contra the feature hypothesis and in favour of the desensitization hypothesis.
However,  paired  comparisons  conducted  for  each  English  contrast  separately
indicated  that  L2  learners  were  not  simply  comparing  the  durations  of  the  two
members in a pair when trying to distinguish one from another. There were contrasts
which proved to be easier in one context than the other despite the fact that the
duration difference between the two vowels was similar across contexts. There were
also contrasts where context-induced changes in the duration difference between the
two vowels did not result in changes in discrimination performance. Lengeris (2009)Perceptual assimilation & discrimination of English vowels 56
compared the perception of Southern British English vowels by Greek and Japanese
native  speakers. Both Greek  and  Japanese employ  five  relatively  similar  quality
distinctions in their vowel system but differ greatly with regard to the use of duration
in contrasting vowels; the Japanese vowel system contains five short (one-mora) and
five long (two-morae) vowels /i, e, a, o, u/ and /i, e, a, o, u/ respectively (in
Standard Japanese the high back vowel is unrounded //, see for example Shibatani,
1990).  The  short  and  the  long  vowels  are  almost  identical  in  terms  of  spectral
characteristics with the former being approximately 50% shorter (Shibatani, 1990;
Hirata, 2004). Using the same perceptual stimuli and testing procedures as in here, it
was found that Japanese speakers too perceived English vowels via spectral and
temporal assimilation to their L1 categories. This confirms the uniformity in the use
of durational cues by two language groups that differ fundamentally in the use of
duration in L1 (Iverson & Evans, 2007b). The major difference between the two
groups  in  terms  of  temporal  assimilation  patterns lay in  the  fact  that  Japanese
speakers assimilated each English vowel to a short or long vowel category whereas
Greek speakers assimilated it to their ‘single’ duration category.
Finally,  based  on  the results  of  experiment  1  and  2 the  following  comparable
contrasts were selected for English and Greek: (1) English // vs. Greek /i/-/e/
assimilated (about 30% of the time) to Greek /o/ it is predicted that English ///
will suffer less from L1 spectral interference than English //, an L2 contrast
where both vowels are assimilated 100% of the time to a single L1 vowel category
by Greek speakers (Greek /i/).
and (2) English /// vs. Greek /a/-/o/.  Since  English / was   occasionally57
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Chapter 3
Greek best exemplar locations
The following experiment was designed to find best exemplar locations of the five
Greek vowels /i, e, a, o, u/ in a 5-dimensional space that included F1 and F2 formant
movement (i.e. onset and offset of the F1 and F2 frequencies) and duration. The
locations of all vowels except /u/ would serve as endpoints for the Greek vowel
continua /i/-/e/  and  /a/-/o/ that  would  test Greek  listeners’ identification  and
discrimination  of synthetic L1 (Greek) vowels in Study  3 (Chapters 4-6). The
selection of the endpoints for the English vowel continua // and /// that
would  test  Greek  listeners’ identification  and  discrimination of  synthetic L2
(English) vowels was based on another study using the same software and method
(Iverson  &  Evans,  2007b). For  consistency and  clarity reasons,  the  procedures
followed for finding the best exemplar locations of both Greek and English vowels
will be presented in this chapter.
3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants
Twelve native speakers of Standard Modern Greek (5 male and 7 female) with a
mean age of 26 years (range = 23-30 years) were tested in Greece. They were allGreek best exemplar locations 58
from Athens and had no regional accent. Subjects were tested in a quiet room using a
laptop computer and high quality headphones. All of the participants reported no
hearing  or  language impairment. In Iverson  &  Evans (2007b), seventeen  native
speakers of English (median age = 28 years, range = 18-49 years) were tested in the
United Kingdom. They performed the best exemplars task in quiet rooms using PCs
(desktops, laptops, and pocket PCs) and high quality headphones.
3.1.2 Model speakers
A male native speaker of Standard Modern Greek
4 was recorded in an anechoic
chamber at UCL with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. A Sony 60ES DAT recorder with
a B&K Sound Level Meter Type 2231 fitted with a 4165 microphone cartridge was
used. Iverson & Evans (2007b) recorded a male native speaker of Southern British
English  in  his  late  20s  in  the  same  anechoic  chamber  using  the  same  recording
procedures.
3.1.3 Stimuli
The Greek speaker uttered the five Greek vowels /i, e, a, o, u/ in the context /pVta/
(stressed on the first syllable) embedded in the carrier sentence Πες ___ ξανά /pes
___ ksana/ ‘say ___ again’. The particular context created a minimally contrastive
set of 3 words, i.e. πίτα /pita/ ‘pie’, πέτα /peta/ ‘fly’, ‘throw’, πάτα /pata/ ‘press’,
‘step on’ and two non-words, i.e. *πότα /pota/ and *πούτα /puta/. The two non-
words /pota/ and /puta/ are phonotactically acceptable in Greek and the use of these
contexts was not expected to affect vowel productions in any way. The Southern
British English speaker uttered 13 English vowels in the context /bVt/ embedded in
the carrier sentence Say ___ again /___ /. That context created a minimally
contrastive set of 13 words, i.e., beat /bt/, bit /bt/, bet /bt/, Burt /bt/, bat /bt/,
Bart /bt/, but /bt/, bot /bt/, bought /bt/, boot /bt/, bait /bt/, bite /bt/, bout
4 The speaker was the author who was 28 years old at the time of the recordings.Greek best exemplar locations 59
/bt/, boat /bt/. Both speakers read each word four times at a normal speaking
rate. They also recorded the North Wind and the Sun translated in Greek and English
respectively.
The /pVta/ and /bVt/ contexts were selected so that subjects performing the best
exemplar locations experiments as well subjects performing the tasks with synthetic
vowels presented in following chapters would be faced with very similar (and at the
same  time  phonotactically  acceptable) structures  in  the  two  languages. Greek
voiceless stops /p, t, k/ are unaspirated in all positions (Botinis et al., 2000; Arvaniti,
2001, 2007); English voiced stops /b, d, g/ are phonetically realized as voiceless in
initial position, that is although they are phonologically described as voiced [+voice],
vocal fold vibration starts after the release burst (Docherty, 1992). Thus, Greek /p/
and English /b/ (in initial position) are phonetically realized quite similarly.
Before synthesizing the vowels to be used in the Greek best exemplars experiment,
the sentences and the passage produced by the Greek speaker were normalized to a
‘model’ speaker in terms of their formant frequencies and median pitch. This was
done using signal processing in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2005) following the
procedures used in Iverson & Evans (2007b) to normalize the sentences and the
passage produced by their English speaker. The materials were normalized to reduce
any effect the vocal tract differences between the Greek and the English speaker
might  have  on  locating  the  best  exemplars  in  the  two  languages.  The  formant
frequencies were scaled using the F2 of /i/ of each speaker (averaged across the
speaker’s  four  repetitions  of  this  vowel  in  the  carrier  sentences)  because  F2  is
consistently produced across speakers and can be measured reliably. The sampling
rate was changed to match the speakers’ F2 of /i/ to 2290 Hz, which is an average
value  for  male  speakers (Peterson  &  Barney,  1952).  The  Greek  speaker  had  an
average F2 for /i/ of 2138 Hz so the sampling rate was changed from 44100 to 47235
Hz (the English speaker in Iverson & Evans, 2007b had an average F2 for /i/ of 2473
Hz  so  the  authors  changed  the  sampling  rate  from  44100  to  40843  Hz).  After
manually  correcting  for  any  errors  introduced  by  changing  sampling  rate  and
rescaling duration, the pitch was scaled to 112 Hz, which is an average value forGreek best exemplar locations 60
male speakers (Hazan & Markham, 2004). Finally, the stimuli were re-synthesized
using pitch synchronous overlap and add (PSOLA) in Praat and down-sampled to
11025 Hz.
The ‘hybrid’ stimuli were made up of a synthetic vowel embedded within a (signal
processed) natural sentence of the native speaker for each language including the
initial release /p/ burst and the final /ta/ for Greek and the initial release /b/ burst and
the final /t/ for English. The synthetic vowels were created using a Klatt synthesizer
(Klatt & Klatt, 1990) in cascade/parallel configuration with a sampling rate of 11025
Hz and matched the natural ones in terms of F0 and amplitude. The rest of the
synthesis parameters were kept the same across vowels in each language. These were
the F4 and F5 frequencies (3500 and 4500 Hz respectively), the formant bandwidths
(B1=100, B2=180, B3=250, B4=300, B5=550), the tilt (TL=0 dB slope) and the
open quotient (OQ=60%). The F1 and F2 frequencies changed in a linear way from
the beginning to the end of the vowel. F1 formant frequency ranged between 5 and
15 Equal  Rectangular  Bandwidth  (ERB) (Glasberg  &  Moore,  1990).  F2  formant
frequency started from 10 ERB, was at least 1 ERB higher than F1 and reached a
limit that was defined by the equation F2 = 25 - (F1-5) /2. The synthetic vowels were
1 ERB apart from each other and their durations spanned logarithmically in 7 steps
(54, 75, 104, 144, 200, 277 and 383 ms). Overall, 109,375 vowels were synthesized
in each language.
3.1.4 Procedure
The Greek native speakers found best exemplar locations of all five Greek vowels /i,
e, a, o, u/. Although Greek /u/ would not used as endpoint in any of the Greek
synthetic  vowel  continua in  Study  3, it  was  decided  to map its  location  in  the
perceptual space for two reasons: first, since the participants would perform the task
for four Greek vowels the whole process would be more balanced if Greek /u/ was
also included; second, apart from providing values for the synthetic vowel continua
endpoints, this experiment provided an excellent opportunity to collect perceptual
data on the entire Greek vowel system.Greek best exemplar locations 61
Testing began with the participants listening to the Greek version of The North Wind
and the Sun to familiarize themselves with the characteristics of the speaker’s voice.
During the experiment, the participants saw on the screen a /pVta/ structure written
both in Greek orthography and Roman alphabet (e.g. πίτα and pita respectively) and
heard a synthetic vowel stimulus embedded in the carrier sentence (Πες ___ ξανά
/pes ___ ksana/ ‘say ___ again’). They had to rate how close the vowel stimulus was
to a good exemplar of the vowel displayed on the screen by clicking on a continuous
bar (see Figure 3.1 for the experiment interface).
A goodness optimization method (Iverson & Evans, 2003; Evans & Iverson, 2004,
2007; Iverson & Evans, 2007b, 2009) was adopted to find best exemplar locations of
the  Greek  vowels. During  testing, an  algorithm  would  search  along  7  vectors
(straight-line  paths  cutting  through  the  five-dimensional  space)  so  that  the  best
exemplar on each vector would be found after 5 trials per vector. The whole process
thus required just 35 trials for each vowel despite the large number of synthesized
vowels available to listeners and was completed in about half an hour. Vector 1 was
designed to locate an approximation of listeners’ best exemplar by passing through
the location of the natural production of the target vowel and the middle of the vowel
space (F1 = 500 Hz, F2 = 1500 Hz) without varying duration; Vector 2 only varied
duration while all other parameters were fixed; Vector 3 only varied the F1 and F2
onset frequencies keeping all other parameters fixed while Vector 4 was orthogonal
to Vector 3 in the F1/F2 onset space; Vector 5 only varied the F1 and F2 offset
frequencies while Vector 6 was orthogonal to Vector 5 in the F1/F2 offset space;
finally, Vector 7 simultaneously varied all five dimensions and listeners were able to
fine-tune their best exemplar location for each vowel. On the first two trials for each
vector, listeners would hear the most extreme stimuli synthesized along the vector.
On the remaining three trials, stimuli were selected based on the listeners’ previous
judgments, i.e. by weighting listeners’ best exemplar locations and goodness ratings
thus far (for a full description of the procedure, see Iverson & Evans, 2007b).Greek best exemplar locations 62
Figure 3.1: Screen shots of the experiment interface in the Greek best exemplar locations
experiment.
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Figure 3.1: Screen shots of the experiment interface in the Greek best exemplar locations
experiment.
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Figure 3.1: Screen shots of the experiment interface in the Greek best exemplar locations
experiment.Greek best exemplar locations 63
Figure 3.2: Mean best exemplar locations of the five Greek vowels. The arrows show the
direction of the F1 and F2 formant movement for each vowel, i.e. the onset and offset of
the F1 and F2 formant frequencies.
3.2 Results
Figure 3.2 shows the mean best exemplar locations of the five Greek vowels. As can
be seen, Greek vowels are well separated in the perceptual space with no overlap
between vowels (Haws and Fourakis, 1995; Botinis et al., 1997). Interestingly, there
is some evidence of formant movement although that is not particularly large; all
vowels except /u/ moved towards the /i/ corner of the vowel space. This formant
movement was unexpected given that Greek vowels are traditionally described as
monophthongs. Table 3.1 presents the best exemplar locations (ERB and Hz) of
Greek vowels. Table 3.2 presents mean F1 and F2 values (Hz) for Greek vowels
taken from Fourakis et al. (1999) and Nicolaidis (2003) for comparison. Greek best
exemplar locations are clearly hyper-articulated compared to production data which
is typical for exemplar/prototypical values (e.g. Johnson et al., 1993).
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Table 3.1: Mean best exemplar locations (ERB and Hz) of the five Greek vowels.
F1 onset F1 ending F2 onset F2 ending
Vowel ERB Hz ERB Hz ERB Hz ERB Hz
/i/ 8.3 330 6.6 236 22.2 2265 23.1 2518
/e/ 11.7 577 11.0 518 20.0 1739 21.5 2084
/a/ 14.4 848 14.1 814 17.0 1196 18.6 1464
/o/ 11.3 543 10.7 494 13.5 749 14.2 825
/u/ 7.4 278 6.2 215 12.8 678 11.0 518
Table 3.2: Mean F1 and F2 values (Hz) from Fourakis et al. (1999) and Nicolaidis (2003).
Fourakis et al. (1999) Nicolaidis (2003)
Read speech Spontaneous
speech
F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz)
/i/ 340 2046 360 1892
/e/ 491 1788 475 1672
/a/ 738 1350 575 1453
/o/ 508 1020 462 1202
/u/ 349 996 377 1163
3.3 Summary of results
Study 2 aimed at defining the endpoints for the two Greek vowel continua /i/-/e/ and
/a/-/o/ that would test Greek listeners’ perception of synthetic L1 (Greek) vowels in
the  following  chapters  of  this  thesis. This  was  done  using  a best  exemplars
experiment (Iverson & Evans, 2003; Evans & Iverson, 2004, 2007; Iverson & Evans,Greek best exemplar locations 65
2007b, 2009). The endpoints for the English vowel continua that would test Greek
listeners’ perception of  synthetic L2 (English) vowels  were based  on Iverson  &
Evans (2007b). Iverson & Evans (2007b) used the exact same procedures to find
English native speakers’ best exemplar locations of English vowels. For consistency
reasons and, most importantly, in order to obtain perceptual data of the entire Greek
vowel system (for a discussion on the need to study the perception of Greek vowels
using  a  variety  of  experimental  protocols,  see  Arvaniti,  2007) it  was  decided  to
include Greek /u/ in the experiment although it would not be used in any of the
synthetic continua employed in following experiments.
Participants mapped their best exemplars in a 5-dimensional space that included F1
and  F2  formant  movement and duration using a goodness  optimization  method
(Iverson & Evans, 2003; Evans & Iverson, 2004, 2007; Iverson & Evans, 2007b,
2009). The method located best exemplars of the Greek vowels after 35 trials despite
the large set of synthesized vowels (109,375 vowels in total). It was found that Greek
vowels  are  well  separated  in  the  perceptual  space confirming  previous  research
(Haws & Fourakis, 1995; Botinis et al., 1997). There was some evidence of formant
movement although that was not particularly large. All vowels were, as expected,
hyper-articulated  compared  to typical  productions  of  Greek  vowels (Iverson  &
Evans, 2003 also found that best exemplar locations for Southern British English
vowels were hyper-articulated compared to the natural productions of their 'model'
speaker).66
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Chapter 4
Training experiment
This chapter presents the  test  battery  completed  by Greek native  speakers
participating in Study 3. The tasks employed evaluated the predictions of the L1
phonetic hypothesis  and  the auditory processing hypothesis  by  testing the
participants’ perception  of  natural  and  synthetic  vowels  in  L1 (Greek) and  L2
(English) and of non-speech as well as their production of L2 vowels. One group
(trained group) performed the same tasks before and after receiving high-variability
auditory  training,  also  described  in  this  chapter.  Another  group  (control  group)
performed the same tasks before and after a period of time similar to that required
for the trained group to complete the training (about two weeks). The use of the
control  group aimed  at assessing not  only the  effectiveness  of high-variability
training but also the effect of mere learning in pre/post-test that would come from
test repetition. The test battery included the following 9 tasks (all tasks except for
tasks 3 and 7 were run in quiet conditions):
1) Identification of synthetic Greek vowels
2) Discrimination of synthetic Greek vowels
3) Identification of natural Greek vowels in noise
4) Identification of synthetic English vowels
5) Discrimination of synthetic English vowels
6) Identification of natural English vowels
7) Identification of natural English vowels in noiseTraining experiment 67
8) English vowel production
9) Discrimination of a non-speech continuum
Tasks  1-2  tested Greek  speakers’  processing  of Greek vowel  categories
(identification boundaries and slopes and discrimination accuracy) using analytical
test procedures in an attempt to reveal individual differences in L1 vowel perception.
Performance in these tasks would help in evaluating the L1 phonetic hypothesis.
Task 3 was used as  another test of vowel  category  robustness that might reveal
individual differences in the processing of natural L1 vowels. The use of noise was
necessary to avoid ceiling effects in performance. Tasks 4-5 tested Greek speakers’
processing of English vowel categories using the exact same analytical procedures as
with Greek vowels (identification  boundaries  and  slopes  and  discrimination
accuracy) in an attempt to reveal individual differences in L2 vowel perception. Task
6 served as a baseline measure of L2 vowel identification accuracy. Task 7 served as
a  baseline  measure  of  L2 vowel identification  accuracy  under  adverse  listening
conditions, resembling more L2 perception in naturalistic settings. Task 8 served a
baseline  measure  of  L2 vowel production  accuracy.  Finally,  task 9 tested Greek
speakers’ frequency discrimination accuracy using a signal that was a non-speech
analog  of  second  formant  frequency,  thus evaluating the auditory processing
hypothesis. Since all 9 tasks were employed before and after auditory vowel training,
it  was  possible  to  evaluate  the  effects  of  training  on  all  9  tasks,  taking  into
consideration  pre/post  performance  in  the  control group,  who  received  no
intermediate tuition.
4.1 Participants
Twenty  eight adult native speakers of Greek participated in total. Eighteen were
trained and ten served as controls, i.e. performed the pre/post tests but received no
training. The trainees (8 male and 10 female) had a mean age of 23 years (range =
18-35 years) and the controls (4 male and 6 female) had a mean age of 26 years
(range  = 18-42 years).  All  participants spoke Standard  Modern  Greek with  noTraining experiment 68
regional accent and were tested in Athens. The majority (24/28) were recruited from
two language schools; their English proficiency level was rather high and relatively
uniform across individuals (Cambridge FCE, Cambridge CAE). Participants had 10-
12 years of formal English instruction in Greece by L1-accented instructors and had
very  little,  if  any,  interaction  with  native  speakers  of  English.  None of  the
participants had  spent  a  period  of  more  than  one  month  in  an  English-speaking
environment  as  shown  in  a  language  questionnaire  completed  by all participants
before testing. The participants passed a pure-tone hearing screening at frequencies
from 250 to 4000 Hz at 20 dB SPL. They were all paid for their participation with
the fee being proportionate to the time spent on the study; the trainees received £20
while the controls received £7.
4.2 Perceptual stimuli
4.2.1 Pre/post materials
All perception tasks and English vowel production elicitation procedures were the
same in  pre/post tests with  one  exception:  post-training identification  of  natural
English vowels in quiet and in noise included a new English speaker. The inclusion
of an English speaker who had not been used in either the pre-test or the training
materials tested generalization of learning.
4.2.1.1 Natural vowels
Two native speakers of Standard Modern Greek (1 male, 1  female) in their 20s
produced the five Greek vowels in a /pVs/ context. The particular context created a
minimally contrastive set, i.e. πεις /pis/ ‘to say’, πες /pes/ ‘say’ (imperative), πας
/pas/ ‘to go’, πως /pos/ ‘how’, πους /pus/ ‘foot’. The duration of each word was
around 400 ms (the exact duration varied according to the intrinsic duration of the
vowel). The speakers produced three repetitions of the five Greek words, for a totalTraining experiment 69
of 30 stimuli. The best two repetitions for each vowel produced by each speaker
were chosen by the author to be included in the experiment.
Two native speakers of Southern British English (1 male, 1 female) in their 20s
produced ten  English monophthongal vowels (all monophthongs except //) in a
/bVt/ context. The particular context created a minimally contrastive set, i.e. beat
/bt/, bit /bt/, bet /bt/, bat /bt/, but /bt/, Bart /bt/, Burt /bt/, bot /bt/, bought
/bt/, boot /bt/. The duration of each word was around 550 ms (the exact duration
varied according to the intrinsic duration of the vowel). The speakers produced three
repetitions of the ten English words, for a total of 60 stimuli. Another female speaker
of Southern British English in her 20s produced the same materials to be used only
in the generalization test. The best two repetitions for each vowel produced by each
speaker were chosen by the author and a native speaker of Southern British English
to  be  included  in  the  experiment. Ideally,  consonantal  context  should  be  kept
constant across languages; however, the /pVs/ context is one of the very few contexts
that creates a minimally contrastive set of real words containing all 5 vowels in
Greek.
4.2.1.2 Synthetic vowel continua
Two Greek and three English synthetic vowel continua were created using the exact
same synthesis method and parameters described in previous chapter for creating the
set of synthetic vowels used in the best exemplars experiments; the Greek continua
spanned from Greek /i/ to Greek /e/ and from Greek /a/ to Greek /o/ and the English
continua spanned from English // to English // and from English // to English //.
As previously mentioned, the endpoints of the synthetic Greek vowel continua were
based on the Greek best exemplars experiment in Study 2 and the endpoints of the
synthetic  English  vowel  continua were  based  on  the English best  exemplars
experiment in Iverson  &  Evans (2007b). The  synthetic  vowels were  embedded
within natural consonantal contexts; the Greek /i/-/e/ continuum was embedded in a
natural /pVta/ context (the initial release /p/ burst and the final /ta/ were taken from
the natural sentence recorded for the best exemplars experiment); the Greek /a/-/o/Training experiment 70
Figure 4.1: Location of Greek synthetic vowels (in black) and English synthetic vowels (in
red) in the vowel space.
continuum was embedded in a natural /pVte/ context (the initial release /p/ burst and
the final /te/ were taken from a natural sentence recorded for this purpose and signal-
processed following the procedure described in the previous chapter). The use of two
contexts was necessary since there is no minimal pair in Greek contrasting all 4
vowels in either a /pVta/ or a /pVte/ context. The two contexts yielded two minimal
pairs, i.e. /pita/ ‘pie’ - /peta/ ‘throw’ (/i/-/e/ continuum), and /pate/ ‘to go’ - /pote/
‘when’ (/a/-/o/ continuum). The English /-// andcontinua were embedded
in a natural /bVt/ context (the initial release /b/ burst and the final /t/ were taken from
the natural sentence recorded for the best exemplars experiment in Iverson & Evans,
2007b).
Based  on  the  duration  values  obtained  in  the  Greek  best  exemplars  experiment,
vowel duration in the Greek /i/-/e/ continuum was set to 55 ms and that in the Greek
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Table 4.1: F1 and F2 beginning and end values and duration for the endpoints of the 5
vowel continua used (two Greek and three English continua).
Continuum Endpoint F1 beg (Hz) F1 end (Hz) F2 beg (Hz) F2 end (Hz) Duration (ms)
1. /i/-/e/ /i/
/e/
330
577
236
518
2265
1739
2518
2084
55
2. /a/-/o/ /a/
/o/
848
543
814
494
1196
749
1464
825
65
3. //
natural
/
/
247
364
182
392
2527
1986
2785
2170
110
70
4. /
neutralized
/
/
247
364
182
392
2527
1986
2785
2170
90
5.  

701
574
809
651
1458
1011
1521
1233
85
Natural = natural duration
Neutralized = neutralized duration
/a/-/o/ continuum was set to 65 ms. There were two versions of the English /-//
continuum: in the ‘natural duration’ condition, // had a duration of 110 ms and //
had a duration  of 70 ms  while  in the ‘neutralized duration’ condition the duration
was set to 90 ms, a duration intermediate to that of the ‘natural duration’ condition.
A comparison of performance in the two duration conditions would show the weight
given by each listener to the vowel duration cue. Vowel duration in the English
/ continuum  was  set  to  85  ms.  Duration  values  in  English  continua  were
somewhat different from those in Iverson & Evans (2007b), however, they were
closer to the English vowel production data obtained in Study 1. Further, a slight
modification was made to the location of the endpoint compared to its location in
Iverson & Evans (2007b). Iverson & Evans (2007b) included some Northern British
English speakers in their study which resulted in // being somewhat higher in the
vowel space than we would expect for Southern British English speakers. The final
endpoint stimuli were judged to be excellent examples of Greek and English vowels
by the author and a native Southern British English phonetician respectively. VowelTraining experiment 72
endpoint stimuli are plotted in the vowel space in Figure 4.1. There were 51 stimuli
in each vowel continuum varying in 50 equal steps in Hertz in terms of differences in
F1  and  F2  formant frequencies (and  duration  for  the /-// natural duration
continuum). Table 4.1 presents F1 and F2 and duration values for the endpoints in all
vowel continua used. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the endpoint stimulus 0 /pita/
and the endpoint stimulus 50 /peta/ in the Greek /i/-/e/ continuum. Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5 show the endpoint stimulus 0 /bt/ and the endpoint stimulus 50 /b/ in
the English /-// (neutralized duration) continuum.Training experiment 73
Figure 4.2: Waveform and spectrogram of the ‘hybrid’ stimulus 0 /pita/ in the Greek /i/-/e/
continuum. The first vowel was synthetic while the rest of the phones were natural.
Figure 4.3: Waveform and spectrogram of the ‘hybrid’ stimulus 50 /peta/ in the Greek /i/-
/e/ continuum. The first vowel was synthetic while the rest of the phones were natural.Training experiment 74
Figure 4.4: Waveform and spectrogram of the ‘hybrid’ stimulus 0 /bt/ in the English /-
// (neutralized duration) continuum. The first vowel was synthetic while the rest of the
phones were natural.
Figure 4.5: Waveform and spectrogram of the ‘hybrid’ stimulus 50 /bt/ in the English /-
// (neutralized duration) continuum. The first vowel was synthetic while the rest of the
phones were natural.Training experiment 75
Figure 4.6: Waveform and spectrogram of non-speech endpoint stimulus 0 (F2 = 1250 Hz).
Figure 4.7: Waveform and spectrogram of non-speech endpoint stimulus 50 (F2 = 1500 Hz).
4.2.1.3 Non-speech continuum
The non-speech continuum had a single formant frequency that spanned from 1250
to 1500 Hz (and thus was a non-speech analogue to a vowel second formant). Its
duration was 150 ms and its pitch was set constant at 120 Hz (thus resembling the
pitch of a male speaker). It was therefore decided to use a non-speech continuum thatTraining experiment 76
would share  similar  acoustic  properties  with the  speech  continua  (i.e. harmonic
structure, similar duration and pitch) without being speech. To reduce the possibility
of the particular type of non-speech being treated as speech, the non-speech task was
the first task completed by Greek participants (see also Section 4.3). Waveforms and
spectrograms of non-speech endpoint stimuli 0 and 50 are shown in Figure 4.6 and
Figure 4.7 respectively.
4.2.2 Training
The training software, stimuli and procedures were exactly the same as in Iverson &
Evans (2007a) and Iverson  &  Evans (2009). These  were  real  English  words
containing 14 English vowels spoken by five native speakers of Southern British
English (2 male, 3 female). The training stimuli included all 10 vowels used in the
pre/post tests and four diphthongs that were not used in the pre/post tests. Given that
very few minimal pair sets in English contrast all 14 vowels, words were arranged in
four minimal-pair groups  (e.g. heat, hit, height, hate),  / /  (e.g.
blues, blouse, blurs), / (e.g. stock, stoke, stork), and / / (e.g. mesh,
mash, marsh, mush). Iverson & Evans (2007a) and Iverson & Evans (2009) arranged
the 14 vowels in the above groups after conducting a hierarchical cluster analysis on
identification data by native Spanish and German speakers obtained in Iverson &
Evans (2007a); the first three groups contained vowels which were problematic for
both Spanish  and  German  speakers and  the  last  group  contained  the  remaining
vowels. Given the similarity of the Greek and the Spanish vowel systems and the
discrimination results for Greek speakers obtained in Study 1, Greek speakers were
expected to face similar difficulties with these four groups of vowels. For each of the
four groups, Iverson & Evans (2007a) and Iverson & Evans (2009) selected ten sets
of minimal pair words, giving a total number of 140 different words which ensured
the large variability of the training stimuli. These vowels were recorded twice by
each English speaker in an anechoic chamber at UCL with a sampling rate of 44.1
kHz and then down sampled to 11.025 kHz.Training experiment 77
4.3 Procedure (pre/post tests)
Participants were tested in Greece in quiet rooms using a laptop and high-quality
headphones. Each participant carried out all tasks in a single session lasting about
1½  hours. As previously  mentioned, the  non-speech  discrimination task was
employed first. Further, all tasks with English vowels preceded those with Greek
vowels. Identification tasks with natural vowels were run using Praat. Identification
and  discrimination  tasks  with  synthetic  vowels  were  run  using  Glimpse  and
Sparedux respectively (both programs  were  developed  at  UCL  Department  of
Human Communication Science and Department of Phonetics and Linguistics). The
test battery was presented with the following order:
1. Discrimination of a non-speech continuum
2. Identification of natural English vowels in quiet
3. Identification of natural English vowels in noise
4. English vowel production
5. Identification and  discrimination  of synthetic  English  vowels;  each  vowel
pair  was  first  identified  and  then  discriminated, with  the  following  order
used: (1) English /-// natural duration, (2) English /, and (3) /-//
neutralized duration
6. Identification of natural Greek vowels in noise
7. Identification and discrimination of synthetic Greek vowels; each vowel pair
was first identified and then discriminated, first Greek /i/-/e/ and then Greek
/a/-/o/
4.3.1 Pre/post materials
4.3.1.1 English vowel perception in quiet and in noise
The natural English /bVt/ words described in section 4.2.1.1 were presented within a
forced-choice  identification  task. Participants heard an English  word through
headphones at  a comfortable listening level and chose one of the ten options asTraining experiment 78
displayed on a computer screen (using English orthographic labels, e.g. beat, bit,
bet). Each English vowel option included a common English word containing the
same vowel. In the noise condition, multi-talker babble (mixed recordings from 20
different speakers at approximately equal levels) was played simultaneously with the
natural English /bVt/ words at an SNR of -4 dB. The level of noise was decided
after running a short pilot test with 4 native speakers of Greek who had just moved to
London  to  study  and whose  level  of  English  experience was  comparable  to  the
speakers that would be tested in Greece. After trying different SNRs (from -2 to -6
dB), an SNR of -4 dB was selected yielding percent correct accuracy of about 40%.
The noise started about 200 ms before the beginning of the word and ended about
100  ms  after  the  end  of  the  word.  For  each  condition, the  total  number  of
presentations was 40 in the pre-test (2 speakers × 10 vowels × 2 repetitions) and 60
in the post-test (3 speakers × 10 vowels × 2 repetitions). Vowel presentations were
blocked  by  speaker  and  in  each  block  vowels  were  fully randomized.  Before
performing the identification task in quiet, listeners heard all of the words spoken by
one speaker once together with their orthographic labels; the same was done before
identification in noise.
4.3.1.2 Greek vowel perception in noise
The natural Greek /pVs/ stimuli described in section 4.2.1.1 were presented within a
forced-choice identification  task. Participants heard a  Greek  word through
headphones at a comfortable listening level and chose one of the five options as
displayed on a computer screen (using Greek orthographic labels, e.g. πεις /pis/, πες
/pes/, πας /pas/)  for  a total  of  20  presentations  (2  speakers  × 5  vowels × 2
repetitions). Vowel presentations were blocked by speaker and in each block vowels
were fully randomized. The multi-talker babble was played simultaneously with the
natural Greek /pVs/ words at an SNR of -10 dB. The level of noise was decided after
running a short pilot test with 5 native speakers of Greek where different SNRs were
tried (from -4 to -12 dB). Although individual differences were observed even within
this small sample and were expected to occur in the actual test, at an SNR of -10 dB
mean percent correct accuracy for these 5 Greek speakers was about 75%. That wasTraining experiment 79
Figure 4.8: Experimental  interface  for  the  2AFC  identification  task  showing the  two
alternatives, /pita/ ‘pie’ (left picture) and /peta/ ‘throw’ (right picture) in the Greek /i/-/e/
continuum.
a different level of accuracy to that selected for English. However, the level of noise
required to obtain an intelligibility level of 40% in Greek would be so high that it
would  increase  the  possibility  of  the  two  tasks  tapping into  different  processing
abilities. The noise started about 200 ms before the beginning of the word and ended
about 100 ms after the end of the word. Before testing, listeners heard all of the
words spoken by one speaker once together with their orthographic labels.
4.3.1.3 Identification tasks
The  participants’  identification boundaries  and  slopes  were tested  on the five
synthetic vowel continua (2 Greek and 3 English) described in section 4.2.1.2, /pita/-
/peta/, /pate/-/pote/, /b- /b/ natural duration, /b-/b/ neutralized duration, and
/b. Identification boundary defines the point in the continuum where the
two vowel responses are equally probable, i.e. the phoneme boundary; identification
slope measures the consistency with which a listener is categorizing the continuum.Training experiment 80
Identification  was  assessed  by  means  of  a  two-alternative  forced-choice  (2AFC)
task. One frog appeared on the screen ‘saying’ one stimulus from the continuum.
The participants were asked to identify the vowel by clicking on a button displaying
the  stimulus word  as  well  as  a  picture  of  that word (see Figure 4.8 for the
experimental interface used in the identification of the /pita/-/peta/ continuum and
Appendix B for all pictures used). Pictures were used together with printed words to
reduce  any  effects  from  orthography  on  vowel  perception. The  stimuli  were
presented using an interleaved adaptive procedure in order to focus presentations in
the  region  of most  interest,  i.e.  near  the  phoneme  boundary.  Two  independent
adaptive tracks started at opposite ends of the continuum and estimated the point on
the continuum where the stimuli were labeled as a given word (either /pita/ or /peta/
to  use  the  same  example  as  before)  71%  of  the  time  using  a  2-down/1-up  rule
(Levitt, 1971). To prevent listeners from continuously hearing ambiguous stimuli
when performing the task, 20% of the trials were stimuli taken from the endpoints of
the continuum. The test ended after 7  reversals or 50 trials. Figure 4.9 shows a
complete run of an individual on the /pita/-/peta/ identification task. For each listener
and vowel pair, logistic regression was used to obtain a best-fit sigmoid function
from  all  test  trials  and estimates  of the  identification  boundary and  slope  were
calculated from the fitted coefficients.Training experiment 81
Figure 4.9: Complete run by an individual on the /pita/-/peta/ identification task showing
the two independent adaptive tracks (A) and the identification function which is derived
from the tracks (B). In A, the green dots indicate successful labelling of endpoint stimuli. In
B, the size of the circle at a particular step shows the total number of stimuli presentations
at that step.
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4.3.1.4 Discrimination tasks
The participants’ discrimination was tested on the five synthetic vowel continua (2
Greek and 3 English) described in section 4.2.1.2, /pita/-/peta/, /pate/-/pote/, /b-
/b/ natural duration, /b-/b/ neutralized duration, and /b and on the
non-speech continuum described in section 4.2.1.3. Discrimination was assessed by
means of a three-alternative forced-choice (3AFC) task. The experimental interface
was similar to that presented in the previous section for identification, however, this
time three frogs appeared on the screen with each frog ‘saying’ one stimulus from
the continuum. The participants were told that two of the words were the same while
one was different from the two and that they should indicate the different one by
clicking the appropriate frog which could be in any of the three positions. Feedback
was provided in the form of a tick or an x mark above the selected frog, indicating a
correct or a wrong answer respectively.
A method of ‘standard’ was used against which the other stimuli were compared.
The standard was one endpoint of the continuum (the first vowel in each of the five
continua and the 1250 Hz endpoint in the non-speech continuum). A 3-down/1-up
rule was used (Levitt, 1971) which found the just noticeable difference (jnd), i.e. the
Figure 4.10: Complete run by an individual on the /pita/-/peta/ discrimination task. Step 0
is the /pita/ endpoint and step 50 is the /peta/ endpoint. The jnd is relative to step 0.
Trial 1 Trial 50
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stimulus that could be discriminated from the standard 79% of the time. The test
ended after 7 reversals or 50 trials. The mean of the last four reversals defined the
jnd. The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was 250 ms. Figure 4.10 shows a complete run
of an individual on /pita/-/peta/ discrimination.
4.3.1.5 English vowel production task
The participants read from a screen one at a time the 10 English words they had
previously  attempted  to  identify.  The  words  were  produced  in  isolation. Thus,
although the participants had heard the English vowels to be produced before, the
task was not a direct-imitation one. Recordings were made using a MicroTrack 24/96
digital recorder in a quiet room at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.
In order to get a quality  rating for vowel production by  L2 learners, two native
speakers of Southern British English in their 20s first identified each vowel from a
forced-choice set of 10 English categories (all English monophthongs except //) and
then, after hearing the same vowel once more, rated its goodness in a scale from 1
(very bad example) to 7 (excellent example). Each English speaker performed 560
judgments  (28  Greek  speakers  ×  10  vowels ×  2  repetitions) with  vowels  fully
randomized.
4.3.2 Training
The training programme consisted of a pre-test phase, a training phase and a post-test
phase (e.g. Logan et al., 1991). The training procedure was the same as in Iverson &
Evans (2007a) and Iverson & Evans (2009). The trainees completed five sessions of
high-variability auditory  training (vowel  identification with  feedback)  each
consisting  of  225  trials with  a  different  talker  each  session. A  short  session
consisting  of  14  trials  was  given  before  training  to  familiarize  trainees  with  the
procedure. Training was partly adaptive; the first 70 trials were 5 random repetitions
of the 14 English vowels, the next 85 were based on the participant’s errors and the
last 70 trials were again 5 random repetitions of the 14 English vowels. As discussedTraining experiment 84
in Iverson & Evans (2009), in the adaptive trials the selection probability of a vowel
was defined by combining the proportion of misses (i.e. the listener failed to select
that vowel and instead chose another vowel) and false alarms (i.e. the listener chose
incorrectly that vowel as a response). That way, a vowel that would prove difficult
for the listener to perceive would be tested more times than a vowel that would prove
easy. The participants could have a short break in the middle of each session (after
trial 112). Training was conducted at the participants’ homes; the training software
was installed on their laptops and they were asked to do the training in a quiet room
using headphones and to complete the 5 sessions in 2 weeks. Training information
(subject details, training session, and date) was monitored without the participants
having access to that information to ensure that participants completed all sessions in
two weeks as asked.
During training the participants heard an English word and chose one of 3 or 4
candidates  as  displayed  on  a  computer  screen (see Figure 4.11 for  the  training
interface). For  each  candidate  a  more  common  word  was  given  in  case  the
participants  did  not  know the  particular  word.  If  the  target  word  was  correctly
identified “Yes!” was displayed on the screen, a cash register sound was heard and
the target word was repeated once. If the target word was not identified correctly
“Wrong” was displayed on the screen, two beeps were heard and both the target and
the  (incorrectly)  chosen  word  were  repeated  twice.  That  way  the  participants
received  immediate  feedback  which  helped  in  learning  the  target  vowel.  Percent
correct identification was displayed at the end of each session.Training experiment 85
Figure 4.11: Screenshots of training interface.
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Figure 4.11: Screenshots of training interface.
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Figure 4.11: Screenshots of training interface.86
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Chapter 5
Pre-training results
This chapter presents the results for all tasks completed by Greek speakers in the pre-
test. To ensure that the trained and the control group were well-matched prior to
training, the two groups of Greek speakers are compared in terms of performance on
those tasks. In order to evaluate the predictions of two hypotheses advanced in the
Introduction, the L1 phonetic hypothesis and the auditory processing hypothesis,
after reporting on group data, the chapter examines the relationships between and
within tasks for all 28 participants tested together with individual data for those
participants. The L1 phonetic hypothesis predicts that L1 and L2 vowel processing
will be related for individuals and that frequency discrimination acuity will not relate
to either L1 or L2 vowel processing. The auditory processing hypothesis predicts
that frequency discrimination  acuity, assessed  by  means  of  a  non-speech
discrimination task, will underlie L2 and, most likely, L1 vowel processing.
5.1 Natural vowels
5.1.1 Identification of English vowels in quiet and in noise
Figure 5.1 displays the interquartile range of percent identification scores obtained
by the trained and the control group of Greek speakers in quiet and in noise (SNR =Pre-training results 87
Figure 5.1: Boxplots showing the interquartile range of percent correct identification scores
for natural English vowels by the control and the trained group of native speakers of Greek
in quiet and in noise (SNR = -4 dB).
-4 dB) averaged across 10 English vowels. The two groups had very similar scores in
quiet (trained: M = 56.9%; control: M = 55%) and in noise (trained: M = 40.3%;
control: M = 35%) and for both groups identification accuracy was higher in quiet
than in noise. Identification scores were submitted to a three-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with Group  (trained,  control)  as  a  between-subject  factor  and  Noise
condition  (quiet,  noise)  and  Vowel  (10  vowels)  as  within-subject  factors.  The
ANOVA  revealed  no  main  effect  of  Group [F(1,26) =  0.64, p >0.05]  which,
combined with the fact that Group did not interact with any other factor, suggested
that the two groups were well-matched (i.e. the control group was a good match for
the group that received training in terms of pre-test identification accuracy both in
quiet and in noise). The ANOVA also revealed significant main effects of Vowel
[F(9,234) = 4.74, p <0.001] and Noise condition [F(1,26) = 84.36, p <0.001] and aPre-training results 88
significant Vowel × Noise  condition  interaction  [F(9,234)  =  2.46, p <0.05],
suggesting  that  the  effect  of  Noise  was  not  the  same  across  English  vowels;  all
English  vowels  were  identified  correctly  at  lower  rates  in  noise  than  in  quiet,
however, a series of post hoc t tests revealed that this effect was significant (p <0.01)
for all vowels except English //, //, and //.
Table 5.1 shows percentage identification responses for each English vowel in quiet
averaged across the trained and control group. Correct identification ranged from
86%  for // to 33% for //. English // was  in  fact  the only  vowel  that  was
identified correctly quite successfully by Greek speakers but this was probably due
to the lack of a strong competitor // in the perceptual stimuli. With respect to vowel
confusions, // was mostly confused with // and vice versa (// was also confused
with  /e/);  //  was  mostly  confused  with  //  and  vice  versa;  and  //  was  mostly
confused  with  //  and  vice  versa. Table 5.2 shows  percentage  identification
responses for each English vowel in noise averaged across the trained and control
group. Correct identification ranged from 45% for // and // to 23% for //. With
respect to vowel confusions, // was mostly confused with // and vice versa; // was
mostly confused with // and vice versa (// was also confused with //); and //
was  mostly  confused  with  //  and  vice  versa.  English  vowel  confusions  were
therefore fairly similar in quiet and noise with one exception: in noise condition, //
was no longer the easiest vowel for Greek speakers to identify; its identification
accuracy was severely affected by noise (from 86% correct in quiet to 39% correct in
noise). Probably due to the absence of a strong competitor, // was confused with
four  English  vowels //, //, //,  and  // at  rates  between  10%  and  14% (the
confusion with // and // may be explained by the fact that English // is quite
fronted compared to Greek /u/).Pre-training results 89
Table 5.1: Confusion matrix for English vowels in quiet identified by native speakers of
Greek. Percentages of responses have been pooled over the trained and the control group.
Identification responses <3% are not shown.
Response
Stimulus          
 60 38
 26 47 23
 8 56 7 13 10 3
 5 10 57 10 6
 8 54 23 13
 4 44 42 9
 17 12 9 33 7 19
 3 54 38 3
 22 66 7
 3 5 86
Table 5.2: Confusion matrix for English vowels in noise (SNR = -4 dB) identified by native
speakers of Greek. Percentages of responses have been pooled over the trained and the
control group. Identification responses <3% are not shown.
Response
Stimulus          
 26 33 3 6 4 9 6 3 4 6
 33 43 17 4 3
 7 40 8 15 18 4 4
 6 13 40 4 7 8 10 10
 5 13 45 23 14
 5 37 27 21 4 5
 3 14 13 24 23 6 14 3
 5 6 3 36 40 6
 7 3 3 23 45 18
 12 13 4 3 10 14 39Pre-training results 90
Figure 5.2: Boxplots showing the interquartile range of percent correct identification scores
for Greek vowels by the control and the trained group of native speakers of Greek in noise
(SNR = -10dB).
5.1.2 Identification of Greek vowels in noise
Figure 5.2 displays the interquartile range of percent identification scores obtained
by the trained and the control group of native Greek speakers in noise (SNR = -10
dB)  averaged  across  5  Greek  vowels.  As  can  be  seen,  the  two  groups  had  very
similar identification scores (trained: M = 76.4%; control: M = 72.5%). Identification
scores  were submitted  to  a  two-way  repeated-measures  ANOVA  with  Group
(trained, control) as a between-subject factor and Vowel (5 vowels) as a within-
subject factor. The ANOVA revealed no main effect of Group (F(1,26) = 0.89 p
>0.05]  which,  combined  with  the  fact  that  Group  did  not  interact  with  Vowel
[F(4,104) = 0.66, p >0.05], suggested that the two groups were well matched prior to
training. The ANOVA yielded a significant effect of Vowel [F(4,104) = 9.46, p
<0.001]. Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) showed that /i/ showed the bestPre-training results 91
Table 5.3: Confusion matrix for Greek vowels identified by native speakers of Greek in noise
(SNR of -10 dB). Percentages of responses have been pooled over the trained and the
control group. Identification responses <3% are not shown.
Response
Stimulus i e a o u
i 97 3
e 10 73 9 7
a 4 13 80
o 6 5 19 63 7
u 3 4 7 24 62
identification,  followed  by  all  other  4  vowels  (other differences  between  vowels
were not  significant  due  to a large  variability  in  the  data). Table 5.3 shows
percentage identification  responses  for  each  Greek  vowel  at  an  SNR  of -10  dB
averaged across the trained and the control group. Correct identification ranged from
62% for Greek /u/ to 97% for Greek /i/. In general, vowels were mostly confused
with those closer in the perceptual/acoustical space; /e/ was confused with /i/, /a/
with /e/, /o/ with /a/ and /u/ with /o/.
5.2 Synthetic vowels and non-speech
5.2.1 Identification boundaries and slopes
Figure 5.3 displays the location of identification boundaries for five vowel continua
averaged across groups (see following statistical analysis justifying why pooled data
can be presented). As can be seen, Greek native speakers placed the identification
boundary around the centre of each vowel continuum (i.e. between stimulus 20 and
30). The length of the whiskers indicates that there were large individual differences
in phoneme boundary locations across continua with differences being somewhat
smaller for the Greek vowel continua than the English ones. Identification boundaryPre-training results 92
Figure 5.3: Boxplots showing identification boundaries for five vowel continua. The two
Greek vowel continua are shown in blue and the three English vowel continua are shown in
red. Stimulus 0 is always the first vowel in each continuum and stimulus 50 the second
vowel in each continuum.
locations for five vowel  continua  were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA
with Group (trained, control) as a between-subject factor and Vowel continuum (5
vowels) as a within-subject factor. There were no main effects of Group [F(1,26) =
1.7, p >0.05] or Vowel continuum [F(4,104) = 1.81, p >0.05] and no Group × Vowel
continuum interaction [F(4,104) = 1.91, p >0.05], confirming that the control and the
trained group placed the identification boundary at around the same position across
vowel continua.
Figure 5.4 displays  the consistency  with  which  the five  vowel  continua were
identified averaged across groups (again see following statistical analysis justifying
why pooled data can be presented). In this figure, the outcome number indicates the
steepness of the identification slope; the bigger the number, the more consistently aPre-training results 93
Figure 5.4: Boxplots showing identification consistency for five vowel continua (see text for
details). The two Greek vowel continua are shown in blue and the three English vowel
continua are shown in red.
vowel is categorized by the listener. A clear effect of language experience can be
seen when comparing the consistency with which Greek speakers identified their L1
vowels and the English vowels. Identification slopes for five vowel continua were
submitted  to  a repeated-measures  ANOVA with Group  (trained,  control) as  a
between-subject factor and Vowel continuum (5 vowels) as a within-subject factor.
The ANOVA showed a significant effect of Vowel continuum [F(4,100) = 22.74, p
<0.001] and  no  effect  of  Group [F(1,25)  =  1.4, p >0.05] or  a Group × Vowel
interaction  [F(4,100)  =  0.6, p >0.05],  suggesting  that  the  two  groups performed
similarly  across  vowels.  Greek  speakers’  identification  slopes  were  steeper  (p <
0.05) for Greek vowels (/i/-/e/: M = 0.61; /a/-/o/ M = 0.67) than for English vowels
(//-// natural duration: M = 0.116; //-// neutralized duration: M = 0.121; //-//:
M = 0.17). Paired samples t tests conducted for English vowels showed that Greek
speakers’ identification slopes did not differ for //-// natural and //-// neutralizedPre-training results 94
t(26) = -0.36, p >0.05 suggesting that duration did not affect their performance.
Greek speakers’ identification slopes were significantly steeper in //-// than they
were in //-// natural t(26) = -2.21, p = 0.37 and (marginally) significantly steeper
than they were in //-// neutralized t(26) = -1.97, p = 0.51. It is worth noting the
large  degree  of  individual  differences  in Greek  vowel  identification  slopes;  for
English, the range was narrower probably due to limitations posed by L1 experience;
Greek speakers were unable to show steep identification slopes for English vowels.
To give a better sense of the participants’ labelling ability and to demonstrate the
effect of L1 experience on labelling performance, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the
identification functions, i.e. the proportion correct of the two alternatives in each
continuum for the same individual in Greek /pita/-/peta/ and in English 
natural duration continuum respectively. These identification functions translate to
identification consistency of 0.50 and 0.10 respectively (very close to the average
Figure 5.5: Identification function for one individual in the Greek /pita/-/peta/ continuum
showing the proportion of /pita/ and /peta/ identification for endpoint stimuli. The size of
the circle at a particular step shows the total number of stimuli presentations at that step.
Logistic  regression  is  used  to  obtain  a  best-fit  sigmoid  function  from  the  data. The
identification function shown translates to identification consistency of .50.
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Figure 5.6: Identification function for the same individual in the English  natural
duration continuum showing the proportion of  and identification for endpoint
stimuli. The  size  of  the  circle  at  a  particular  step  shows  the  total  number  of  stimuli
presentations at that step. Logistic regression is used to obtain a best-fit sigmoid function
from the data. The identification function shown translates to identification consistency of
.10.
values for Greek and English vowel continua) and show that the particular individual
was quite consistent in labelling the Greek /pita/-/peta/ continuum but much less
consistent in labelling the English  natural duration continuum.
5.2.2 Discrimination
The outcome measure of the adaptive discrimination task was the stimulus in the
continuum that was just ‘discriminable’ from the endpoint of the continuum which
was the fixed reference. Given that four different continua were employed (hence the
acoustical/perceptual difference between the endpoints of those continua was not the
same), before making any comparisons between continua it was necessary to define
the acoustic/perceptual distance between endpoints for each continuum. To that end,
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the Euclidean distance (Hz) between the two endpoints ( , ) and , in each
vowel continuum was calculated using the following equation:
= ( − ) + ( − )
Since each vowel endpoint was actually  represented by two points in  the vowel
space  (i.e.  endpoints  were  not  static  but  entailed  formant  movement),  before
applying the above equation, the centre (mean) of F1 and F2 movement was taken
for  each  endpoint.  To  illustrate  the  whole  procedure, Figure 5.7 displays  the
endpoints for each vowel continuum (black and red arrows for Greek and English
endpoints respectively) as well as the Euclidean distance between each Greek and
English endpoint (black and red dashed lines respectively).
Figure 5.7: Endpoints of the synthetic Greek and English vowel continua (black and red
arrows respectively) and the Euclidean distance between each Greek and English endpoint
(black and red dashed lines respectively).
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Figure 5.8: Discrimination thresholds (jnd from the fixed reference in Hz) for the five vowel
continua and the non-speech continuum (F2 only). Greek vowel continua are shown in
blue, English vowel continua are shown in red and the non-speech continuum is shown in
yellow.
Having  established  the  Euclidean  distance between  endpoints  for  each  vowel
continuum, it was then possible to calculate the jnd (Hz) each participant was able to
detect from the endpoint of the continuum which was the fixed reference. For the
non-speech continuum, only this last part of the procedure was followed, i.e. the
equation for finding the Euclidean distance was applied and the jnd (Hz) from the
fixed reference was calculated. The obtained jnds have been used in all statistical
analyses for the rest of the thesis. Figure 5.8 presents discrimination thresholds for
the five vowel continua and the non-speech continuum averaged across the trained
and the control group. A repeated-measures ANOVA was carried out to evaluate the
effect  of  Group  (trained,  control)  and Continuum  (5  vowel  and  1  non-speech
continuum) on discrimination thresholds (Hz). Although the non-speech continuum
Non-speech (F2 only)Pre-training results 98
differed from the vowel continua in that only F2 frequency changed, it was decided
to include it in the analysis. The ANOVA yielded a significant effect of Continuum
[F(5,130) = 24.58, p <0.001] and no effect of Group [F(1,26) = 0.62, p >0.05] or
Group × Continuum  interaction [F(5,130) =  0.35, p >0.05],  suggesting  that the
control  and  the  trained  group performed  similarly  across continua. Pairwise
comparisons showed that Greek speakers showed better discrimination for the two
Greek vowel continua and the one English vowel continuum (Greek /i/-/e/: jnd = 166
Hz; Greek /a/-/o/: jnd = 144 Hz, and English //-// jnd = 125 Hz) than for the two
English vowel continua (English //-// natural: jnd = 285 Hz; //-// neutralized: jnd
= 261 Hz). Greek speakers showed therefore an L1 advantage over the two duration
versions of English //-//, an L2 contrast whose members assimilate to the same L1
vowel category /i/ and receive very high goodness ratings as shown in Study 1;
however, no L1 advantage was found over English //-//, an L2 contrast whose
members assimilate to the same L1 vowel category /a/ but with // being a much
better spectral match to Greek /a/ than // (remember that the latter was heard as an
instance of Greek /o/ around 30% of the time across consonantal contexts). Finally,
discrimination  threshold  for  the  non-speech  continuum  (jnd  =  154  Hz)  was
significantly  lower  than  that  for  the  English  //-// natural duration and  //-//
neutralized duration continua but did not differ from Greek /i/-/e/ and /a/-/o/ and
English //-//.
Table 5.4 shows  mean  identification  boundaries  (stimulus  number) and
discrimination thresholds (stimulus number and jnd in Hz) for five vowel continua.
A jnd which  is  smaller  than the identification  boundary  reflects  within-category
discrimination for the first vowel in each continuum. As can be seen, Greek speakers
achieved on average clear within-category discrimination for the two Greek continua
and the English //-// continuum but not for the English //-// natural duration and
//-// neutralized duration continua, which confirms that the English //-// was an
easier contrast than both duration versions of the English //-// continuum.Pre-training results 99
Table 5.4: Identification boundaries  (stimulus  number)  and  discrimination  thresholds
(stimulus number and jnd in Hz) for five vowel continua. In bold, the vowel continua that
showed clear within-category discrimination by Greek speakers. Standard deviations are
given in parentheses.
Vowel continuum Identification boundary
(stimulus number)
Discrimination threshold
(stimulus number) (jnd in Hz)
Greek
/i/-/e/ 25.24 (4.55) 15.11 (6.21) 166.19 (71.37)
/a/-/o/ 23.93 (4.36) 11.99 (4.23) 144.06 (71.61)
English
//-// natural 23.65 (8.24) 22.84 (10.03) 285.01 (112.17)
//-// neutralized 25.07 (8.39) 21.84 (10.11) 260.59 (120.12)
//-// 27.15 (5.55) 15.83 (7.78) 124.97 (64.18)
5.3 English vowel production by Greek native speakers
5.3.1 Perceptual judgments
As mentioned in Chapter 4, English vowel production was assessed by  2 native
listeners of  Southern  British  English.  The listeners performed a  10  AFC
identification task and gave goodness judgments on the vowels produced by Greek
speakers (each Greek speaker produced each English vowel twice). Figure 5.9 shows
percent  correct identification of English vowels produced by the  control and the
trained group of Greek speakers. Identification scores were submitted to a two-way
repeated-measures  ANOVA with  Group  (trained,  control)  as  a  between-subject
factor and Vowel (10 vowels) as a within-subject factor. The ANOVA yielded a
significant  effect  of  Vowel  [F(9,234)  =  3.84, p <0.001]  and  no  effect  of  Group
[F(1,26) = 0.73, p >0.05] or Vowel × Group interaction [F(9,234) = 1.14, p >0.05],
which suggested that identification scores obtained for the vowels produced by thePre-training results 100
Figure 5.9: Boxplots showing the interquartile range of percent correct identification scores
for English vowels produced by the control and the trained group of native speakers of
Greek.
trained  group  (M =  61.9%) did  not  differ  from  those  obtained for  the  vowels
produced by the control group (M = 60.7%).
Table 5.5 shows  percentage  identification  responses  for  each  English  vowel
produced by Greek speakers pooled over the trained and the control group. Correct
identification  ranged  from 87%  for English // to 37% for //.  English  //  was
mostly confused with // and vice versa; // was mostly confused with // and vice
versa; // was mostly confused with // and vice versa; and // was mostly confused
with //. An independent samples t test comparing goodness ratings given to English
vowel productions by the control (M = 3.6) and the trained group (M = 3.4) revealed
that the two groups did not differ prior to training t(26) = 1.1, p >0.05.Pre-training results 101
Table 5.5: Percentage identification of English vowels produced by Greek speakers. Correct
responses  have  been  pooled  over the  control  and  the  trained  group. Identification
responses <3% are not shown.
Response
Stimulus          
 67 32
 48 52
 87 10
 17 72 5 3
 58 38 4
 46 37 12
 12 10 10 66
 63 34
 46 50
 37 60
5.3.2 Acoustic analyses
The productions of English vowels by Greek speakers were analyzed acoustically in
terms of duration and F1 and F2 frequencies using the SFS speech analysis software
(Huckvale, 2008). Duration was measured from spectrograms, from the onset to the
offset of periodic energy in F2. F1 and F2 frequencies were estimated automatically
from an LPC analysis with 12 coefficients below 5 kHz and cross-checked from an
average FFT spectrum when the LPC analysis failed to produce reasonable values.
Figure 5.10 plots English  vowels produced by  Greek  speakers  pooled  over the
trained and the control group in the vowel space. English vowels seem to constitute
the following five clusters: // and //; // and //; //, // and //; // and //; and
//  alone.  This suggests that  Greek native speakers  were using  their  5 Greek
categories /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, and /u/ respectively when asked to produce the vowels of
English. These observations were examined statistically. Separate two-way repeated-Pre-training results 102
Figure 5.10: English vowel productions (ERB) by Greek speakers pooled over the trained
and the control group.
measures ANOVAs with Group (trained, control) as a between-subject factor and
Vowel (10 vowels) as a within-subject factor were carried out on F1 and F2 values.
For F1, the ANOVA yielded a significant effect of Vowel [F(9,234) = 221.15, p
<0.001]  and  no  effect  of  Group  [F(1,26) =  0.17, p >0.05] or Vowel  ×  Group
interaction [F(9,234) = 0.41, p >0.05], suggesting that the two groups were well-
matched prior to training. Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) separated the
vowels as follows: //, // and //; //, //, // and //; and finally, //, // and //.
For F2, the ANOVA  yielded a significant effect of Vowel [F(9,234) = 217.1, p
<0.001]  and  no  effect  of  Group  [F(1,26)  =  0.69, p >0.05]  or Vowel  ×  Group
interaction [F(9,234) = 0.35, p >0.05] again suggesting that the two groups were
well-matched  prior  to  training.  Pairwise  comparisons  (Bonferroni  adjusted)
separated the vowels as follows: // and //; // and //; //, // and //; //, // and
//. Acoustic analysis therefore confirmed that Greek listeners imposed, at least with
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Table 5.6: Duration and F1 and F2 frequencies (ERB) for 10 English vowels produced by
Greek speakers pooled over the trained and the control group.
Vowel English speakers Greek speakers
Duration (ms) Duration (ms) F1 (ERB) F2 (ERB)
 145 (9) 137 (24) 8.59 (1.1) 22.54 (1.2)
 98 (12) 109 (21) 8.41 (1.1) 22.28 (1.4)
 112 (9) 123 (26) 11.77 (0.8) 20.73 (1.2)
 188 (8) 161 (31) 11.97 (0.7) 20.33 (0.9)
 140 (7) 142 (29) 13.47 (0.6) 18.19 (1.0)
 111 (13) 143 (25) 13.32 (0.8) 18.12 (1.0)
 191 (10) 158 (34) 13.22 (0.9) 17.83 (1.1)
 110 (6) 140 (28) 11.29 (0.7) 15.39 (0.9)
 178 (13) 160 (36) 11.19 (0.9) 15.72 (1.2)
 166 (21) 143 (30) 9.11 (.07) 15.08 (0.9)
respect to spectral distinctions, their 5-vowel system on English vowel production.
Table 5.6 shows mean F1 and F2 frequencies (ERB) for 10 English vowels pooled
over trained and control group (standard deviations in parentheses).
Finally,  a  two-way  repeated-measures  ANOVA  examined  the  effect  of Group
(trained,  control)  and  Vowel  (10  vowels)  on  the  durations  of  English  vowels
produced by  Greek speakers. The ANOVA  yielded a significant effect of vowel
[F(9,234) = 14.68, p <0.001] and no effect of Group [F(1,26) = 0.59, p >0.05] or
Vowel  ×  Group  interaction [F(9,234) =  0.34, p >0.05].  Pairwise  comparisons
(Bonferroni  adjusted) distinguished the  following  groups: // and // were  the
shortest vowels followed by //, //, //, // and //, with the longest vowels being
//, // and //. This showed that Greek speakers attempted to differentiate English
vowels (either because they knew that some vowels are longer than others or because
of the effect of orthography when reading the /bVt/ words containing the vowels)
using duration. Table 5.6 shows mean durations (ms) for English vowels pooled over
the trained and the control group (standard deviations in parentheses). Mean vowelPre-training results 104
durations for 10 English vowels in /bVp/ context spoken by native English speakers
from Study 1 are also given for comparison (standard deviations in parentheses).
5.4 Correlations across experimental measurements
Since all previous analyses showed that the trained group did not differ from the
control group in any of the tasks employed, before examining correlations between
experimental measurements it was decided, in order to gain more statistical power, to
pool data over all 28 participants tested. A first set of analyses examined correlations
across tasks that were expected to tap into similar processing abilities. As can be
seen in Table 5.7, identification of natural English vowels in quiet was strongly
correlated with identification of natural English vowels in noise (r = .728, p <.01).
That is, individuals who were better at identifying English vowels in quiet were also
better at identifying English vowels in noise. As expected, identification of natural
Greek vowels in noise did not correlate with identification of natural English vowels
in quiet (r = -.074, p >.05). Further, identification of natural Greek vowels in noise
did not correlate either with identification of natural English vowel in noise (r = -
.042, p >.05); given that different SNRs were used across languages it is possible
that  the  two  tasks  were  indeed  tapping into different  processing  abilities
(identification of L1 vowels at an SNR of -10dB vs. identification of L2 vowels that
subjects assimilated to their L1 vowel categories at an SNR of -4dB).
Table 5.7: Correlations (r) among tasks using natural vowels.
L1 identification
in noise
L2 identification
in quiet
L2 identification
in noise
L1 identification in noise 1
L2 identification in quiet -.074 1
L2 identification in noise -.042 .728** 1
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Table 5.8: Correlations (r) among discrimination tasks for 6 synthetic continua (5 vowel
continua and a non-speech continuum).
Greek
/i/-/e/
English
//-//
natural
English
//-//
neutralized
Greek
/a/-/o/
English
//-//
F2 only
Greek /i/-/e/ 1
English //-//
natural
.397* 1
English //-//
neutralized
.325 .646** 1
Greek /a/-/o/ .394* .226 .425* 1
English //-// .478* .580** .728** .462* 1
F2 only .553** .673** .590** .507** .752** 1
*p<0.05
**p<0.01
With respect to identification boundaries and slopes for synthetic Greek and English
vowels, none of the correlations run either within or between L1 and L2 reached
significance or was close to reaching significance. However, when looking at the
correlations  between  L1,  L2  and  non-speech  discrimination,  the  picture  was
different. As shown in Table 5.8, almost all pairs correlated with each other; even in
a few cases where correlations failed to reach significance they were in the ‘correct’
direction. Importantly, non-speech discrimination accuracy correlated strongly with
all vowel pairs in Greek and English. These results clearly demonstrate that, despite
large  individual  differences  in  discrimination  accuracy  found  in  Section  5.2.2,
individuals were consistently ‘strong’ or ‘poor’ discriminators across L1, L2 and
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Table 5.9: Correlations (r) among tasks tapping into different processing abilities.
L2 tasks L1 natural
id noise
L1 ID
BOUNDARY
L1 ID
SLOPE
L1
DISCRIMINATION
Non-speech
discrimination
L2 Natural id quiet -.074 -.128 -.163 -.550** -.489**
L2 Natural id noise -.017 .110 -.058 -.482** -.401**
L2 ID BOUNDARY -.256 .158 .088 .165 .222
L2 ID SLOPE -.270 -.301 .078 -.130 -.293
L2 DISCRIMINATION -.237 -.047 .237 .600** .792**
L2 production -.253 -.111 .029 -.297 -.123
*p<0.05
**p<0.01
The next set of analyses examined whether performance in the L2 (perception of
natural vowels  in  quiet  and  in  noise,  perception  of synthetic  vowels  and  vowel
production) correlated with L1 (perception of natural vowels in noise and perception
of synthetic vowels) and non-speech performance. Before doing so, composite scores
for perception tasks with synthetic vowels were calculated. For each participant, an
L1 ID BOUNDARY, an L1 ID SLOPE and an L1 DISCRIMINATION score was
calculated by averaging performance in two Greek vowel continua (/i/-/e/ and /a/-
/o/).  Similarly, an  L2  ID  BOUNDARY,  an  L2  ID  SLOPE  and  an  L2
DISCRIMINATION score was calculated by averaging performance in three English
vowel continua (//-// natural duration, //-// neutralized duration, and //-//). As
shown in Table 5.9, identification of natural English vowels in quiet correlated with
L1 DISCRIMINATION (r = .550, p <.01) and non-speech discrimination (r = .489,
p<.01); similarly, identification of natural English vowels in noise correlated with L1
DISCRIMINATION (r = .482, p <.01) and non-speech discrimination (r = .401, p
<.01). That is, the successful discriminators were also successful at natural English
vowel  identification  in  quiet  and  in  noise. Further,  L2  DISCRIMINATION
correlated  with  L1  DISCRIMINATION (r = .600, p <.01) and  non-speech
discrimination (r = .792, p <.01), which is consistent with previous results where
vowel pairs were analyzed separately (see Table 5.8). It is interesting to note that L2Pre-training results 107
production  was  not  correlated  with  either  L1  DISCRIMINATION  or  non-speech
discrimination while, as mentioned before, identification of natural English vowels
in quiet and in noise correlated with these two measures. To confirm the lack of a
link between L2 perception and production in the pre-test, no significant correlations
were found between identification of English vowels in quiet and English vowel
production (r = .242, p >.05) or between identification of English vowels in noise
and English vowel production (r = .255, p >.05).
To give an idea of individual performance across tasks, Table 5.10 presents z-scores
for all 28 participants (18 trainees and 10 controls) on eight tasks: identification of
natural Greek vowels in noise, identification of natural English vowels averaged
across  quiet  and  noise,  L1  SLOPE,  L2  SLOPE,  L1  DISCRIMINATION,  L2
DISCRIMINATION,  non-speech  discrimination  and  L2  vowel  production.
Individuals who performed above 0.5 standard deviation of the mean performance in
each  task (i.e. approximately top 20
th percentile), were  considered  as  ‘good’
performers and are shown in bold; individuals who performed below 0.5 standard
deviation  of  the  mean  performance  in  each  task  (approximately bottom  20
th
percentile),  were  considered  as  ‘poor’  performers  and  are  shown  in  italics.
Participants  are  ranked  according  to  their  accuracy  in natural  English  vowel
identification. Individual  data  confirm  that  participants  were  generally  consistent
across L1, L2 and non-speech discrimination; in particular, 7 participants can be
described as ‘good’ performers across all 3 discrimination tasks (shown in shadowed
cells) and  5  participants can  be described  as ‘poor’  performers  across  all  3
discrimination tasks (again shown in shadowed cells). Another 2 participants can be
can  be  described  as  ‘good’  performers in  2  out  of 3  discrimination  tasks  and  4
participants can be described as ‘good’ performers in 2 out of 3 discrimination tasks.
The majority of ‘good discriminators’ were highly ranked on natural English vowel
identification whereas  the  majority  of  ‘poor  discriminators’  were  low-ranked  on
natural  English  vowel  identification. Participants  were  generally  inconsistent  in
terms of natural Greek vowel identification in noise, L1 SLOPE, L2 SLOPE and L2
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Table 5.10: Individual z-scores for trained (T) and control (C) participants on eight tasks
prior to training. Individuals are ranked based on their natural English vowel identification
scores. ‘Good’ performers are shown in bold and ‘poor’ performers are shown in italics (see
text for details). Shadowed cells indicate individuals who performed consistently well or
poorly across L1, L2 and non-speech discrimination.
Perception of natural
vowels
Perception of synthetic vowels F2 discr. L2
production
Case L1 L2 L1
SLOPE
L2
SLOPE
L1
DISCR
L2
DISCR
T5 0.01 1 -0.13 0.2 0.83 0.78 0.56 0.65
T8 -0.31 0.74 -0.16 -0.11 -0.92 -0.53 -1.3 -0.65
C25 0.97 0.74 0.06 1.72 1.14 0.74 0.79 1.29
T4 -1.26 0.65 -0.34 -0.16 0.72 0.31 0.33 -0.86
T10 -1.9 0.65 2.18 -1.1 0.62 0.84 1.1 0.22
T17 -1.9 0.65 -0.32 1.61 0.62 0.84 1.1 1.94
C20 1.29 0.65 -0.93 -1.02 1.08 1.25 0.72 -0.22
C27 0.97 0.65 -0.78 -0.76 0.21 0.44 -0.05 -0.43
T1 1.29 0.38 -1.01 0.27 1.5 1.18 1.79 0
T9 0.65 0.38 -0.12 -0.05 0 -1.85 -1.5 0.65
T2 0.65 0.3 -1.24 -0.46 0.36 1.25 1.02 -1.08
T3 0.01 0.21 -0.74 1.05 0.93 1.18 1.6 -0.65
C24 -1.58 0.21 0.06 0 -1.13 -1.41 -1.32 0.43
T12 0.65 0.12 0.69 -0.82 0.36 -0.16 0.41 1.72
T18 0.65 0.12 0.69 -0.82 0.36 -0.16 0.41 0.22
C22 -0.94 0.12 -0.32 0.55 0.16 -1.51 -0.36 -1.08
T7 0.33 0.03 0.45 0.39 0.06 -0.06 -0.58 0
C21 -1.26 0.03 -0.43 2.71 -0.82 0.21 -0.61 0.86
T14 0.97 -0.14 2.03 0.2 -0.1 0.98 0.33 -0.86
C19 0.01 -0.25 0.49 0.03 -0.1 0.44 1.4 -0.86
T6 0.65 -0.5 -0.33 0.28 0.78 0.74 -0.2 -1.29
T11 0.97 -0.5 -0.76 -1.21 0.47 0.1 0.56 1.94
C26 -0.62 -0.76 0.22 -0.79 -1.69 0.04 -1.35 1.08
C23 -0.62 -1 -0.53 -1.28 -2.41 -1.88 -1.33 -1.08
C28 0.33 -1 -0.67 1.61 -0.82 -0.06 -1.04 -1.51
T13 0.97 -1.02 -0.32 -0.95 -1.9 -1.34 -0.62 -0.22
T16 0.33 -1.2 3.06 -0.58 0.93 -0.74 -0.66 0.65
T15 -0.94 -1.29 -0.81 -0.53 -1.23 -1.61 -1.2 -0.86Pre-training results 109
5.5 Summary of results
This chapter examined Greek speakers’ pre-training performance on a  battery of
perceptual tasks with natural and synthetic Greek and English vowels, a non-speech
(F2 only) discrimination  task  and  an  English  vowel  production task. The
relationships between tasks were also examined in an attempt to shed some light on
the  sources  of  individual  variability  in  English vowel perception and  production
performance. Since the trained and the control group of Greek speakers were well-
matched prior  to  training,  i.e.  they  were  not  found  to  differ in  any  of  the  tasks
employed, the following apply to all 28 Greek speakers tested in the pre-test.
First, Greek speakers’ identification of natural English vowels in quiet and in noise
was  examined.  Multi-talker  babble (SNR = -4  dB) lowered English  vowel
identification accuracy by about 20 percentage points, from 56% correct to 38%
correct. In both quiet and noise, // was mostly confused with //, // was mostly
confused with // (and to a lesser degree with //), and // was mostly confused with
//. These results are similar to those reported in Study 1 and confirm the well-
attested finding that L2 learners with 5 vowels in their system tend to struggle with
the English high front //-// pair, and the vowels //-//-//. Greek native speakers
showed the highest identification accuracy in quiet for English // (86% correct) but
this was probably due to the lack of its strongest competitor // in the perceptual
stimuli; in noise, English // suffered a severe drop in percent correct identification,
from 86% to 39% correct. Mean correct identification of natural Greek vowels at an
SNR of -10 dB was 74.5% with /e/ being confused with /i/, /a/ being confused with
/e/, /o/ being confused with /a/ and /u/ being confused with /o/.
Regarding Greek speakers’ identification of synthetic vowels in Greek and English,
it was found that subjects placed the identification boundary around the centre of
each continuum across vowels and languages. A clear effect of L1 experience was
found on Greek speakers’ identification consistency, expressed by the steepness of
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continua. Importantly, Greek speakers’ identification consistency did not differ for
//-// natural  duration and //-// neutralized duration, suggesting  that subjects
performed  the  same  with  and  without  the  duration  cue. Greek  speakers  showed
steeper identification slopes in //-// than in both //-// natural duration and //-//
neutralized duration, which is consistent with the assimilation results of Study 1 and
the prediction that //-// would suffer less from L1 spectral interference than //-//.
With respect to discrimination, Greek speakers’ performance was better for Greek
/i/-/e/  and  /a/-/o/ than for English //-// natural and //-// neutralized but their
discrimination for English //-// did not differ from L1 discrimination, confirming
that English //-//  was  an  easier L2 contrast  than //-// was. The  lack  of
differences in discrimination accuracy between English //-// natural duration and
//-// neutralized duration shows that  Greek  speakers did  not  benefit  from  the
duration  difference  between  English //  and // in  the //-// natural duration
continuum. It  has  to  be  noted  though  that by  the  time subjects  reached  their
discrimination threshold for the //-// natural duration continuum (mean jnd from
the  endpoint //  was  stimulus  number  22.84,  i.e.  around  the  centre  of  the
continuum), the duration difference between the two stimuli had been reduced by
half, i.e. from 40 ms at the beginning of testing to around 20 ms.
English vowels produced by Greek speakers were correctly identified by English
speakers at a rate of 61% and received a goodness rating of 3.5 in a 7-level Likert
scale. The most frequent misidentifications included // vs. //, // vs. // and vice
versa; // vs. //, and // vs. //. Acoustic analyses performed on English vowels
produced by Greek speakers showed that participants were using, at least in terms of
spectral characteristics, their 5 Greek categories /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, and /u/ to produce //
and //, // and //, //, // and //, // and // and // respectively. Greek speakers
were found to produce some duration distinctions between English vowels but it is
not  clear  whether  this  was  due  to  their  knowledge  concerning  English  vowel
durations  or  due  to  the  effect  of  orthography  when  reading  the  /bVt/  words
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One common finding across all tasks employed was the existence of large individual
differences in  performance. Such  differences  are  more  striking  in  L1  vowel
perception tasks if one  considers that all participants were tested within normal-
hearing thresholds yet in line with previous research on vowel thresholds (Kewley-
Port & Watson, 1994; Kewley-Port, 2001; Gerrits & Schouten, 2004) and speech in
noise (Surprenant & Watson, 2001; Kidd et al., 2007). The existence of individual
differences in non-speech discrimination is also consistent with previous research in
psychoacoustics (Johnson et  al.,  1987;  Kidd et  al.,  2007). To  explore  the
relationships between individual differences in L1, L2 and non-speech processing,
correlation  analyses  were  run. It was  found  that  individuals  were  consistent  in
performance across L1, L2 and non-speech discrimination, suggesting that a spectral
acuity  component underlies discrimination performance. Auditory spectral ability
was also found to relate to natural English vowel identification in quiet and in noise
but not to English vowel production. These results seem to support the auditory
processing hypothesis over the L1 phonetic hypothesis; there was no evidence that
individuals with less robust L1 categories were more flexible in terms of learning
new  categories,  in  other  words there was  no  evidence  of  an  inverse  correlation
between L1 ID SLOPE and natural English vowel perception or L2 ID SLOPE as the
L1 phonetic hypothesis would predict.112
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Chapter 6
Post-training results
This chapter examines the effects of auditory phonetic training on the test battery
completed by the trained group of Greek speakers and compares these results with
the post-test results of the group of Greek speakers that received no training. As done
in the previous  chapter, after reporting  on group data,  individual  data  and
correlations in  performance within  and between  tasks in  the  post-test will  be
examined and  the  predictions  of  the L1  phonetic hypothesis  and  the auditory
processing hypothesis will be evaluated. Correlations between pre-test and post-test
performance will also be examined to see whether pre-test performance can predict
post-test performance for individuals.
6.1 Natural vowels
6.1.1 Identification of English vowels in quiet and in noise
Figure 6.1 displays the interquartile range of percent identification scores obtained
by the trained and the control group in quiet and in noise averaged across 10 English
vowels in the pre-test, the post-test and the generalization test. Identification scores
were first submitted to a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA with Group (trained,
control) as a between-subject factor and Noise condition (quiet, noise) and TestPost-training results 113
Figure 6.1: Boxplots showing the interquartile range of percent identification scores for
English vowels by Greek speakers in quiet and in  noise (SNR = -4dB) before and after
auditory training. Whiskers extend to at most 1.5 times the interquartile range of the box.
(pre-test, post-test, generalization) as within-subject factors. There were significant
main  effects  of Group [F(1,26)  = 10.885, p <0.01], Noise  Condition [F(1,26)  =
229.38, p <0.001] and Test [F(2,52) = 31.62, p <0.001]. There was also a significant
Test × Group interaction [F(2,52) = 13.94, p <0.001] which was explored through
simple effect tests. The simple effect of Test was significant for the trained group
[F(2,34) = 48.642, p <0.001] but not for the control group [F(2,16) = 2.22, p >0.05].
Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) showed that, across Noise conditions,
the trained group improved from pre-test (M = 48.6%) to post-test (M = 65.9%) and
generalization test (M = 70.2%) whereas the control group did not improve from pre-
test (M = 47.7%) to either post-test (M = 51.3%) or generalization test (M = 51.9%).
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show pre-test vs. post-test percent correct identification of
English vowels by the trained group in quiet and in noise respectively. AuditoryPost-training results 114
Figure 6.2: Scatterplot  showing pre-test vs.  post-test  percent  correct  identification  of
English vowels in quiet by the trained group of Greek speakers. Performance along the red
dotted line would represent no improvement between pre-test and post-test.
Figure 6.3: Scatterplot showing  pre-test vs.  post-test  percent  correct  identification  of
English vowels in noise by the trained group of Greek speakers. Performance along the red
dotted line would represent no improvement between pre-test and post-test.Post-training results 115
Table 6.1: Confusion matrix for English vowels in quiet identified by the trained group of
native  speakers  of  Greek after auditory training (results  before  training are  given  in
parentheses).  Percentages  of  correct  responses  have  been  pooled  over  participants.
Identification responses <3% are not shown.
Response
Stimulus          
 84
(58)
16
(39)
 23
(23)
73
(49)
3
(22) (3)

(5)
86
(56) (9)
5
(14)
8
(8) (5)

(5)
8
(8)
83
(66) (3) (12)
9
(5)
 3
(12)
73
(52)
19
(22)
3
(12)

(4)
42
(47)
44
(36)
9
(12)
 12
(18)
6
(17)
3
(11)
67
(36) (3)
9
(14)

(3)
64
(48)
34
(47)
 16
(23)
84
(69) (6)
 3 97
(95)
training clearly improved identification performance in both noise conditions for the
vast majority of participants. At the same time, some participants improved to a
much larger  degree than  others  did. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show percent
identification responses for each English vowel given by the trained group of Greek
speakers in quiet and in noise respectively after perceptual training (in both tables
results before training are given in parentheses).Post-training results 116
Table 6.2: Confusion  matrix  for  English  vowels  in  noise  (SNR = -4dB)  identified  by the
trained group of native speakers of Greek after auditory training (results before training are
given  in  parentheses).  Percentages  of  correct  responses  have  been  pooled  over
participants. Identification responses <3% are not shown.
Response
Stimulus          
 41
(23)
23
(32)
3 5
(6)
8
(6)
9
(6) (6) (5)
6
(6) (8)
 23
(39)
61
(47)
5
(9)
3 6

(5)
59
(37)
5
(9)
12
(17)
16
(19)
6
(3) (5)

(3)
5
(8)
67
(45) (3)
8
(9)
8
(9)
3
(8)
5
(12)
3
 3
(6) (11)
59
(52)
23
(14)
9
(17)
3

(3)
28
(47)
52
(22)
16
(19)
3
(5)
 3
(5)
3
(11)
27
(12)
19
(28)
34
(27)
8
(5)
6
(9) (3)

(6) (3) (5)
59
(39)
33
(41) (5)
 3
(6)
3
(5) (3)
30
(20)
51
(50)
14
(14)
 3
(12)
5
(9) (5)
13
(12)
9
(19)
67
(37)
Identification scores for the trained group of Greek speakers were submitted to a
three-way repeated-measures  ANOVA with  Test  (pre-test,  post-test), Noise
condition (quiet, noise) and Vowel (10 vowels) as factors. This ANOVA yielded
main effects of Test [F(1,17) = 55.62, p <0.001], Noise condition [F(1,17) = 130.64,
p <0.001] and Vowel [F(9,153) = 6.82, p <0.001]. There was also a Vowel × Noise
condition interaction [F(9,153) = 6.522, p <0.001] and a Test × Vowel × NoisePost-training results 117
condition  interaction [F(9,153)  = 2.87, p <0.01], suggesting  that,  although  noise
lowered overall identification scores, for some vowels this was to a larger extent than
for others; further, these were not the same vowels across pre-test and post-test. In
the previous chapter (pre-test results), it was found that noise lowered identification
performance for all vowels except //, //, and //. In the post-test, post hoc t tests
revealed that noise lowered identification performance for all vowels except //.
6.1.2 Identification of Greek vowels in noise
Figure 6.4 displays the interquartile range of percent identification scores obtained
by the trained and the control group of Greek native speakers in noise (SNR = -
10dB) averaged across 5 Greek vowels in the pre-test and the post-test. Identification
scores  were  submitted  to  a  three-way  repeated-measures  ANOVA  with Group
(trained, control) as a between-subject factor and Test (pre-test, post-test) and
Figure 6.4: Boxplots showing the range of percent identification of Greek vowels in noise
for the trained and the control group in pre-test and post-test.Post-training results 118
Table 6.3: Confusion matrix for Greek vowels (SNR = -10 dB) identified by native speakers of
Greek after auditory training (results before training are given in parentheses). Percentages
of correct responses have been pooled over participants. Identification responses <3% are
not shown.
Response
Stimulus i e a o u
i 94
(96)
5
(3)
e 16
(12)
65
(72)
11
(8)
5
(6)
3
a 5
(3)
5
(11)
86
(83)
4
o
(7)
5
(8)
76
(71)
15
(9)
u
(3)
6
(6)
19
(23)
74
(65)
Vowel (5 vowels) as within-subject factors. The ANOVA showed a significant main
effects of Vowel [F(4,104) = 10.070, p <0.001] and no other significant main effects
or interactions, suggesting  that  both  groups performed  similarly  across  tests. As
expected, English vowel training did not change Greek speakers’ identification of
Greek vowels in noise. The results concerning the control group demonstrated no
learning of the task itself. Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) revealed that,
across groups and tests, Greek /i/ showed the best identification, followed by the
other 4 vowels. Table 6.3 shows percent identification responses for each Greek
vowel in noise given by the trained group after English vowel training (results before
training are given in parentheses).Post-training results 119
Figure 6.5: Boxplots showing identification boundaries for five vowel continua (two Greek
and three English continua) for the trained and the control group in pre-test and post-test.
6.2 Synthetic vowels and non-speech
6.2.1 Identification boundaries and slopes
Figure 6.5 displays identification boundary locations for five vowel continua (two
Greek and three English continua) for the trained and the control group in pre-test
and post-test. Identification boundaries in the post-test seem very similar to those in
the pre-test across vowel continua and groups. A repeated-measures ANOVA with
Group (trained, control) as a between-subject factor and Test (pre-test, post-test) and
Vowel continuum (5 levels) as within-subject factors confirmed this observation by
showing no significant main effects or interactions.Post-training results 120
Figure 6.6: Boxplots showing identification slopes for the trained and the control group of
Greek speakers on five vowel continua (two Greek and three English continua) in pre-test
and post-test.
Figure 6.6 displays identification slopes for five vowel continua (two Greek and
three English continua) in pre-test and post-test for the trained and the control group
of  native  Greek  speakers. Given  the  large  differences  across  Greek  and  English
vowel continua both in terms of identification consistency and of range of scores, it
was decided to perform separate repeated measures ANOVA on identification slopes
for each language. In each ANOVA, Group (trained, control) served as a between-
subject factor and Test (pre-test, post-test) and Vowel continuum (2 levels for GreekPost-training results 121
and 3 levels for English) served as within-subject factors. For Greek, the ANOVA
showed  no  significant  main  effects or interactions  suggesting  that, as  expected,
English  vowel training  did  not  change  Greek  speakers’ L1  vowel  identification
consistency.  For  English,  the  ANOVA  showed  a  significant  main  effect  of Test
[F(1,26) = 7.77, p <0.01] and a significant Test × Group interaction [F(1,26) = 6.39,
p <0.01]. Post-hoc t tests showed that the trained group had significantly steeper
identification slopes in the post-test than in the pre-test for //-// natural duration
and //-// neutralized duration but  not  for //-//. Identification  slopes  for  the
control group did not change from pre-test to post-test for any of the three English
vowel continua.
6.2.2 Discrimination
Figure 6.7 displays discrimination thresholds (jnd in Hz) for six continua (two Greek
and three English vowel continua and a non-speech continuum) in pre-test and post-
test for the trained and the control group. Discrimination thresholds were submitted
to a repeated-measures ANOVA with Group (trained, control) as a between-subject
factor  and  Test  (pre-test,  post-test)  and  Continuum (6  levels)  as  within-subject
factors. There was a significant effect of Continuum [F(5,130) = 26.32, p <0.001]
and no effect of Test [F(1,26) = 2.26, p >0.05] or Group [F(1,26) = 0.74, p >0.05] or
any interaction, suggesting that both groups performed similarly in the pre/post tests.
Given that subjects were trained on English vowels, this is not surprising for the
Greek vowel continua and the non-speech continuum but it is interesting to note the
lack  of  any  improvement  in  English  vowel  discrimination  especially  for //-//
natural duration and //-// neutralized duration given  the  improvement  in
identification consistency for these pairs reported in the previous section. Pairwise
comparisons showed that, across groups and tests, Greek native speakers showed
better discrimination for the two Greek continua, one English vowel continuum and
the non-speech pair (Greek /i/-/e/: jnd = 156 Hz; Greek /a/-/o/: jnd = 144 Hz, English
//-// jnd = 130 Hz) than for two English continua (English//-// natural duration:
jnd = 255 Hz; English //-// neutralized duration: jnd = 262 Hz). As in the pre-test,Post-training results 122
Figure 6.7: Boxplots showing discrimination thresholds (Hz) for the trained and the control
group of Greek speakers on five vowel continua (two Greek and three English continua) and
the non-speech continuum (F2 only) in pre-test and post-test.
Greek native speakers showed an L1 advantage over the two duration versions of the
English //-// continuum but no advantage over the English //-// continuum and
their discrimination threshold for the non-speech continuum was significantly lower
than  that  for  the  English  //-// natural duration and  //-// neutralized duration
continua but did not differ from discrimination accuracy for Greek /i/-/e/ and /a/-/o/
and English //-//.
Non-speech (F2 only)Post-training results 123
6.3 English vowel production
6.3.1 Perceptual judgments
Figure 6.8 shows percent correct identification scores of English vowels produced by
the trained and the control group in pre-test and post-test as judged by the English
listeners (identification scores were pooled over 2 productions of each English vowel
by each Greek speaker). A clear improvement after training can be seen for English
vowels  produced  by  the trained  group  whereas identification  scores  for  English
vowels produced by the control group do not seem to have changed from pre-test to
post-test. Identification  scores were submitted  to  a  three-way  repeated-measures
ANOVA with Group (trained, control) as a between-subject factor and Test (pre-test,
Figure 6.8: Boxplots showing the interquartile range of percent correct identification scores
for English vowels produced by the control and the trained group of native speakers of
Greek in pre-test and post-test.Post-training results 124
Table 6.4: Percentage identification of English vowels produced by the trained group of
Greek speakers after auditory training (results before training are given in parentheses) as
judged by the native English listeners. Identification responses <3% are not shown.
Response
Stimulus          
 90
(70)
10
(30)
 32
(53)
54
(47)
14
 91
(93)
6
(7)
3
 7
(17)
90
(80)
3
(3)

(3)
3 80
(50)
13
(40)
3
(7)

(3)
3 30
(37)
57
(47) (13)
7 3
 3
(17)
7
(13)
7
(7)
77
(60)
3
(3)
 3
(4)
68
(57)
29
 3 3 17
(40)
77
(57)

(3)
37
(43)
63
(53)
post-test) and Vowel (10 vowels) as within-subject factors. The ANOVA yielded
significant main effects of Group [F(1,26) = 5.5, p <0.05], Test [F(1,26) = 6.07, p
<0.05]  and  Vowel  [F(9,234)  =  6.08, p <0.001]  and  a  significant  Test  ×  Group
interaction [F(1,26) = 5.26, p <0.05]. The simple effect of Test was significant for
the trained group [F(1,17) = 10.49, p <0.001] but not for the control group [F(1,9) =
0.31, p >0.05]; identification scores of English vowels produced by the trained groupPost-training results 125
improved  from  61.9%  correct  to  75.8%  correct  whereas  identification  scores of
English vowels produced by the control group did not change from pre-test (M =
60.75  correct)  to  post-test  (M = 61.2%  correct). Table 6.4 shows  percent
identification responses for each English vowel produced by the trained group of
Greek  speakers  after  perceptual  training  (results  before  training  are  given  in
parentheses). All vowels except /e/ were identified correctly at higher rates in the
post-test than in the pre-test although due to large variability in scores this effect was
significant only for English //, //, //, // and //.
6.3.2 Acoustic analyses
In Figure 6.9 English vowels produced by the trained group of Greek speakers before
and after auditory training are plotted in the vowel space. As already discussed,
English vowels produced by Greek speakers were arranged into 5 clusters in the pre-
test, suggesting that subjects were using their 5 spectral qualities /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, and
/u/ when asked to produce English vowels. After auditory training, there was much
less overlap of English vowels than it was before training, especially in the high
front area of // and //, the mid front/central area of /e/ and // and the low area of
//,  //, and  //. Table 6.5 presents pre-test  and  post-test mean  F1  and  F2
frequencies  (ERB)  for English  vowels produced  by  the  trained  group (standard
deviations in parentheses).
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA examined the effect of Test (pre-test, post-
test) and Vowel (10 vowels) on the duration of English vowels produced by the
trained group. The ANOVA yielded main effects of Test [F(1,17) = 8.20, p <0.01]
and Vowel [F(9,153) = 23.51, p <0.001] and a significant Test × Vowel interaction
[F(9,153) = 8.23, p <0.001], suggesting that overall English vowels were longer in
the post-test (M = 165 ms) than in the pre-test (M = 145 ms) and that this effect was
not uniform across all vowels. Paired samples t tests showed that //, //, //, //,
// and // were longer in the post-test than in the pre-test whereas // showed the
opposite pattern, i.e. was shorter in the post-test than in the pre-test. Table 6.5 showsPost-training results 126
Figure 6.9: F1 and F2 frequencies (ERB) for English vowels produced by the trained group
before auditory training (A) and after auditory training (B).
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Table 6.5: Duration and F1 and F2 frequencies (ERB) for 10 English vowels produced by the
trained group of Greek speakers before and after auditory training. Duration for 10 English
vowels produced in /bVp/ context by three Southern British English speakers from Study 1
is also given. Standard deviations for all measures are given in parentheses.
English
speakers
Greek speakers
pre-test
Greek speakers
post-test
Vowel Duration Duration F1 (ERB) F2 (ERB) Duration F1 (ERB) F2 (ERB)
 145
(9)
143
(24)
8.51
(1.1)
22.54
(1.1)
184
(30)
8.37
(1.0)
22.72
(1.1)
 98
(12)
113
(25)
8.43
(1.0)
22.38
(1.2)
111
(22)
8.76
(1.2)
22.04
(1.3)
 112
(9)
129
(26)
11.87
(1.1)
20.87
(1.0)
130
(26)
12.00
(0.5)
21.05
(1.1)
 188
(8)
163
(26)
12.04
(0.6)
20.33
(0.9)
186
(36)
11.45
(1.2)
19.59
(0.9)
 140
(7)
147
(29)
13.62
(0.6)
18.13
(1.0)
187
(43)
13.73
(0.6)
19.79
(1.0)
 111
(13)
151
(28)
13.29
(0.7)
18.00
(0.9)
134
(22)
13.05
(1.1)
17.83
(0.9)
 191
(10)
159
(30)
13.20
(0.9)
17.81
(0.9)
205
(42)
12.92
(0.6)
17.28
(1.1)
 110
(6)
142
(29)
11.44
(0.6)
15.55
(0.9)
135
(31)
11.35
(1.1)
15.72
(0.7)
 178
(13)
160
(31)
11.33
(0.7)
15.34
(0.9)
196
(38)
11.14
(1.0)
15.51
(0.9)
 166
(21)
143
(22)
9.12
(.07)
15.02
(0.8)
173
(27)
9.16
(.08)
15.97
(0.9)
mean duration for 10 English vowels (ms) for the trained group before and after
auditory training (standard deviations in parentheses). Further, mean duration for 10
English vowels produced by three English speakers in /bVp/ context from Study 1
are also given for comparison (standard deviations in parentheses). As can be seen,
the change in duration for most English vowels produced by Greek speakers afterPost-training results 128
training is in the correct direction even though some English vowels were produced
with even longer duration than those produced by English speakers. This may be
related to the training stimuli which contained vowels in both voiced and voiceless
contexts; the trainees may thus learned that some vowels should be pronounced with
long durations but failed to learn the English rule that vowels are shorter before a
voiceless  context  than  before  a  voiced  context and to produce  the  /bVt/  words
accordingly. This  kind  of  allophonic  variation  is  likely  more  difficult  to  learn,
especially after just 5 sessions of auditory training where the learner must infer the
particular allophonic rule.
6.4 Correlations across experimental measurements
Given that all previous analyses showed no changes in performance from pre-test to
post-test across tasks for the control group, this section presents correlations only for
the  trained  group  (n = 18). It  should  be  mentioned  though  that  all pre-test
correlations reported for 28 Greek speakers hold when looking only at the trained
group. A first set of analyses examined post-test correlations across tasks that were
expected  to  tap into similar  processing  abilities. As  shown  in Table 6.6,
identification of natural English vowels in quiet was significantly correlated with
identification of natural English vowels in noise (r = .594, p <.01), suggesting that
L2 vowel perception in quiet and in noise were aligned for individuals. As expected,
Table 6.6: Correlations (r) among tasks with natural vowels in the post-test for the trained
group of Greek speakers.
L1 identification
in noise
L2 identification
in quiet
L2 identification
in noise
L1 identification in noise 1
L2 identification in quiet .080 1
L2 identification in noise .042 .594** 1
**p<0.01Post-training results 129
Table 6.7: Correlations (r) among identification slopes for 5 synthetic pairs (two Greek and
three English) in the post-test for the trained group of Greek speakers.
/i/-/e/ //-//
natural
//-//
neutralized
/a/-/o/ //-//
/i/-/e/ 1
//-// natural -.104 1
//-// neutralized -.058 .516* 1
/a/-/o/ .116 .161 .408 1
//-// .141 .504* .629** .263 1
*p<0.05
**p<0.01
identification of natural Greek vowels in noise was not correlated with identification
of  natural English  vowels  in  quiet  (r = -.080, p >.05). Further,  identification  of
natural  Greek  vowels  in  noise was  not  correlated with  identification  of  natural
English vowel in noise (r = -.042, p >.05); however, as mentioned in the previous
chapter, this may be due to different levels of noise in Greek and English. On the
whole, these results are very similar to those obtained in the pre-test.
With respect to identification boundaries, none of the correlations run either within
or between L1 and L2 reached significance which was also the case in the pre-test.
With respect to identification slopes, the picture emerging was different from that in
the pre-test (where no correlations were found within or between L1 and L2); as
shown in Table 6.7, after auditory training there  were  significant  correlations
between //-// natural duration and //-// neutralized duration (r = .52, p <0.05),
between //-// natural duration and //-// (r = .50, p <0.05), and between //-//
neutralized duration and //-// (r = .63, p <0.01). These correlations show that,
after receiving perceptual training, individuals showed consistently strong or poor
identification  abilities  (steep  or  shallow identification  slopes  respectively)  across
English vowel continua demonstrating a symmetrical learning of L2 vowels.Post-training results 130
Table 6.8: Correlations (r) among discrimination tasks for 6 synthetic pairs (5 vowel and 1
non-speech pair) in the post-test for the trained group of Greek speakers.
/i/-/e/ //-//
natural
//-//
neutralized
/a/-/o/ //-// F2 only
/i/-/e/ 1
//-// natural .510* 1
//-// neutralized .325 .801** 1
/a/-/o/ .476* .650** .735** 1
//-// .614** .760** .656** .637** 1
F2 only .464* .710** .464* .646** .677** 1
*p<0.05
**p<0.01
Given that discrimination did not change as a result of training in any of the five
vowel continua or the non-speech continuum, it was expected that, as in the pre-test,
post-test discrimination accuracy would correlate across continua. As can be seen in
Table 6.8, all correlations except one (between //-// neutralized and /i/-/e/ where
correlation  failed  to  reach  significance  but  was  in  the  ‘correct’  direction)  were
significant. These results confirmed that individuals were consistently successful or
unsuccessful discriminators across L1, L2 and non-speech.
Next, it was examined whether performance in the L2 vowel tasks (perception of
natural  vowels  in  quiet  and  in  noise,  perception  of  synthetic  vowels  and  vowel
production) correlated with performance in the L1 vowel tasks (perception of natural
vowels  in  noise  and  perception  of  synthetic  vowels)  and  the  non-speech
discrimination  task. Before  doing  so,  composite  scores  for  synthetic  speech
perception tasks were calculated as described in previous chapter, giving an L1 ID
BOUNDARY,  an  L1  ID  SLOPE,  an  L1  DISCRIMINATION,  an  L2  ID
BOUNDARY, an L2 ID SLOPE and an L2 DISCRIMINATION score. As shown in
Table 6.9, post-test identification of natural English vowels in quiet correlated with
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Table 6.9: Correlations (r) among tasks tapping into different processing abilities in the
post-test for the trained group of Greek speakers.
L2 tasks L1 natural
id noise
L1 ID
BOUNDARY
L1 ID
SLOPE
L1
DISCRIMINATION
F2
discrimination
L2 natural id quiet .080 -.177 .105 -.627** -.497*
L2 natural id noise .042 -.267 -.073 -.478* -.426*
L2 ID BOUNDARY -.362 .224 .227 .017 -.009
L2 ID SLOPE .151 -.087 .177 -.303 -.225
L2 DISCRIMINATION -.077 -.062 -.278 .759** .739**
L2 Production -.013 .368 .110 -.444* -.652**
*p<0.05
**p<0.01
discrimination (r = .497, p <.05); likewise, post-test identification of natural English
vowels in noise correlated with post-test L1 DISCRIMINATION (r = .478, p <.05)
and  non-speech  (F2 only)  discrimination  (r = .426, p <.05).  Further, L2
DISCRIMINATION correlated with L1 DISCRIMINATION (r = .759, p <.01) and
non-speech  discrimination  (r = .739, p <.01)  which  is  consistent  with  previous
analyses where vowel pairs were analyzed separately (see Table 6.8). One important
difference between pre-test and post-test is that only in the latter was L2 vowel
production correlated with both L1 DISCRIMINATION (r = .444, p <.05) and non-
speech discrimination (r = .652, p <.01), i.e. the most successful discriminators were
judged  to  produce  more  native-like  English  vowels  than the  less successful
discriminators. To confirm the link between L2 vowel perception and production
after perceptual training, contrary to what was found in the pre-test, L2 production
was correlated with both identification of English vowels in quiet (r = .563, p <.01)
and in noise (r = .594, p <.01).
To take a closer look at the effect of training for individuals, the relation between
pre-test identification of natural English vowels across noise conditions and degree
of improvement relative to pre-test was examined. As shown in Figure 6.10,  therePost-training results 132
Figure 6.10: Scatterplot  showing  the  relation  between  percent  correct  identification  of
natural English vowels (across noise conditions) in pre-test and degree of improvement
relative to pre-test after auditory training.
was a negative correlation (r = -.597, p <.01) between the two measures; those who
performed poorly in the pre-test improved more than those who performed well in
the pre-test, a finding that cannot be attributed to a ceiling effect given that the
highest score obtained was 81.25% correct. At the same time, when examining the
relation between pre-test and post-training identification of natural English vowels
across noise conditions, a positive correlation was found (r = .517, p <.05). This
means that those trainees who were the most accurate before perceptual training
were also the most accurate after training despite showing less improvement than
those who performed poorly in pre-test.
Similarly, the  relation  between  pre-training  performance  on  English  vowel
production  and  degree  of  improvement  relative  to  pre-training  performance  was
examined. Again, as shown in Figure 6.11, a negative correlation (r = -.515, p <.05)Post-training results 133
Figure 6.11: Scatterplot showing the relation between English vowel production accuracy in
pre-test and degree of improvement relative to pre-test after auditory training.
was found between the two measures; those who performed poorly in the pre-test
improved more than those who performed well in the pre-test. However, this time
there was no correlation between pre-test and post-test English vowel production
accuracy  (r =  .278, p >.05), suggesting  that  those  who produced  more  accurate
vowels in the pre-test were not the same individuals who produced more accurate
vowels in the post-test. This can be attributed to the fact that while pre-test natural
English vowel identification was related to L1, L2 and non-speech discrimination
accuracy, pre-test English vowel production was rather random in the sense that it
did  not  relate  to  subjects’  performance  on  any of L1,  L2  or  non-speech
discrimination tasks; although all subjects imposed their 5-vowel system to L2 vowel
production, the vowels  produced by  some  participants were  judged  by  English
listeners as closer to the target vowels than the vowels produced by others.Post-training results 134
Table 6.10: Individual z-scores for trained (T) participants on eight tasks after English vowel
training. Individuals are ranked based on their perception of natural English vowels scores.
‘Good’ performers are shown in bold and ‘poor’ performers are shown in italics. Shadowed
cells indicate individuals who performed consistently well or poorly across L1, L2 and non-
speech discrimination.
Perception of natural
vowels
Perception of synthetic vowels F2 discr. L2
Production
Case L1 L2 L1
SLOPE
L2
SLOPE
L1
DISCR
L2
DISCR
T5 0.08 1.36 -0.03 -0.02 0.65 1.00 1.39 1.86
T12 0.82 1.36 -0.44 -0.68 0.96 0.42 -0.82 0.13
T17 0.82 0.91 2.07 1.32 0.57 0.47 0.79 0.85
T1 0.45 0.69 -0.53 0.07 1.80 1.20 1.27 0.42
T10 -2.13 0.58 2.07 -0.35 1.19 0.59 0.79 0.56
T18 -2.13 0.47 -0.44 -0.68 -0.20 0.06 -0.01 -0.16
T3 0.08 0.47 -0.60 0.66 0.49 0.97 0.07 1.00
T2 1.19 0.36 -1.34 0.72 0.03 0.21 1.15 1.72
T4 -1.02 0.25 -0.38 0.08 0.34 0.64 0.99 -0.45
T6 0.82 0.25 0.59 1.08 0.57 0.21 -0.58 -0.16
T7 0.82 0.14 1.17 2.58 0.03 0.47 0.87 0.56
T13 0.08 0.14 -1.01 -0.51 0.03 -0.70 0.07 -0.16
T14 -1.02 -0.42 -0.60 -0.35 -0.04 0.47 -0.05 -0.16
T8 -0.66 -0.42 -0.07 -0.85 -0.97 -1.87 -0.74 -1.46
T16 0.82 -0.75 0.14 0.00 -0.51 -0.73 -0.90 -0.74
T9 0.45 -1.31 -0.57 -1.39 -1.81 -1.69 -1.70 -0.88
T15 0.08 -1.86 0.98 -1.54 -2.09 -2.10 -1.78 -1.46
T11 0.45 -2.20 -1.02 -0.13 -1.04 0.37 -0.82 -1.46
Finally, post-test identification of natural English vowels across noise conditions was
found to correlate with pre-test accuracy in L1 (r = .549, p <.05), L2 (r = .563, p
<.05) and non-speech discrimination (r = .553, p <.05). Similarly, post-test English
vowel production accuracy correlated with pre-test accuracy in L1 (r = .524, p<.05),
L2 (r = .680, p <.01) and non-speech discrimination (r = .654, p <.01).
Table 6.10 presents z-scores for the 18 Greek speakers that received English vowel
training on eight tasks: identification of natural Greek vowels in noise, identification
of natural English vowels averaged across quiet and noise, L1 SLOPE, L2 SLOPE,Post-training results 135
L1 DISCRIMINATION, L2 DISCRIMINATION, non-speech discrimination and L2
vowel production. As in the pre-test, individuals who performed above 0.5 standard
deviation  of  the  mean  performance  in  each  task  (i.e. approximately  top  20
th
percentile), were considered as ‘good’ performers and are shown in bold; individuals
who performed below 0.5 standard deviation of the mean performance in each task
(approximately bottom 20
th percentile), were considered as ‘poor’ performers and are
shown in italics. Participants are ranked according to their accuracy in perceiving
natural  English  vowels.  Individual  data  confirm  that  participants  were  generally
consistent across L1, L2 and non-speech discrimination; in particular, 3 participants
can be described as ‘good’ performers across all 3 discrimination tasks (shown in
shadowed cells) and 4 participants can be described as ‘poor’ performers across all 3
discrimination  tasks  (again  shown in  shadowed  cells).  Additionally,  another  2
participants can be described as ‘good’ performers in two out of three discrimination
tasks and 1 participant can be described as ‘poor’ performer in two out of three
discrimination tasks. Further, as in the pre-test, ‘good discriminators’ were highly
ranked on natural English vowel perception. Finally, contrary to what happened in
the pre-test, those individuals who were most accurate in producing English vowels
were also in the upper part of the table.
6.5 Summary of results
This  chapter  examined  Greek  speakers’ post-training performance on  the  same
battery of perceptual tasks used in the pre-test with natural and synthetic Greek and
English vowels, a non-speech (F2 only) discrimination task and an English vowel
production task. The relationships between tasks were explored that would provide
some explanations for individual differences in the trainees’ post-test performance.
Since all pre/post test comparisons for the control group showed no learning from
test repetition, the following apply only to the group of Greek speakers who received
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First,  the  effect  of  training  on  Greek  speakers’ identification of  natural  English
vowels in quiet and in noise was examined. Since participants were trained in quiet,
any improvement in English vowel perception in noise would indicate generalization
of learning to more naturalistic settings. A new speaker that the participants had not
heard before was also included in the post-test to examine generalization of learning
both in quiet and in noise. It is important here to remember that the pre/post tests
used different speakers and different words to those used in the training materials so
there is a definite degree of generalization even looking at the post-test in quiet and
without looking at the results for the new speaker. Training significantly improved
Greek speakers’ identification performance about 20 percentage points in quiet (from
56.9% to 76.67% correct) and 15 percentage points in noise (from 40.3% to 55.3%
correct) and learning generalized to a new speaker both in quiet (78.6% correct) and
in noise (60.9% correct). Subjects performed better with the new speaker, especially
in noise. One plausible explanation could be that the particular speaker was more
intelligible  than  the  other  two  speakers. Regarding  the  effect  of  English  vowel
training on Greek speakers’ identification of Greek vowels in noise, it comes as no
surprise that no change from pre-test to post-test was found. Further, no change from
pre-test to post-test was found in the identification scores for Greek vowels in noise
for the group of Greek speakers who received no training which confirmed that no
learning would come from test repetition.
Next, the effect of training on Greek speakers’ identification of synthetic Greek and
English vowels was examined. Regarding the location of phoneme boundary, no
changes from pre-test to post-test were found; the trainees placed the boundary at
around the same position across languages and tests. As expected, training did not
change Greek speakers’ consistency in labeling the Greek /i/-/e/ and /a/-/o/ continua.
Training improved Greek  speakers’  consistency in labeling the English  //-//
natural duration and  //-// neutralized duration continua but  not the //-//
continuum. In  fact,  after  perceptual  training,  identification  consistency  for //-//
natural duration and //-// neutralized duration reached that for //-//, suggesting
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vowels, at least after five sessions of training. Finally, perceptual training did not
change  subjects’  discrimination  of  the  two  Greek  continua,  the  three  English
continua or the non-speech continuum. The lack of any improvement in English
vowel discrimination suggests that listeners may learn to better label categories but
their discrimination does not change, at least after this short period of training.
Perceptual training also improved English vowel production by Greek speakers as
produced in the post-test compared to the same vowels produced in the pre-test and
an acoustic analysis of those vowels. Overall identification scores improved from
61.9% correct in the pre-test to 75.8% correct in the post-test. Correct identification
improved for  all  vowels although  probably  due  to  large  variability in  scores
improvement was significant only for //, //, //, // and //. Acoustic analyses
confirmed that English vowels produced by Greek speakers after perceptual training
were more differentiated than before training. The trainees also learned to make the
duration distinctions between English vowels more clear although in some cases they
produced some vowels even longer than native English speakers did. Importantly,
there was one vowel, namely English // which was produced with a shorter duration
in  the  post-test  than  in  the  pre-test.  This demonstrates  that improvement is  not
limited to learning to produce longer vowels in an  L2 than in  L1 as  commonly
reported in the literature.
Correlation  analyses  showed  that, as  in the pre-test, individual  patterns  of
discrimination accuracy extended across L1, L2 and non-speech so that participants
appeared to be consistently ‘good’ or ‘poor’ discriminators. Further, English vowel
production  was  correlated  with the L1  DISCRIMINATION composite score  and
non-speech discrimination as well as with natural English vowel perception in quiet
and  in  noise, supporting  the  existence  of a  perception-production  link  after
perceptual training. Finally, post-test natural English vowel perception and English
vowel production were correlated with pre-test L1 vowel discrimination, L2 vowel
discrimination and non-speech discrimination, suggesting that those individuals who
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were  successful  discriminators were  those  who performed well after  perceptual
training, a finding that favours the auditory processing hypothesis.139
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Chapter 7
General discussion and conclusion
This thesis examined the acquisition of English vowels by native speakers of Greek
with the ultimate goal of shedding some light on the issue of individual variability in
L2 vowel learning.  Current  theoretical  accounts  offer  several  explanations  for
individual differences in learners’ success in acquiring an L2. However, the vast
majority  of  these  explanations concern  experience-related  factors  such  as the
relationship between the segmental inventory of the L1 and the L2, the age of L2
learning, the length of residence in L2 country and the degree of ongoing L1 use thus
providing no explanation for differences in performance within groups of learners
with similar profiles in terms of those background factors. This thesis aimed mainly
at investigating how vowel processing in L2 is related to individual variability in
vowel processing in L1 and frequency discrimination acuity in a relatively (given the
difficulty  in  controlling  all  of  the  factors  that  have  been  found  to  influence  L2
learning  well)  homogenous  L2  group. The  effects  of  auditory  training  on the
perception of natural and synthetic L2 (and L1) vowels, the production of L2 vowels
and the perception of a non-speech continuum were examined focusing on natural
English  vowel  perception  not  only in quiet but  also  in  noise  conditions and on
English vowel production. Another issue addressed concerned the availability or not
of durational cues in L2 vowel perception for speakers with no such L1 experience.
Given the nature of the instruction the participants in this work had received, they
are different to those considered in many L2 studies where L2 learners are immersed
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7.1 Perceptual salience of duration for L2 learners?
Study  1 tested the  perceptual  assimilation  (Experiment  1)  and  discrimination
(Experiment  2)  of Southern  British  English  vowels  by  Greek  speakers in  two
consonantal contexts, /bVb/ and /bVp/. The use of these contexts allowed measuring
the  effect  of  vowel  duration  differentiations  introduced  by  the  voicing  vs.
voicelessness  of  the  stop  consonant  following  the  vowel on  Greek  speakers’
perception  of  English  vowels. Experiment  1  showed  that  Greek  speakers were
sensitive  to  such  differentiations  which  seems against  McAllister et  al.’s (2002)
feature hypothesis and, on the surface, in line with Bohn’s (1995) desensitization
hypothesis. However, separate analyses conducted for each vowel testing the effect
of context on assimilation patterns showed that English vowels fitted better to Greek
categories when their duration was closer to the duration of the spectrally closest
Greek vowel. For instance, English // was found to be perceptually closer to Greek
/i/ (which has a duration of around 100 ms) when placed in a /bVb/ context than
when placed in a /bVp/ context the reason being that in the former case English //
had a duration of 195 ms whereas in the latter case English // had a duration of 145
ms.  It  therefore  seems  that Greek  speakers  assimilate L2  vowels  to their  L1
categories on the basis of durational cues in the same way they assimilate L2 vowels
to their L1 categories on the basis of spectral cues which is different from saying that
Greek  speakers  are  able  to  use  duration  because  it  is  a  salient  cue  compared  to
spectral cues. Experiment 2 showed that, in general, perceptual assimilation patterns
predicted discrimination accuracy as hypothesized by the Perceptual Assimilation
Model (Best, 1995; Best et al., 2001; Best & Tyler, 2007). The results concerning
the use of duration confirmed that Greek speakers were sensitive to durational cues
when discrimination English vowels. However, separate analyses for  each vowel
testing the effect of context on English vowel discrimination showed that Greek
speakers where  not  simply  comparing  the durations  of  the  two  vowels  in  each
English  pair  as  the  desensitization  hypothesis  would  predict.  Instead,  Greek
speakers’ discrimination accuracy depended on the cross-language relationships in
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Taken together, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that L2 vowels undergo
both temporal and spectral perceptual assimilation to L1 category/categories and
hence duration does not have a special status in L2 vowel perception compared to
that of spectral cues. L2 learners who do not exploit duration in L1 may have access
to temporal cues in an L2 provided that their ‘single’ L1 duration category does not
temporally interfere with the perception of a given L2 contrast. The fact that the
more-often tested English contrast in the literature, namely English //-// does not
suffer from L1 temporal interference seems to be the reason for the widespread view
that listeners with a ‘single’ L1 vowel duration category have access to durational
cues irrespective of the contrast to be perceived. Seen in this context, the results of
this study are compatible with the perceptual interference account (Iverson et al.,
2003; Kuhl et al., 2006; Kuhl et al., 2008) and the current L2 speech perception
models (PAM:  Best,  1995;  SLM:  Flege,  1995a) that  emphasize  the  role  of  L1
transfer. It seems that what is transferred is not an increased or decreased temporal
acuity, depending on previous experience with duration in vowel distinctions, as the
feature hypothesis would predict. Instead, the listeners transfer their L1 temporal
pattern, which may impede or aid L2 perception depending on the cross-language
temporal relationships. One explanation for the fact that the Latin American Spanish
speakers in McAllister et al.’s (2002) study did not show any sensitivity to durational
cues is given by the authors of the study in the discussion of their results. They draw
attention to the fact that in their study L2 vowel perception was assessed by means of
a word recognition task which does not exclude the possibility that instead of being
unable to distinguish short from long vowels, some of the participants simply did not
know  whether  a  word  contained  a  short  or  a  long  vowel.  For  listeners  with  no
previous experience with duration in L1 vowel distinctions a more sensitive task
such as a discrimination task may be therefore needed to capture their sensitivity to
that acoustic cue.
The  results  concerning  the  identification  and  discrimination  of  synthetic  English
vowels in Study 3 seem to support the finding that L2 listeners perceive L2 contrasts
via temporal perceptual assimilation to L1 duration category/categories rather than
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equally consistent in their identification of the //-// natural duration continuum and
the //-// neutralized duration continuum in the pre-test and showed similar degree
of  improvement in  their  labelling  ability for the  two  continua in  the  post-test.
Further, Greek speakers showed similar accuracy in discriminating the two duration
versions of the English //-// continuum which indicates that they did not benefit
from the existence of differences in duration between the two members of the //-//
natural duration continuum. Both synthetic // and // endpoints had a duration that
fell within the duration of Greek /i/ which resulted in Greek speakers’ failure to use
duration effectively  in the  perception  of  the //-// natural duration synthetic
continuum.
7.2 Effects of perceptual training
Relatively few training studies in the literature have examined vowels (Lambacher et
al., 2005; Iverson & Evans, 2007a; Nishi & Kewley-Port, 2007b, 2008; Iverson &
Evans, 2009). With the exception of Iverson & Evans (2007a) and Iverson & Evans
(2009) who  trained  German  and  Spanish  native  speakers’  perception  of  English
vowels, research on vowel training has examined Japanese (Lambacher et al., 2005;
Nishi & Kewley-Port, 2007b) or Korean speakers (Nishi & Kewley-Port, 2008) and
only Lambacher et al. (2005) examined the impact of perceptual training on English
vowel production. This work is the first training study in the literature to use a large
pre/post battery of tests examining the trainees’ perception of natural and synthetic
L2  (English) and  L1  (Greek)  vowels,  their  English  vowel  production and  their
frequency  discrimination  ability. Further,  natural English  vowel perception was
tested in quiet, as done in previous studies, and also in noise (English vowels were
embedded in a multi-talker babble at an SNR of -4 dB). This tested whether learning
was robust enough to translate to improvements in L2 vowel perception in degraded
listening conditions.
First, English vowel training had no effect on the perception of natural or synthetic
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(SNR = -10 dB) or in synthetic Greek vowel identification (boundary locations and
identification slopes) and discrimination (thresholds). This is not surprising given the
stability  of  the  L1  categories  after  many  years  of  experience with  the  ambient
language.
With respect to L2 vowel learning, the results confirmed the effectiveness of high-
variability phonetic training on L2 identification (+20 percentage points) for another
L2 population. That is a larger degree of improvement than that reported in Iverson
& Evans (2009) concerning Spanish speakers’ learning of English vowels. This work
used the same training materials and method as in Iverson & Evans (2009), however,
there were 10 English vowels as response options instead of 14 English vowels in
Iverson  &  Evans (2009) thus  making the  task less  demanding. Although  L2
identification  was  significantly  lower  in  noise  than  in  quiet (Mayo et  al.,  1997;
Cutler et al., 2004), this work showed that learning is robust enough to transfer to
vowel identification in noise conditions and to generalize to a new talker heard in
noise. Given that even early bilinguals show decreased speech intelligibility in noise
even when they show the same intelligibility rates as monolinguals in quiet (e.g.
Mayo et al., 1997) this transfer of learning supports further the effectiveness of high-
variability auditory training.
Results also showed that learning generalized to synthetic speech reflected in steeper
identification slopes which  is consistent  with  the improvement seen for  natural
English  vowels and further indicates successful learning.  This improvement  was
found for the two duration versions of the English //-// continuum but not for
English //-//. Maybe only 5 sessions of training can improve up to a certain degree
identification consistency for L2 vowel categories. English vowel training had no
effect on English vowel discrimination. In a recent study, Heeren & Schouten (2008)
successfully trained Dutch native speakers in identifying the Finish /t/-/t/ contrast
but without improving in their discrimination of the same contrast. The present work
of course differs from Heeren & Schouten (2008) in terms of both the type of L2
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(adaptive  vs.  non-adaptive)  and  therefore  the  results  are  not  straightforwardly
comparable. Iverson & Evans (2009) hypothesized that laboratory training improves
the  ability  of  the  trainees  to  apply  their already  existing L1  and  L2 category
knowledge to L2 identification without changing the representation of L2 categories.
Despite improving in English identification accuracy, Spanish and German speakers
in Iverson & Evans (2009) did not improve in their English vowel space mapping
after auditory training, i.e. their best exemplar locations for English vowels did not
approach more the target vowels. The authors proposed that high-variability phonetic
training  may  be  more  effective  than  low-variability  training  because  stimulus
variability trains the subjects in applying L2 categories to real speech. The results
concerning improvement in labelling ability for at least one L2 contrast in this work
suggest that some change in the representation of L2 categories is possible although
the trainees’ identification slopes for L2 vowels were still much shallower than their
identification slopes for L1 vowels.
Results  also  demonstrated  that  perceptual  training  improved  the  production  of
English  vowels by  Greek  speakers as judged by native  English listeners and
confirmed by an acoustic analysis of those English vowels. Instead of using their 5
Greek vowel qualities in English vowel production, the trainees learned to spectrally
differentiate English vowels. With respect to length distinctions, the trainees learned
not only to produce English //, //, //, //, // and // (all of the five long vowels
in English and // whose duration approximates that of the long vowels) with longer
durations than in the pre-test but also to produce English // with a shorter duration
than  in  the  pre-test thus approximating the  target  duration  of  that  vowel. When
comparing the durations of English //, //, //, //, // and // produced by Greek
speakers after perceptual training with English vowels produced by English speakers
in Study 1, it was found that these were somewhat longer than the target durations.
However,  it  has  to  be  noted  that  vowels  in  these  comparisons  were uttered in
voiceless  contexts  (/bVt/  for  Greek  speakers  and  /bVp/  for  English  speakers)
whereas during training trainees were exposed to both voiced and voiceless contexts.
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English vowels were long; however, they failed to learn the allophonic variation in
English according to which vowels are shorter before voiceless stops than before
voiced stops. The improvement in English vowel production replicates the success of
perceptual training on L2 production both for consonants (Bradlow et al., 1997;
Bradlow et al., 1999) and vowels (Lambacher et al., 2005). Finally, as discussed in
detail in the following section concerning individual differences in L2 learning, L2
vowel  perception  and  production  were  aligned for  individuals after  perceptual
training supporting a perception-production link (Flege et al., 1997a; Flege, 1999;
Flege et al., 1999a).
7.3 Individual differences
In line with previous work in L1 (Kewley-Port & Watson, 1994; Kewley-Port, 2001;
Gerrits & Schouten, 2004), L2 (Bradlow et al., 1997; Bradlow et al., 1999; Hazan et
al.,  2005) and  non-speech  perception (Surprenant  &  Watson,  2001;  Kidd et  al.,
2007; Lee et al., 2007), there were large individual differences in performance across
tasks both before and after auditory training. Despite this variability, subjects were
generally consistent across tasks, i.e. this variability was not random for most (but
not  all) tasks. First, natural  English  vowel  identification in  quiet correlated  with
natural  English  vowel  identification in  noise both before training  (for  all  28
participants) and after  training  (for  the  trained  participants). There  were  also
significant  positive correlations between  L1,  L2  and  non-speech frequency
discrimination. That  is, individuals  who were  successful  in  Greek  vowel
discrimination were also successful in English vowel discrimination and non-speech
discrimination (across pre/post-tests). Importantly, L1 DISCRIMINATION score, L2
DISCRIMINATION score, and non-speech discrimination correlated with natural
English  vowel identification  in  quiet and in  noise (across pre/post-tests). Before
training,  English  vowel production  did  not  correlate  with natural  English  vowel
identification in quiet or in noise but did so after training. Finally, natural English
vowel identification and English vowel production in the post-test were correlated
with L1, L2 and non-speech frequency discrimination  accuracy in  the  pre-test,General discussion and conclusion 146
suggesting that those individuals who were more efficient discriminators when tested
for the first time achieved better scores in English vowel perception and production
after auditory training than those individuals who were less efficient discriminators
in the pre-test.
In  the  Introduction  it  was  hypothesized  that  individual  differences  in  L2 vowel
perception and production may be explained on an L1 phonetic and/or an auditory
processing level. The L1 phonetic hypothesis was based on the well-attested effect of
L1  experience  on  L2  learning  and  is compatible  with current  cross-language/L2
models. The SLM and the NLM (and NLM-e) are of most relevance here. According
to SLM, age effects are due to changes in how the L1 and L2 systems interact (Flege
et al., 2003). As the L1 categories become more established with age (Hazan &
Barrett,  2000), they  become  more  likely  to ‘assimilate’  L2  sounds.  Similarly,
according  to the NLM,  L1  experience  sharpens L1 perception  but  unavoidably
interferes with L2 learning (Iverson et al., 2003; Kuhl et al., 2006; Kuhl et al., 2008).
If this L1-L2 perception trade-off extents to adult learners, we would expect listeners
with more robust L1 categories to find it harder to retune their system when learning
an  L2. Similarly, Maye (2007) offers  an  attentional-weighting explanation for
individual differences in L2 learning based on Goldinger’s (2007) complementary-
systems model; it is hypothesized that there might be individual differences in the
long-term  acquisition  of  L1-appropriate  attentional  cue  weighting,  i.e. in  the
acquisition of a filter for exemplar encoding which would result in less efficient
phonological processing but at the same time the ability to develop native-like L2
phonologies. Indirect support for the auditory processing hypothesis comes from
studies by Wong and colleagues showing that auditory pitch ability, as measured
using non-speech stimuli, can predict success in the use of pitch patterns in lexical
identification by L2 learners (Lee et al., 2007; Wong & Perrachione, 2007). The
reader should bear in mind that these two hypotheses are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, i.e. a non-speech auditory ability may underlie both L1 and L2 vowel
processing.General discussion and conclusion 147
The results showing that participants were consistent across L1, L2 and non-speech
discrimination tasks and  that  discrimination  accuracy related  to post-test natural
English vowel identification in quiet and in noise and English vowel production
showcase an underlying auditory  acuity  component for  L2  speech processing.
Previous studies have failed to find such a connection between speech and non-
speech tasks, however, as noted in Surprenant & Watson (2001), speech and non-
speech are typically measured using tasks tapping into different processing abilities;
speech ability is measured via recognition-in-noise tasks whereas non-speech ability
is measured using discrimination tasks that require analytic listening. Surprenant &
Watson (2001) propose that non-speech discrimination or identification tasks that
require  more  global  listening  may  be  more  appropriate  for  the  prediction  of
individual  variability  in  speech  perception.  Rather  than using more  global non-
speech tasks, this work employed more analytical speech tasks and a connection was
indeed found between non-speech processing and both L1 and L2 vowel processing.
These  findings, of  course, do not  reject the importance of L1 interference when
learning an L2 as acknowledged by current cross-language models. At a group level,
there was a  clear  effect  of  L1 vowel experience on L2 vowel perception  and
production. Greek  speakers  had  difficulty  in  perceiving  and  producing  English
vowels as shown in Study 1 examining L2 discrimination of natural English vowels
and in Study 3 examining the identification slopes and discrimination performance
for synthetic English vowels, the identification of natural English vowels in quiet
and in noise and the production of English vowels. What is shown in this work is
that while L1 experience affects L2 vowel processing, some people are better in
using acoustic information to overcome L1 biases, and in that respect the hypothesis
by Maye (2007) seems to be supported.
7.4 Limitations and future research
One limitation with regard to the training programme in this work is the lack of a
task that  would  test  long-term  retention  of  learning as  done  is  some  but  not  allGeneral discussion and conclusion 148
training studies in the literature. This was mainly due to practical reasons as retention
testing would have required another trip to Greece to retest all participants. However,
given that all studies showing generalization of training also show retention (Lively
et al., 1994; Bradlow et al., 1997; Bradlow et al., 1999; Iverson & Evans, 2009 with
the same materials), there is no reason to expect that no retention would be found if
tested especially given the robustness of training shown in this work (generalization
of learning to a new talker, transfer to noise conditions, transfer to synthetic speech
identification and production improvement).
Given that non-speech perception was tested using a formant-like stimulus (range =
1250 -1500 Hz) it might be claimed that a pure-tone task should be more appropriate
to  test  non-speech  discrimination  accuracy. The  rationale behind  the use  of  the
particular  type  of  non-speech  task  was the  following:  the  non-speech  continuum
should have a harmonic structure (thus sharing similar acoustic properties with the
vowel  continua)  without  resembling  speech.  To this  end, this  was  the  first  task
completed by subjects. Still, future research could include a broader range of non-
speech tasks with pure-tones or formant-like stimuli at different frequencies. Future
research could also use regression analyses to quantify the effect of factors related to
language aptitude such as PSTM and musical ability as well as motivational and
social factors on acquiring the sounds of an L2. Finally, a test of generalization of
production  improvement to  sentence  materials and, ultimately, to  conversational
speech could assess the effectiveness of training on more naturalistic materials that
are close to everyday communication.Appendix A 149
Appendix A
Table  I: Most  frequent  and  second  most  frequent  percentage  classification  of  English
vowels in terms of Greek vowel categories with the relevant goodness ratings assigned.
/bVb/ /bVp/
Modal response 2
nd response Modal response 2
nd response
SBE Greek listeners
 i 100 5.0 - - - i 100 5.4 - - -
 i 100 5.4 - - - i 100 5.0 - - -
 e 97 5.0 - - - e 92 5.2 i 4 2.0
 e 87 3.0 o 9 2.5 e 77 3.2 o 14 2.4
 a 95 4.7 o 5 1.5 a 95 5.2 o 3 1.0
 a 62 4.2 o 36 5.1 a 66 4.1 o 30 4.3
 o 57 4.0 a 43 3.6 o 54 4.1 a 46 3.9
 o 97 5.0 a 3 1.0 o 97 5.0 - - -
 o 55 4.1 u 45 3.8 o 52 4.1 u 48 3.8
 u 92 4.0 o 4 1.8 u 84 4.2 o 8 2.4
 u 82 3.8 i 14 2.5 u 92 3.8 i 8 1.9
SBE = Southern British EnglishAppendix B 150
Appendix B
Pictures used in the synthetic speech perception experiment.  The first four were
used in the Greek vowel continua and the other four in the English vowel continua.
/pita/ “pie” /peta/ “throw”
/pate/ “go” /pote/ “when”Appendix B 151
/bt/ “beat” /bt/ “bit”
/bt/ “bat” /bt/ “butt”Bibliography 152
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